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Playthings of the Idle Rich 

SenaLor S. I. Hayakawa (R-Califor
nia). speaking to the Republican State 
Central Committee. had this to say (Sa11 
Fra11cisco Examiner, February 18): 
"There is an essential conflict between 
the wealthy who can afford to fight for 
environmental safeguards and poor 
people who are fighting for space. You 
don't see many black people in the Sierra 
Club." 

As a club member it angers me to see 
environmental issues portrayed as the 
playthings of the idle rich and as opposed 
to the well-being of minorities and the 
poor. Unless we deal with this miscon
ception directly, it can be very damag
ing! How does the Sierra Club counter 
this kind of distortion? 

Russ Hickman 
San Francisco, California 

The Sierra Club has, indeed, been con
cerned with this misconception. See the 
article on '•City Care," page 25, and 
'·Second-Guessing Environmentalists." 
page 58. - The Edi/Or 

FaraJlons Pollution 

L had only just read Sierra's splendid 
short article, "The Farallons," by Tup
per Ansel Blake (October/November/ 
December 1978), when J came upon a 
reference to these islands in The Pro
gressive (''Nuclear Burial Ground," by 
Norman Solomon, April 1979). Your ar
ticle draws attention to the dangers 10 

which the Farallons are exposed from 
oil-tanker traffic and drilling on the con
tinental shelf but makes no mention of 
contamination from nuclear wastes. T 
quote The Progressive: "At sea, enor
mous mutant sponges have grown around 
leaking waste barrels in San Francisco 
Bay; at the Farallon Jslands off the Cali
fornia coast, an Environmental Protec
tion Agency study found that about 
one-quarter of 50,000 waste containers 
ruptured during the 20 years they had 
been lodged in the Pacific Ocean." 

Hardly a day passes that we don't hear 
of old failures and unresolved crises 
going back 20 years and more, of which 
we heard not a word during all those 
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years when the news of technology was 
nothing but good. It seems to me very 
important that all such instances of this 
sort of ineptitude and dissimulation be 
given the widest possible notice. Igno
rance is not bliss. lt is better to know. 

Gail Hammond 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 

Extra-High Voltage 

I've been fighting the construction of 
an 800-kilovolt direct-current transmis
sion line in Minnesota and North Dakota. 
The article in the July/ August 1978 
Sierra entitled ''Health and High Volt
age'• and the letters in reaction in the 
January/February Sierra were of ex
treme interest. 

At the condemnation hearings to take 
our land away, the chief electrical en
gineer of the United Power Association 
(the cooperative that has built the 800kV 
de line) told us the power line would be 
virtually harmless, much as did W.R. 
Johnson, chief electrical engineer of 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, in his 
letter published in the January/ February 
issue. Since the completion of UPA's 
800kV power line, it has been tested 
periodically; there are a number of ef
fects. 

The strongest effects seem to be not 
right under the line, but from 200 to 400 
feet on each side. There is a dairy farmer 
near me whose milking machines' elec
trical pulsators won't work because they 
are within 400 feet of the lines. These 
same pulsators work fine on a neighbor's 
property, farther from the lines. A friend 
whose land is west of mine had to quit 
working his land while the line was 
tested because of the headaches he got. 
Many people have gotten headaches 
from being close to the line. 

We've noticed that the many deer 
around here don't cross the land under 
the line as they used to. Cows and farm 
animals won't go close to the line very 

often, so pasture is wasted. Many ani
mals are nervous; according to studies, 
their production is affected. The line 
creates constant noise out here on the 
quiet prairie. The sound can run as high 
as 60 decibels, comparable to the noise 
level of a dishwaster in the kitchen. 

After months of study and lots of 
money, the Minnesota Health Depart
ment determined that many questions 
remain unanswered and need further 
study. The health department requires 
the cooperative to ground all fences and 
buildings near the line, suggests ground
ing vehicles under the line, and tells 
school buses not to stop underneath it. 
The cooperative refuses to accept liabil
ity for the line. 

John Kooiman 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 

Car Subsidies 
I feel I must comment on ''The Case of 

the Hidden Car Subsidies" (October/ 
November/December). Mr. Hart exag
gerates and omits facts in an attempt to 
show that the private automobile is sub
sidized by property-tax payers. How
ever, a more complete analysis of the 
sources of revenue of a city may in fact 
show that the opposite is true. Mr. Hart 
lists only two sources of income from au
tomobiles. He should also have included 
the following: 
• fees from city-owned parking lots. ga
rages and metered spaces: 
• fines from parking and traffic vio
lations: 
• sales or use taxes collected on new and 
used cars: 
• taxes collected on the sale of parts, oil, 
antifreeze, gasoline and other automo
tive products; 
• property taxes paid by automotive
related business. 

In addition to these direct taxes, there 
are indirect taxes. For example, the 
people employed by automotive-related 
businesses generate taxes by the money 
they spend in the community. 

From my vantage point in Wyoming, I 
cannot estimate how much revenue all 
the above-listed taxes would produce, 
but it certainly seems as if it would be 



much more than $9.4 million. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Hart also uses 

other arguments that are invalid. He im
plies that streets, street lights, drainage 
systems. police departments, the court 
system, hospitals and other institutions 
owe their existence to the private car. But 
we all know that every one of these 
existed long before the automobile was 
invented. At another point in his narra
tive he shifts the focus of his discussion 
from Pasadena to Los Angeles. He notes 
that 4200 welfare recipients in Los Ange
les would be employed given adequate 
public transportation. This statement, 
while interesting, has nothing to do with 
the discussion of taxes paid or not paid in 
Pasadena. Moreover. it does not take into 
account the number of people who would 
be unemployed or on welfare if there 
were no private cars. (I do not claim there 
would be more people on welfare if we 
did not have cars or had fewer cars, but it 
is something that must be considered.) 

Finally. Mr. Hart blames the au
tomobile for keeping poor people poor. 
However. I think anyone would agree 
that most people will buy a car if they can 
afford it because of the freedom it gives. 

Raymond E. Smithson 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Stanley Hart replies: 
Mr. Smithson is partly correct. in that 

some items of income were overlooked 
in my brief analysis of the Pasadena bud
get. But I similarly neglected expenses 
that rebalance the scales. When the extra 
items of income and expense are in
cluded in the analysis, the results are 
close to my original conclusions. 

Fees from parking lots, garages and 
metered spaces do not appear in the bud
get. These facilities are furnished free to 
city employees and others. a common 
practice in the area; and the city does not 
operate parking meters. Parking and 
traffic fines come to $200.000 and are in
cluded in my totals, though not labeled in 
my article. Sales and use taxes on auto 
and parts sales I estimate to be$822,000; 
and property taxes paid by auto-related 
business are about $470,000, for a total 
of $1,292,000. 

Offsetting expenses are debt service 
for two parking garages ($ 158,400);.debt 
service for the Pasadena Center parking 
facilities ($556.000): New Year's Day 
police services ($88.000); the fire and 
police retirement system ($186,000); and 

Rose Bowl paving ($90,000) for a total 
of$1.079.000. 

No doubt many expenses and income 
items remain buried in the budget. The 
most obvious ones increase the cogency 
ofmy argument. For instance, $4million 
is budgeted for housing development and 
$2 million for the city library-both 
sums include substantial amount for 
parking facilities. The recent construc
tion of a freeway through the city reduced 
the property value oo Pasadena's tax rolls 
by IQ%, an amount that had to be shifted 
to the tax bills of the remainjng tax
payers. My estimates do not include 
these items. My analysis may be on the 
rough side. but it is always on the conser
vative side as well. 

Mr. Smithson's views may be influ
enced by his experience with Laramie 
(which has an area of 9.5 square miles 
and a population of 23,000, at an eleva
tion of 7170 feet). Possibly, automobiles 
in Laramie are an unalloyed delight. 
Here in Los Angeles (which has an area 
of 1800 square miles and a population of 
8,000,000. at an elevation of 300 feet), 
we 're not so delighted. For good reason , 
I have assumed Pasadena roughly 
typifies the jigsaw puzzle of 70 com
munities that carpet our basin: my refer
ence to Los Angeles' problems was not 
unreasonable in context. 

I do not argue that hospital, coroner. 
police, fire and court services owe their 
entire existence to the motoring public. I 
do argue that these services are far more 
extensive than they would be without the 
automobile- and that the motorist 
should pay the increment. I agree that au
tomobiles provide employment. but I in
sist that an effective transit system would 
also offer employment as well as trans
portation opportunities for many (at least 
in Los Angeles) who cannot now get to 
jobs. Streets and drainage systems are 
another matter. Since the motorist now 
preempts our streets to the exclusion of 
all alternatives. it seems reasonable to 
ask the motorist to pay for them. 

The use of property-tax funds to sub
sidize cars is widespread: it was one of 
the important causes for the success of 
California's Proposition 13. Please note 
that my figures do not include compensa
tion for the pollution of Los Angeles· air 
(presumably not a problem in Laramie) 
or an adequate payment for the use by 
motorists of Pasadena's real estate (6. 8 of 
the city 's 17 square miles). • 

Camp Trails Thermostat is a 
most versatile and luxurious 
rectangular sleeping bag. The 
Thermostat's versatility lets you 
regulate your sleeping tempera
ture by simply flipping over the 
sleeping bag giving you comfort 
at all temperatures. Plus. the 
cotton blend liner is both invitingly 
soft and functions to keep you 
dry by wicking away moisture. 
Avoid another night in a cold 
clammy sleeping bag, and get 
into the warm dry comfort of the 
Thermostat. 

You can flip over a Thermostat 
at your dealer or send $1.00 for 
our new catalog to Camp Trails, 

Box 23155. Dept.13, 8-" . 
Phoenix, Arizona 85063. . •• ···· •• 
a ._;Johnson wax associate -

Fortrel ,~: and PolarGuard~' am 
trademarks of Fiber tnduslnes_ Inc 
a subs1d1ary or Celanese Corporation 
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1r there were only one kind of outdoor person, 
we'd make only one kind of sleeping bag. 

It doesn't matter whether you're into back
packing or bicycling, climbing or canoeing, 
fishing or family camping. Because no matter 
which of these you enjoy the most, or even 
if you enjoy them all , CAMP 7 has your bag. 

If you camp where it gets wet or damp, 
we have five premium-quality PolarGuard® bags 
for you to choose from. The CAMP 7 Pioneer 
is the perfect lightweight bag for summer 
backpacking, bicycling, and canoerng. And 
for colder conditions it can be used as an 
outer shell around several other CAMP 7 bags, 
creating the unique CAMP 7 SYSTEM 
concept. 

The CAMP 7 Shenandoah might be just 
your bag: it's versatile, well-built, lightweight 
and warm. And our Shenandoah Plus will 
keep you warm all the way to 5°F. Also, our 
rectangular and roomy Summersault- with 
its double-layer top and single-layer 
bottom- offers maximum flexi-
bility for campers and fishermen. 

You'll be happy to know that 
CAMP 7 down bags 

give you just as much freedom of choice. 
If you're into winter mountaineering 
and camping , the - 5°F rated North Col 
keeps you warm as toast. Our Arete, 
weighing only 2 lb., 6 oz., is excellent for 
backpacking and bicycling, or for anyone 
concerned with warmth to weight efficiency. 
And for those of you who like a roomy 
sleeping bag, the Mitten is a very comfortable 
semi-rectangular bag which also opens to 
form a down quilt. 

CAMP 7 bags are for lots of different 
people, yet they all have several things in 
common: They're high-quality sleeping 
bags that have been carefully designed and 
constructed for long-lasting protection. 
And each is backed by CAMP Ts complete, 
lifetime limited warranty. 

CAMP 7 bags are available at fine back
packing/sports specialty stores 

everywhere. 
CAMP 7, 

Boulder, 
Colorado. 

Fortrel and PolarGuard are 1rademarks of Fiber lndustnes, Inc , a subsid,ary of Celanese CorPO<allon 



Editorial 

Ont t• arc 1ca 
PATRICIA J. SCHARLIN 

THE WORLD energy hys
teria may reach Antarctica 
this fall. if the thirteen na

tions that '·manage' · the conti
nent continue to move in the cur
rent direction. Preparations are 
under way for a September meet
ing of the Antarctic Treaty na
tions that will consider setting up 

L--------------' a ··regime" to manage the devel
opment of mineral resources on the Antarctic continent. So 
far, no serious attention is being given to postponing devel
opment and setting Antarctica aside for the foreseeable future 
as a '·world preserve." 

The Sierra Club and other environmental groups are dis
tressed that no detailed environmental impact analysis will 
have been prepared before the discussions take place. They 
sent a letter to President Carter in April urging that he take a 
stand on this issue and asking that the government consider 
the option of a world preserve. A preserve would not rule out 
development forever but would keep that choice open for a 
later time when the world may desperately need certain min
eral resources for vitaJ uses such as pharmaceuticals. Estab
lishing a preserve would also provide the opportunity to learn 
more about how the ecosystems of the Antarctic work so that 
environmental standards could be established for future 
exploitation. Environmentalists believe that a preserve would 
also be the best means of reinforcing the principles laid down 
in the Antarctic Treaty of 1959, which set the continent aside 
for peaceful purposes and international scientific coopera
tion. 

Although scientists are uncertain about the amount and 
quality of oil and gas on the continental shelf, and of coal and 
other minerals on the continent itself. commercial interests 
appear ready to search seriously. Scientists predict it will be 
technically possible to begin oil and gas development within 
15 to 20 years, though at great economic cost. 

The fragile nature of the whole Antarctic region has gener
ated grave concern in the environmental community about 
this recent emphasis on resource development. Any major 
land-based exploration could cause significant ecological 
damage in a region of extreme weather conditions and fragile 
terrain. Offshore oil and gas · exploration in treacherous, 
iceberg-ridden seas could result in accidents that would seri
ously affect the rich sea life. Environmentalists are worried 
that attempts to set up an arrangement to begin oil develop-

ment might seriously strain the delicate understanding 
reached by the Antarctic Treaty signatories, who have agreed 
to neither assert nor recognize territorial claims-some of 
which overlap. A breakdown of this formula could move An
t~rctic discussions into a wider political arena of nations that 
have long viewed Antarctica as part of the world's common 
heritage, open to all. This could lead to a free-for-aJI in the 
race to develop resources for narrow national interests. 

Why protect Antarctica? The reasons are clear. Its ocean 
currents, atmosphere and massive ice cap affect global cli
mate and influence the life in virtually all the oceans. The area 
where most of the exploration would begin- the Antarctic 
peninsula-is especially fragile. This is where all the politi
cal, environmental, scientific and development activities 
converge. Moreover, several nations have conflicting territo
rial claims in the peninsula area. It contains most of the ex
posed soil area of the continent and is, consequently, where 
most plants and animals live. The continental shelf waters 
where oil and gas development would first take place contain 
important living resources, especially krill. a small. 
shrimplike creature that is a basic food for whales and other 
Antarctic wildlife (and a possible source of protein for a 
food-hungry world). Two thirds of the world 's whale popula
tion are found off either side of the peninsula. as are many seal 
species. penguins and other birds that are tied to the land. One 
cannot dismiss the potential impact of development on the 
rest of the vast continent, but the most important action would 
be confined to an area only the size of California. 

S ince 1972, when protecting Antarctica by making it a 
world park was first proposed, the Sierra Club has played a 
leading role in the effort to preserve this virtually untouched 
region. The continent serves the world wel I as · a base for 
monitoring pollution levels and global weather change. In the 
future it could provide essential resources when they no 
longer exist elsewhere. lf the cooperative spirit of the Antarc
tic Treaty is violated, it could spell disaster, not only for the 
Antarctic Treaty structure, but for the continent itself. And the 
world would lose the benefits of dedicating this last wilder
ness area to the good of all life on the planet. • 

Patricia J. Scharli11 is directc>r of the Club's /111emational Earthcare 
Cemer. She sen•ed 011 rhe U.S . de/egatio11 ro the A11tarttic Tremy 
Powers meetings in 1977 and is a member of the State Departmelll 
Advisory Co111mf11ee on Antarctica. 
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Yellowstone: 
The Region Is Greater 

Than the Sum of Its Parks 
PHILIP M. HOCKER 

HEN LEWIS AND CLARK rendezvoused at the mouth of the 
Yellowstone River in 1806, they gazed upstream with some 
dim awareness of the country above, having had an uncertain 
report of ' 'a considerable Fall' ' on the upper river. And they 
felt pretty sure of what lay beyond, just the other side of the 
headwaters: Santa Fe, and the Mexican settlements. 

They were wrong by a thousand miles, but they began a 
tradition of incomprehension of the Yellowstone region as a whole that contin
ues in government policy to this day. 

The block of continuous forestland and undeveloped prairie surrounding Yel
lowstone National Park comprises the richest, most nearly intact complex of 
wildlife and wilderness in the lower 48 states. Much bas been done already to 
preserve these lands; they include 2.5 million acres of national parks and 
wildlife refuges, and almost 11 million acres of national forest, including 3 
million acres in wilderness areas. 

Americans' hopes and fears for the Yellowstone and its wildlife have inspired 
many innovations in conservation that have later been applied to other areas. 
But much remains to be done-and much that has been only partly protected is 
still vulnerable. 

When the original boundaries of Yellowstone National Park were drawn in 
1872, the simple rectangle they enclosed disregarded biological needs of the 
wildlife of d1e park; the goal conservationists seek in Alaska-protecting entire 
ecosystems intact wiiliin a single management-was beyond the limits of un
derstanding in 1872. Ten years later, the problem was partly recognized by 
General Philip Sheridan, who recommended extending the park 's boundaries 
by 40 miles to the east and 10 miles to the south, in order to create a more 
complete game preserve. But it wasn't done. 

Then, as now, the YeUowstone 's large herds of wide-ranging mammals cap
tured America's imagination: the thousands of elk, deer, mountain sheep, an
telope; the moose and ilie remnant buffalo herd and , last and greatest, Ursus 
arctos horribilis- the grizzly bear. Though the list of local species also in
cludes trumpeter swans, whooping cranes, bald and golden eagles, loons, os
prey and hundreds of less-visible forms of fish , flesh and fowl , the largest and 
best-known denizens of the Yellowstone best illustrate the threats to its future. 

Habitat destruction is the danger. Hunting pressure under present controls is 

Opposite: 8 /ackwil Pond 0111/ 1/11' Teton Rang,·. G rand Teton Na1io11a/ Park 
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A hiker abol'e Gra11i1e Creek. in 1he Gm., Ventre mo1111tai11s. lnsn, "herd of dk in Y1!ll<1ws1011e N111imwl Park . 

not endangering the survival of major 
game species . The debate over hunting is 
an old and difficult one, about which 
thoughtful people differ. But the losses 
owing to hunting are replaceable; the 
losses of habitat caused by development 
of the region are permanenL Protection 
of wildlife habitat should be the unified 
objective of hunter and nonhunter alike. 
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This habitat does not stop at park bound
aries; the ecosystems that support wild
life extend far beyond the borders of the 
two national parks in the region. 

After years of campaigning for greater 
protection of the lands around Yel
lowstone by General Sheridan and later 
by Teddy Roosevelt, the first steps to
ward preservation were taken in 1891 by 

President Harrison. who established 
"Forest Reserves." These were aug
mented by later additions and eventually 
became today's national forests. Game 
preservation was the principal purpose 
for these first forest reserves in the Yel
lowstone region . . . a purpose remem
bered only fitfully by today·s Forest 
Service standards . 

By 1902 the forested hills. highland 
plateaus and mountains of the Yel
lowstone region were largely reserved 
from settlement, but the lowland winter 
range was not protected- and still is not. 

Mountain meadows and woodlands 
where elk herds summer are covered with 
many feet of snow in winter: with the 
first heavy storm of autumn the herds 
begin to migrate to lowland winter range 
in sheltered valleys. In the past these mi
grations covered longer distances, but 
human pressure has caused evolutionary 
selection favoring sub-herds that mi
grate shorter distances from the protec
tion of the park. Even so. several thou
sand elk migrate almost 100 miles each 
spring and fall on their annual march 
from central Yellowstone Park to the Na
tional Elk Refuge in Jackson Hole. 

Requirements for various species dif
fer. but many need winter range that is 
not available within the protected park-



lands. Moreover. suitable winter range is 
most often located in lowland, riverside 
areas that are also favored for human set
tlement. These areas were omitted from 
rhe forest reserves; though relatively 
small, they are extreme I y important lo 
the region's wildlife. 

The chain of a species' life-cycle is 
only as strong as its weakest link; in the 
Yellowstone region, the critical factor is 
the availability of winter range. 

For whitetail deer. that chain broke. 
Within the Yellowstone Park boundaries 
their winterrange was limited in size and 
heavily used. Outside the park, along the 
Yellowstone Riverto the north, along the 
Snake Ri ver in Jackson Hole, and in 
other valleys, ranching and poaching 
eventually drove the deer from their win
ter range. By 1940 they were reduced to a 
few specimens. Now they are gone. ex
tinct in the Yellowstone region. 

A small herd of pronghorn antelope 
winters al the north end of Yellowstone 
Park. They do not migrate: all migratory 
habit has long since been disrupted. They 
survive on a small area of marginal win
ter ground inside and near the park 
boundaries, land not really adequate to 
their needs. Biologists watch and wait, 
helpless, knowing that one or two severe 
winters could wipe out this herd, and that 
it will not be naturally replaced. 

There are more encouraging stories, 
too. of wildlife recovery in the region. 
Wolverine were decimated everywhere 
outside the parks by years of aggressive 
programs of predator poisoning: since 
the 1972 ban on poisoning, wolverine are 
recovering their range and have recently 
been seen in the southern end of the 
Bridger National Forest, 150 mi !es south 
of Yellowstone. 

While the winter range problem 
largely involves private lands. a differ
ent, equally threatening erosion of the 
values of the Yellowstone region is tak
ing place on the fom1er forest reserves. 
For many years the Forest Service. 
which inherited these lands, followed a 
careful policy that served wildlife well. 
Partly because of the generally poor 
quality of timber available on the dry, 
high-altitude. slow-growing forests of 
the Reserves and the long and expensive 
distance to markets. road-building and 
timber-cutting were mostly local and had 
little impact. 

Though the land's wi Id! ife and wil
derness were not formally protect~d, as 
late as 1935 it was possible for Olaus 
Murie, the noted wildlife biologist and 
authori ty on the elk, to write: • 'Thanks to 
the Forest Service, Teton National Forest 
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has in the past been administered so as to 
preserve the wilderness to a great ex
tent.'' 

But in the mid-1950s the levels of 
timber harvest in the forests abruptly 
doubled, and doubled again within the 
next ten years. New sawmills were built 
by international corporations. changing 
tire entire scale of logging from small se
lective harvests to massive clearcuts. 
Public outrage at the no-man's-land re
sults forced modification of Forest Serv
ice methods, and timber harvests now 
consist of large numbers of artfully 
designed mid-sized clearcuts, rather than 
a few huge wastelands. But the cumula
tive process of converting mountain 
wildlands into wood fam1s continues. 

A certain ratio of open meadowland to 
wooded cover is best for elk range; when 
timber harvests change that ratio, the 
useful habitat of the forest is damaged. 
The cumulative effect of progressive 
clearcutting and increased use of the 
back-country logging roads is the disrup
tion of the elk's traditional use patterns. 
Whether the elk can adapt to the new 
conditions is unknown. 

Some timber harvesting in selected 
areas is probably compatible with 
wildlife maintenance. The Forest Serv
ice has even characterized some recent 
timber sales as "enhancement of wildlife 
habitat, ·' but too often the phrase has be
come a bitter sham; a recent sale for · 'en
hancement" adversely affected a re
search study area that was being used to 
study the effects of logging on elk! T hus 

managers of the local forest- violating 
both common sense and the Na
tional Environmental Policy Act
cla imed "enhancement·· goals for a 
timber sale that would disrupt the very 
study being made to determine whether 
such "enhancement" in fact existed. 

Similarly. on the west slope of the 
Teton Range. the Winegar Hole unit is 
slated for timber harvest to "enhance 
wildlife habitat." But the area is desig
nated as essential habitat for the grizzly 
bear, and timber harvci;ting and the wel
fare of the bear clearly arc incompatible. 

Though they were established with a 
common purpose. the national forests of 
the Yellowstone region have been frag
mented and lumped with other forests. 
They are managed in a piecemeal way, 
and the common treasure surrounding 
Yellowstone is now overseen by three 
Forest Service regional offices, directing 
eight separate national forests. All loo 
often, the national parks arc viewed sus
piciously as something on the other side 
of forest boundaries that interferes with 
the usual business of managing these for
ests for their commercial value alone. 
just like any others . 

When roadless lands in the Yellow
stone region have been reviewed for wil
derness in the land-management plan
ning process. in most cases they have 
been rejected on the grounds that there 
was "enough" wilderness in the area. 
With its fragmented approach, the Forest 
Service is steadily nibbling away at the 
roadless resource. never pausing to eval
uate as a whole the potential of protecting 
a rich, unified complex of interacting 
wildlife and wilderness, divided only by 
a few slender highway corridors. In
stead. each roadless tract is viewed in 
isolation, and programmed for road
bui lding, logging and oil and gas drilling 
with no comprehensive appreciation of 
the region. 

The ·'divide and conquer·• approach 
of the Forest Service was applied with a 
vengeance during the RARE If study. As 
badly as wilderness fared nationwide in 
RARE 11, in the greater Yellowstone re
gion it was treated far worse. Nationally, 
the Forest Service recommended only 
24% of our remaining national forest 
roadless lands for wilderness designa
tion; within the greater Yellowstone re
gion barely 14% was recommended. Of 
almost 4.9 million acres inventoried as 
roadless at the beginning of the study, 
only 686,000 acres are now slated for 
wilderness. 

The Gros Ventre Range was named by 
early fur trappers, using the French 
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phrase for the Big Belly Indians, who 
were famed for their prodigious appe
tites. It is a diverse land, ranging from 
rocky summits dotted with bighorn 
sheep to deep, moist canyon bottoms 
harboring moose. trout and eagles. 

On a brisk, bright afternoon in July. 
sun and scudding clouds overhead find us 
hiking up Sportsman's Ridge in the area, 
alone, quietly walking through the wind 
of the ridgetop. There is no blazed trail, 
bur the land is laced with deeply indented 
pathways beaten by generations of elk. 

A dab of brown movement catches 
your eye. Another. Elk, quietly browsing 
their summer range, pass through the 
meadow a few dozen yards away. 

It is a small band, you think, perhaps a 
dozen or two. That would be a fine sight. 
a dozen elk, each 600-odd pounds of 
muscle, trim and brown in new summer 
coats, velveted antlers on the bulls. Suc
cessively. by twos and threes, more and 
more brown forms pace into view. One 
dozen ... two ... four ... A sudden 
movement startles them; they begin to 
drift away along the ridgetop. It is a 
graceful, almost silent rippling motion , 
punctuated by the clicking of their 
hooves on the stony ground . More and 
more of the herd emerges from behind 
the trees, pausing at the ridgetop before 
running down the far slope to the lush 
green meadows below. 

In the windy sunshine you stand 
spellbound: more than 200 elk together, 
an unusual gathering, gliding like some 
large brown animated carpet across the 
meadows, dividing into separate streams 
around each tree or obstacle and reunit
ing on the far side, until the momentum 
of their fear is dispelled and they slow to 
a scattered halt. The calves bleat as they 
search for their mothers in the herd, then 
calm is gradually restored and, breaking 
into twos and threes once more, they re
sume the persistent business of eating. 

This. then, is the Gros Ventre. Large 
even by the standards of the Ye! lows tone 
region, the Gros Ventre Range and its 
outliers cover more than half a million 
acres of roadless land. The Sierra Club 
and other conservationists have endorsed 
388,000 acres for wilderness here. 

Gros Ventre is the largest RARE II 
area in the lower 48; and even the Forest 
Service could not deny the great potential 
as wilderness. Its 289,000-acre wilder
ness recommendation omits, though , 
practically all the lowland big-game 
country on the southern flanks of the 
range-an area equal to four entire aver
age RARE II wilderness recommenda
tions. The Forest Service, despite oppo-
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sition from neighboring communities to 
the south, has scheduled six timber sales 
(totaling 28.6 million board feet) in the 
disputed area in the next five years; the 
timber sale will permanently reduce the 
potential wilderness to the boundaries 
proposed by the Forest Service. 

Prompt Congressional action is essen
tial if the full potential of the Gros Ventre 
Wilderness is to be preserved. Located 
anywhere, it would be a magnificent ad
dition to our National Wilderness Preser
vation System; placed in a keystone posi
tion in the greater Yellowstone region. it 
takes on critical importance for preserv
ing the wildlife continuity of the lands 
around the Parks. 

Ir the Gros Ventre typifies the grand 
scale of opportunity in the Yellowstone 
region , the DuNoir basin area is its con
centrated essence. 

Though it is smaller-about 40,000 
acres (this may be not so small by most 
standards)-the DuNoir is a gem of for
est. lakes and crags, serving as elk calv
ing grounds, summer range and bighorn 
sheep range. It is the last drainage of the 
upper Wind River valley, on the south
east side of the greater Yellowstone re
gion, that has not been clearcut by the 
Forest Service to provide timber for the 
Louisiana-Pacific lumber mill in nearby 
Dubois, Wyoming. The basin's French 
name derives from the heavy stands of 
black timber covering its lowlands (and 
attracting the sawmill managers). Yet , as 
a former Wyoming Congressman stated: 
" ... the timber values of the DuNoir 
are insignificant in relation to its other at
tributes." The Forest Service's discred
ited "purity'' argument was used by 
local Forest Service personnel to attempt 
to disqualify much of the DuNoir- the 
part with trees on it, that is-from con
sideration as wilderness. A few rotting 
stumps and decayed remnants of small
scale, selective logging in the early years 
of the century, barely visible to an ob
server today, were considered more sig
nificant than the abundant game and out
standing beauty of the basin. 

More than 28,800 acres oftbe DuNoir 
are protected now as a ''special man
agement area " whose wilderness char
acter must be maintained. This unique 
status is the result of the inability of 
Congressmen of Wyoming to agree 
over the DuNoir's fate when the adjacent 
Washakie Wilderness was legislated in 
1972. "Special management" was sup
posed to end in 1978, and Congressman 
Teno Roncalio, a stalwart supporter of 

wilderness, introduced a bill to designate 
an enlarged, 34,500-acre DuNoir as wil
derness. It was strongly supported at the 
local hearing, but the pressure of indus
try w.as more strongly felt in the Senate. 
The legislation failed: the special-man
agement-area status remains in force. 

For the present. no intrusion will be 
made on the heart of the DuNoir basin. 
But as the cutting of nearby forests con
tinues beyond realistic sustained-yield 
levels, pressure to log the DuNoir will 
mount once more. 

Gros Ventre and DuNoir exemplify 
the summer range and public lands prob
lems threatening the integrity of greater 
Yellowstone. On private lands and on 
Forest Service lands dedicated to private 
business interests through ·'special-use·· 
permits, commercial and resort devel
opment is creating a different kind of 
pressure on the wildlife in several areas 
of the region. 

Increasing areas of lowland riparian 
habitat in the northwest area of the region 
are being taken over by secondary devel
opment · 'spinning off" from the Big 
Sky resort in the Gallatin Valley and 
from a proposed Ski Yellowstone resort 
at Hebgen Lake. The Ski Yellowstone 
development, in particular, will have a 
serious impact on the local grizzly bear 
population, which ranges in and out of 
Yellowstone Park regularly. 

The preservation of natural beauty is a 
spiritual act, a statement of humility and 
belief that we are made better people (or. 
at least, stayed from becoming worse) by 
saving and studying the constructions of 
forces beyond our own power, and still 
largely beyond our understanding. And 
often those opposed to preservation are 
essentially not in economic need (for if 
these lands held great riches they would, 
generally, not still be wild), but dedi
cated to a contrasting belief: that the 
things of the earth are here solely for 
human use, and that failure to consume 
the products of the earth constitutes not a 
sin of omission, but positive sin. 

Between these opposing views, the 
Forest Service, unwilling to make a posi
tive decision, seeks compromise. The 
area's protection, ironically, poses the 
greatest danger to the greater Yel
lowstone region. So much of the land is 
mandated to be preserved that the reflex 
of the Forest Service is to dedicate the 
rest to development, as we have seen in 
RARE 11. That reflex must be overcome 
through national pressure. • 

Philip M . Hocker chairs the Wyoming Chap
ter of the Sierra Club. 
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Jackson Hole: 
Are We Loving It to Death? 

0 
NE COULD DESCRIBE 
Jackson Hole simply as a 
mountain valley in north
western Wyoming just 
south of Yellowstone Park. 

But to appreciate Jackson Hole, one must 
begin with the Tetons, surely among the 
most magnificient mountains in North 
America. Only 10 million years old and 
still rising. this fault-block range soars 
without warning. without foothills. 7000 
feet straight up from the valley floor. 
There its massive presence. sculptured 
by eons of water and ice, guards the 
western flank of Jackson Hole and domi
nates it utterly. On the valley's south and 
east are older. gentler mountains; to the 
north, the Yellowstone Plateau com
pletes the encirclement of Jackson Hole. 
And through the valley's flat , sagebrush 
floor wind the clear swift waters of the 
Snake River. 

It is not surprising that Jackson Hole 
has been the object of national attention 
almost since its first permanent settlers 
arrived. In 1898 Charles D. Walcott, di
rector of the U.S. Geological Survey, 
suggested that the young Yellowstone 
Park be expanded to include the Tetons 
and Jackson Hole. Walcott was particu
larly concerned about the inconsistency 
of protecting the summer range of the 
Yellowstone elk herd while ignoring its 
winter migration south into the Jack
son Hole area. 

His suggestion was 10 be heard over 
and over in following years . In 1913 
Congress authorized purchase of land in 
Jackson Hole that became the core of 
the National Elk Refuge, but no action 
was taken to protect the mountains or the 
valley. 

Meanwhile, during the early years of 
the Twentieth Century, settlers continued 
to come to Jackson Hole to establish 
homesteads and to ranch. They were 
pioneers-of necessity, they were rug-
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ged and self-sufficient people. 
Even in those days, commercialism 

had begun to creep into Jackson Hole: 
this, coupled with such atrocities as the 
damming of Jackson Lake and proposals 
to dam the exquisite Jenny and Leigh 
Lakes, made the National Park Service 
determined to seek protection for the Te
tons. Even some astute valley residents, 
apparently foreseeing the future. pro
posed the creation of a ' 'national recre
ational area" in Jackson Hole. 

But it was John D. Rockefeller. Jr.. 
who provided a way. Following a visit to 
Yellowstone and Jackson Hole in 1926, 
Rockefeller was so impressed that he 
proposed buying the entire valley and 
turning it over to the federal government 
for a national park. 

In 1929 a small Grand Teton National 
Park was finally created, by transferring 
only the mountains themselves and the 
lakes at their base from the Forest Serv
ice to the National Park Service. Almost 
none of the valley itself was protected, 
however. ft was this land that Rockefeller 
was purchasing. Although he had re
duced the scope of his proposal by ex
cluding the southern portion of the 
valley, in 1930 he announced his inten
tion to donate land for an expanded park. 

The people of Jackson Hole. fearing 
loss of tax base and domination by the 
federal government, did not want an ex
panded park, however. Their vehement 
opposition successfully blocked park ex
pansion for years, until finally, in 1943, 
President Roosevelt circumvented Con
gress by decreeing a Jackson Hole Na
tional Monument and accepting Rocke
feller's donation. 

Enraged, the people of Jackson Hole 
continued to fight for a few more years. 
But finally, in 1950, Congress created the 
present Grand Teton National Park, in
corporating the lands of the Jackson Hole 
Monument. Fifty-two years after Charles 

Walcott first proposed protection of the 
valley, the job was complete. Or 
was it? 

The part of Jackson Hole Mr. Rocke
feller did not purchase did not seem to 
matter much in 1950. The entire popula
tion of Teton County was only 2593. 
nearly two thirds of it concentrated in the 
small town of Jackson. Aside from the 
town and a few tiny . ettlemcnts, land 
was used almost entirely for agriculture. 
The ranches were a fitting complement to 
the new national park; Jackson called it
self "the last of the old West," and 
tourists readily accepted their claim. 

Perhaps it was inevitable that big-time 
skiing would come to Jackson Hole. 
Jackson was already full of skiing en
thusiasts; it certainly had the required 
snow: the setting was spectacular; and 
the ski boom was on all across the coun
try. The people of the valley understand
ably did not mind the idea of making 
money in the winter as well as the 
summer. 

In 1965, when Teton Village, the 
Jackson Hole Ski Area. was opened, few 
realized the enonnous impact it would 
have on Jackson Hole. Suddenly it was 
possible for residents to stay in the valley 
and make a living all year. No longer did 
one have to be hardy. independent and a 
little eccentric to spend the entire year. 

The skiers were different from the 
summer tourists. They did not pass 
through in Winnebagos. They stayed 
longer. spent more, rented condomin
iums and, if reasonably well-heeled, 
might even build second homes. 

The ski area grew slowly at first: 
Jackson Hole had a reputation for being 
cold and hard to get to. But an aggressive 
marketing program changed that. In 
1973/74. the area recorded 84,736 skier 
days; two years later, 126,195; in 1977/ 
78, 176,851. Jackson Hole's renown as a 
ski resort was perhaps sealed when a 
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young visitor was recently heard to re
mark: ' 'But doesn't Jackson pretty much 
close down in the summer?" 

She has obviously never been to the 
valley in August! Grand Teton Park now 
draws more visitors than Yellowstone, 
and most of them come in the summer. 
Last year more than 4 million people vis
ited the park- the equivalent of I in SO 
Americans. Some of them, too, will de
cide to return, to build second homes or 
to give up their crowded cities and move 
to the mountains to stay. 

The nation loves Jackson Hole. And it 
is in danger of smothering the very object 
of its affect.ion. 

Mr. Rockefeller's first inclination, to 
buy the entire valley, was probably cor
rect. Surely, if they were to start over. the 
far-sighted men who fought so hard to 
protect Jackson Hole would not want to 
see the park share the valley with a city of 
40,000 people. Yet that is not as unlikely 
now as it might seem. 

Today, by most estimates,· Teton 
County's population is about l0,000; 
more sobering is the rate of its growth. 
Indicators such as employment statistics. 

telephone and power hookups and new 
building permits point to an annual in
crease of about 12%, a growth rate rival
ing that of any energy boomtown. At that 
rate, the population will double in about 
six years. The unimaginable city of 
40,000 people could be reac hed in less 
than thirteen years . 

But even now the impacts of growth 
are becoming unacceptable to many 
people, residents and visitors alike. In 
the town of Jackson. ''the last of the old 
West" will , by the end of 1979, boast a 
new Motel 6 , a huge Safeway store, a 
Wendy's Hamburger stand and a Pizza 
Hut-and that is only what 's happen
ing this year. 

Outside town, ranching somehow still 
survives as a way of life. Cattle and hay
stacks and open spaces still dominate the 
landscape in many parts of lower Jack
son Hole. But the scenery is changing 
rapidly. Land is being subdivided almost 
as quickly as the county planning com
mission can review the applications. 

In the county, 1360 acres were sub
divided last year; 433 building permits 
were issued in 1978. ft is not surprising 

that the most attractive areas for devel
opment are those with the least
obstructed views of the Tetons and, es
pecially in winter, the easiest access to 
highways. And that is usually land 
closest to the park. most easily seen by 
park visitors. 

The greatest impact of development in 
the valley, however, may well be on its 
wildlife. Much of the private land in 
Jackson Hole is as critical to the wildlife 
as are the surrounding parklands and for
estlands . In the southern part of the val
ley, winters are somewhat milder, the 
snows less deep than in the high country. 
These are the qualities that animals re
quire and seek in their wintering areas. 
They have historically depended on these 
lands; many st111 do, and subdivision is 
their competition. 

It is not a new story in Jackson Hole. 
Early development reduced the historic 
winter range of the elk. which are now 
largely confined to the National Elk Ref
uge in winter, where they must be sup
plementally fed. 

But 90% of the mule deer that summer 
in Grand Teton Park winter south of the 
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park on East and West Gros Ventre 
buttes. It is their only winter habitat. De
velopment of the buttes has already 
begun. 

Moose browse on willows along the 
Snake and Gros Ventre rivers, on both 
public and private land. About 20 bald 
eagles spend their winters on private 
land. Cutthroat trout swim from waters 
within the park to spawn in rivers and 
streams on private lands. And, although 
the traditional migration routes of the elk 
have been severely altered, many still 
cross private lands on their journey to 
and from the refuge. 

The people of Jackson Hole are not in
sensitive to what is happening in their 
valley; they have been struggling with 
the changes throughout most of this dec
ade. At times, the struggle has been rem
iniscent of the bitter battles over expan
sion of Grand Teton Park. 

Nor has the Park Service itself been 
able to ignore the changes so near Grand 
Teton 's borders. In 1975 the federal 
agency began once more to study the 
possibility of expanding park bound
aries. The resulting report states: ''The 
lands in Jackson Hole are of mutual con
cern to both public agencies and private 
interests, because of their scenic and 
pastoral qualities ... . " It warns, " If 
indiscriminate development is al lowed to 
replace these traditional land uses, the 
rural character of Teton County will be 
impaired, and the region's pastoral set
ting will be degraded.' ' Except for minor 
adjustments, the report did not recom
mend expanding park boundaries, how
ever. Instead, it proposed establishing a 
Jackson Hole Scenic Area; land would 
remain largely in private ownership, and 
acquisition of lands or easements would 
be used as necessary to protect important 
scenic and wildlife resources. 

Meanwhile Teton County was devel
oping its own comprehensive land-use 
plan. "Telling a man what to do with his 
own land'' was not a universally popular 
idea, but the majority of Teton County 
residents realized that a land-use plan 
was long overdue. A local editor called it 
"a bitter pill" but fully endorsed taking 
the medicine. 

The plan, adopted in December 1977, 
restricts the density of developments, 
sets performance-standards for builders 
and establishes administrative proce
dures. But it has no authority to restrict 
development for reasons beyond protec
tion of public health, safety and welfare. 
It controls development on steep hill
sides, flood plains and land with a high 
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water table; but it cannot require that land 
be kept open or in agriculture: it cannot 
demand that wildlife habitat remain un
developed. Land in the area is worth 
perhaps $500 an acre for agriculture (al
though there have been no sales for that 
purpose for many years) and $5000 or 
more an acre for large tract development. 
Demanding that land stay in agricultural 
use could raise serious legal problems un
less landowners can be compensated for 
possible economic losses. 

The county commissioners recognized 
the plan's limitations even while they 
were developing it. They went a step 
further, asking a group of local residents 
to write legislation that would ask the 
federal government for help in preserv
ing the rest of the valley and thus 
safeguarding the existing federal invest
ment in Jackson Hole. 

These citizens drafted legislation to 
create a Jackson Hole Scenic Area. The 
county proposal relied on scenic or con
servation easements and on purchase of 
development rights from ranchers to 
keep land in open space and out of inap
propriately dense development (which 
might mean no development at all, or 
perhaps very low densities, depending 
on the type of land and its natural use). 

The legislation was introduced in the 
95th Congress, in September 1977; joint 
Senate- House hearings were held in 
Jackson the following June , and a bill au
thorizing further study and funds for 
emergency acquisition passed the House 
in July. 

ln the end, the Senate failed to pass the 
study bill , largely in deference to Wyom
ing Senator Clifford Hansen, who has 
large land holdings in Teton County. Al
though the Senator (now retired) re
mained steadfastly neutral and silent, his 
colleagues preferred not to put him in a 
potentially embarrassing position. 

But the threats to the Jackson Hole val
ley are greater than ever. If there had 

been federal legislation a year ago, those 
1360 acres need not have been sub
divided last year. Land on West Gros 
Ventre butte that has been proposed for 
subdivision could instead remain open 
for the mule deer who now winter in the 
area.' A family whose ranchland is now in 
estate because of a recent death would 
not have to consider subdividing to raise 
money to pay inheritance taxes (if an 
easement were on the land, it would be 
assessed at its value as agricultural land 
rather than at its potential development 
value). 

The urgency was further increased by 
last November's local elections. which 
changed the balance on the three
member County Commission. A long
time advocate of local planning and fed
eral scenic-area legislation chose not to 
run for another term; he was replaced by 
a pro-growth. pro-development owner of 
a lumber business who has expressed 
strong reservations about a Jackson Hole 
Scenic Area. 

There are about 75,000 acres of pri
vately owned land in all of Teton County, 
and about 50,000 acres in Jackson Hole . 
Not a large portion of the region, but it is 
mostly flat , open land- ideal for devel
opment. Fifty thousand acres can ac
commodate a great many houses, a great 
many people. 

The answer probably does not lie in 
expanding the park. Part of the attraction 
of Jackson Hole is its balance: small 
communities, ranches and services for 
vast numbers of visitors have been able 
to coexist peacefully with the federal 
lands-even to complement them
until recently. That balance can still be 
maintained by simply purchasing devel
opment rights to lands it is in the public 
interest to preserve. o 
Jean Hocker. a residem of Jackson Hole. 
coordinates rhe Nario11al Commilfee for 
Jackson Hole in cooperation ll'if/, the l::.aak 
Walron League of Amf'l'ica. 

The Sierra Club's Position 
The Sierra Club Board of Directors passed the fol lowing resolution in February 
1979: 

"The Sierra Club strongly supports prompt establishment and funding of a 
federal Jackson Hole Scenic Area to protect and preserve important wildlife 
habitat and scenic vistas, primarily through acquisition of scenic easements 
combined with other management tools as appropriate." 

Efforts to protect Jackson Hole are coordinated by the National Committee for 
Jackson Hole and the Jackson Hole Project , both in cooperation with the Izaak 
Walton League of America. Readers who want more information and who want 
to help are urged to contact: Jean Hocker, Coordinator 

National Committee for Jackson Hole 
Box 2443 
Jackson, Wyoming 83001 



A Conversation with Pioneer 
Conservationist and Antho1; Marrue Miu·ie 

FRANCES GENDLIN 

TheReasons 
forTlrings 

Fran Gendlin: Eve1J' time I come to a 
place as wonderfully beautiful as it is 
here in the Tetons, in your fog home. I 
wonder why I five in a city. Tell me, do 
you have to have peace in your soul al
ready ro live ow here, or does being here 
make you happy? 
Mardie Murie: I think it's both. I don't 
know whether the place itself will do a 
great deal if you haven't come to terms in 
yourself with who you are, before you 
get here. There are people who come 
here and don't realize where they are. 
Not just the newcomers. I know that the 
oldtimers here had to struggle to survive. 
One of the chapters in Wapiti Wildemess 
tells about my conversation with a 
woman who had been here in the old 
days, and she said, "They talk about the 
good old days, but they weren 't always 
the good o ld days." They had to get up 
on cold winter mornings, light the stove, 
go out to the barn and milk the cows, do 
all the washing, make the butter and 
much more. Well, they dido ' t have much 
time to look at the Tetons. But in that 
chapter I was contrasting those women 
with young Park Service wives today, for 
instance, living in modern houses with 
all the modern conveniences. l 'm not 
sure they look at the mountains either. 

Abul'e: Mardie M11rie a11d her /are h11sba11d. Ol<l/ls, the well-k11uw1111a111ralis1. anisr and direcwr o/The 
Wildemt'.<S Soc-ie1y. 

Fran: Do you hm·e ro look at rhem con
sciously? lsn' r it often enough to know 
that they are here around you and that 
they're a parr of you? 
Mardie: If you keep on looking at them , 
you 'II see they never look the same 
twice. I 'm puzzled by some of the people 
who live here. I have a feeling they don't 
appreciate it. 

Fran : Don't they have to appreciate it 
just to be here? It doesn' r seem easy to 
five here. 
Mardie: Nowadays it's easy to live here 
because there's money to be made from 
tourists and development. More and 
more people are moving here to retire. 

Below: Rupert Cw/er. Assisram S<'cretarr ofAgric11iT11re. and William Wlwle11. Direcror of1h,, Nario11al 
{'ark Sen-h-e. witlt Mcmlie Murie after she l\'/1S made au /1011orary park ra11gt'I'. 
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/11 rlw di,umc-e. rhe Thne Teton, Jl!('nfr<>m Piar11's Ho/<!. lll'ar Drigg.l', ldahu. luoki11!( ,msr across a /me ,11111111er 11'11<•C1(jield. 

It 's amazing how many people stay here 
the year 'round . 

Fran: You live here most of rhe year. 
don' r you, even in rhe winter. with the 
snow piled high around yot1r house? 
Mardie: Yes, but I don't drive on the icy 
highways in the winter. I have young 
friends who do all my errands. And the 
Park Service keeps my road plowed; I'm 
very grateful for that. 

Fran: Yes, I see from the plaqt1e on your 
wall that the Park Service has made you 
an honorary park ranger. That's some
thing special. Mardie, I do a lot of inter
views for Sierra because I think it's im
portant for our readers to know tha, it's 
people-special people-who are sc1v
i11g the wilderness/or the future, and that 
it' s nor just some abstract or impersonal 
concepr -
Mardie: Yes, and the wilderness isn 't 
going to be there forever without some 
people who care for it. 

Fran: Yer l found rhat the questions I 
wanred to ask you were difficulr To formu
late. Because I think that what you do for 
conservation, like what your husband 
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O/aus did, is more of an inspirarion that 
morivmes people today, people who can 
look to both of you as models for a kind of 
life. Thar's different from most of the 
people I ICl!k with. When I talked with 
Governor Jen y Brown, I could ask him, 
" What are you going to do abow LNG 
siting?" A st1bsrantive question. But 
when I see you, surrounded by rhis 11aru
ral beawy, and the beauty of your own 
life, I wa111 TO as~ you, " How have you 
lived your life?'' " Whm can you rel/ 
us?" 

Mardie: When I know someone is com
ing to interview me, I think, ··Goodness, 
what have I ever done? What have f 
done? " I have a cupboard full of all kinds 
of awards. yet l can't single out any par
ticular thing that I've done, except make 
a lot of cookies and tea and write letters 
to my congressmen, and maybe harass 
them by telephone. All those years, 
when Olaus was director of The Wilder
ness Society, I was the secretary and he 
made the speeches. After he was gone I 
found myself making the speeches! Last 
summer when I was preparing for a 
women writers' conference in Anchor-

age, J was really horrified at the number 
of talks l would be making. I thought, 
" Mercy, I must have just said the same 
thing over and over." 

Fran: / find rlzar' s all rig hr when I do 
ir-as long as I say the same rhing to 
new people! 
Mardie: You spoke about our lives as an 
example. There was a great deal of good 
fortune-our whole career with The 
Wilderness Society and the fact that we 
were allowed to live in a wonderful place 
like this. And all those expeditions-it 
gave us an opportunity to live the way we 
really wanted to live. 

Fran: Before I came here I read as many 
of your books as l could: Two in the Far 
North, Wapiti Wilderness, Island Be
tween and your husband's Journey to the 
Far North. 
Mardie: You really came prepared! 

Fran: / wanted to see if I could discem 
something from the books. so rhar I could 
come and really get to know you. And 
what I finally came away wirh was rhat 
your husband was nor only a naturalisr, a 
scientist , but also a romantic, an adven-



1t1rer: ls11·1 that ll'hat it was all about? 
Curiosity? The love of ad1•e1111tre with 
nawre? 
Mardie: Oh yes, I think he was that in 
large part, yet he also had a very dedi
cated and keen curiosity about his field. 
biology, about everything that ever 
walked or crawled or lived. That was his 
motivating force-to find out more. He 
used to say that there is no limit to man ·s 
capacity to learn things-if man didn't 
destroy himself first by destroying his 
earth. l remember him saying many 
times lhat he believed in evolution. that 
man was not the ultimate species and that 
we had better behave properly ... lt was 
this kind of thing that motivated him, 
plus his actual pleasure at being out of 
doors. 

Fran: There seemed TO be such Joy in ev
eryrhing he did. 
Mardie: Yes, there was. 

Fran: Whai' s happened ro rhe joy rhm 
you borh seemed to feel? How is that joy 
manifest 110111, when we spend our time 
lobbying for legislation. when so much of 
life seems ro be becoming i11sti1111ion
alized, rou1i11i::,ed. mechanized.' 
Mardie: r still find that joy in some of the 
young people who are able to deal with 
nature and animals on an individual 
basis. getting involved in some phase of 
nature where they can see life going on. r 
remember Olaus used to say he didn't 
think people should go into biology un
less they were innately interested in it and 
couldn't stop themselves, because there 
is a lot of hardship and hard work. Olaus 
never recognized hardship though. I 
don't think he would have ever felt, 
"Well, this is a hardship." It was just 
what he was doing in order to find out 
what he wanted to find out about those 
animals. And that was one of the adjust
ments J had to make on our honey
moon-the work came first. l was just 
along on an official trip, and I had better 
not be in the way. 

Fran: Thar was in Alaska, where you 
grew up. You got rhere in 191 I? 
Mardie: I was there earlier, when I was 
only two, but I don't remember much of 
that. But then my parents moved there, 
and l grew up in Fairbanks. 

Fran: Yes, you describe your childhood 
so well in Two in the Far North. 
Mardie: Later on, when I was fifteen, I 
went Outside for a while but came back, 
went to the University of Alaska and 
married Olaus. 

Fran: You were the first woman graduate 
of rhe University of Alaska. 

Mardie: Yes. I got a bachelor's degree in 
business administration. l was an en
gineering major. but business administra
tion was the only degree I could get in 
Alaska. 

Fran: How many srudenrs were there? 
Mardje: All told. maybe 45. I ll'CtS the 
senior class. There were six juniors and 
maybe fifteen or twenty sophomores. It is 
a special thing to be part of the begin
nings of something. Everybody was so 
eager and wanting to do things and had 
such hope for the university. Last year I 
went back there, and they gave me an 
honorary degree. 

Fran: /1 musr hai'e been l'e1y exciring, 
starting out on rhe frontier, in the explo
ration of life itself 
Mardie: Yes, that's what it was, I guess. 
Alaska was still such a frontier when 
Olaus and I started out that we never 
thought of the future of the country. No
thing seemed 10 be challenging or 
threatening Alaska at that time. People 
just led their lives with whatever re
sources they had; the challenge was in 
surviving. When I was growing up, 
people were disgruntled because the 
government wasn't building the rai lroad 
fast enough or working to open up the 
coal mines. Now I think they've reached 
a point where they want the federal gov
ernment to go home and let them do what 
they want to do. I often talk about gov
ernment being cumbersome; but at least 
it's there, and sometimes it preserves 
things for us. 

Fran: / sometimes think laws have to be 
about 25 years behind curre111 opinion. 
Because if lcnvs changed every day to 
what people think at the 1110111e111, there'd 
be 110 co11ti1111ity and 110 stability. 
Mardie: No, and what people are think
ing may not be what is good for the fu
ture. I give thanks every day for the gov
ernment agencies that keep working up 
there for the preservation of areas in 
Alaska. 

Fran: Have you been active in the Alaska 
Coalition? 
Mardie: Yes, I have. 

Fran: Through The Wilderness Society? 
Mardie: Yes, and I was also asked to go 
up there in 1975 with the Park Service, 
and it was one of the great experiences of 
my life. 

Fran: /11 what way? 
Mardie: They wanted me to visit some 
of the proposed new parks that l hadn't 
known in my previous years in Alaska. 
So, I flew hitheranq yon through all those 

marvelous areas. and if r thought I knew 
Alaska pretty well before, well, the 
places I saw that summer opened my 
eyes . . so I feel very emotional aboµt 
Alaska. I testified at hearings and 1 've 
done everything I could to further the 
preservation of Alaska. 

Fran: How has Alaska changed since 
1911? 
Mardie: The towns have grown larger 
and airfields have arrived. Military in
stallations have been built. But all that's 
around the triangle formed by Fairbanks, 
Anchorage and Juneau. The rest of the 
country is still as il was, except for that 
zipper called the pipeline, across the 
middle of it. 

Fran: Is Alaska still our fromier? 
Mardie: Oh yes, if we have a frontier, it 
must be Alaska. The impressive thing is 
that so much of it is still untouched. l 
hope the native peoples who have been 
living there. not touching it very much. 
will be allowed to stay on. They have to 
learn how to use modern inventions, but 
I think most of them basically want to 
continue in their villages, doing the kinds 
of things they've done for centuries. 
After all, they were there for quite a 
while before the white man came, and 
they hadn't done much damage to their 
country. When I was in Alaska in 1975 J 
was fortunate to fly to some of the native 
vi llages and to an Eskimo sealing camp. 
It was quite a good experience for me. 

Fran: You had gone with your husband 
as a new bride. What mode of transporta
tion did you use then? 
Mardie: Dog team, motor boat and then 
poling boat. And then on our own feet. 

Fran: Did you ever suspect when you 
were yo1111g what path your life would 
take? 
Mardie: No, I had no idea. r just like to 
be outdoors. I'd go out by myself and 
wander around, so much so that my step
father sometimes claimed I was part 
gypsy. But I didn't know much about 
wildlife then. I thought I would like to 
run a boarding house for working girls. I 
had a bit of social worker in me, I guess. 
But at that time l was shy and self
conscious and rather uncomfortable with 
people: but I was still interested, and I 
was hoping to work with people. 

Fran: / gather that you really ran a 
boarding house for everyone, for ,iat
uralists, for visitors, for animals, for 
birds . ... 
Mardie: I remember my son saying one 
summer, "Mommy, you ought to run a 
youth hostel," and I said, "Just what do 
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you think I'm doing?" Yes, that was my 
girlhood dream, all those people coming 
in and out. 

Fran: Well, you've done it. 
Mardie: Yes,, that's the way it turned 
out. 

Fran: / guess with luck, you can really 
get what you want. 
Mardie: I really think so. If people want 
something badly enough, they 'II find a 
way, even though it might seem some
thing of an accident. 1 don't know 
whether J believe in accidents, though: 
it's a combination of everything within 
the person, your whole attitude toward 
the universe that makes things happen to 
you. Curiosity. too-if you 're curious 
enough about life and what's in it, then 
you·re always striving to learn more. 
And I've always said that curiosity can 
keep you going when everything else 
fails . And of course, that 's what drove 
Olaus and other naturalists. A strong de
sire to know more about this animal or 
that bird. 

Fran: Yes, O/aus was a devoted scien
tist, a biologist who classified species. 
Yet it was the stories he told and also the 
way he told them, and the drawings he 
did that interested me more than scien
tific classifications. 
Mardje: That's because he was in
terested in those animals, not only as 
creatures to study, but as beautiful parts 
of the natural world he loved. His artistic 
ability too-to be able to draw and paint 
those animals-gave him a great deal of 
pleasure and some of that pleasure he 
was able to transmit to others. His feeling 
was sensed by everyone who met him. A 
young writer once asked me, • 'What 
would you say was the most important 
thing about your husband, if you were 
writing about him?" I said, ''His influ
ence on young people.'' Without even 
trying, I could think of 30 young people 
whose Jives he really affected. And I 
don't know a greater thing someone can 
do in the world. Maybe none of us realize 
what great effect we do have on our fel
low human beings. You can't know. It's 
like tossing a pebble into a pond. Maybe 
that is more important than holding high 
office or accumulating wealth. 

Fran: Tell me, do you know of such 
people now? Those with that insatiable 
curiosity, that dedication? People we can 
model ourselves after? The romantics? 
Perhaps romamic is the wrong word. 
Mardie: No, I know what you mean. 

Fran: The O/aus Muries, the John 
Muirs, the Bob Marshalls, the Dave 
Browers? 
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Mardie: Yes, and Sig Olson and Ernest 
Oberhalzer are also good examples. 
They had a great sensitivity to the envi
ronment. These things all come together, 
I suppose, and make up a person . 

Fran: / guess I' 111 asking my earlier ques
tion again, differemly. People seem so 
jaded now. How do we motivate people 
to want something so intensely that they 
can't stop themse!Pes from becoming, 
like your husband said, a biologist or a 
ranger or a naturalist? 
Mardie: It's true that we are surrounded 
by mechanical things, with radios and 
televisions blaring at us, and neon signs 
glaring at us. All that has an impact on a 
person's spirit. That's part of the reason 1 
am such a real fanatic about preserving 
what wilderness we have. I don't see any 
other source for keepingjoy and sensitiv
ity and happiness in people's lives. 

Fran: /11 your preface to Olaus' book, 
Journeys to the Far North, you say that 
the book portrays an era of adventure 
and an art that is now gone, not to be 
recaptured. How can people today get 
that wonderful feeling of advemure and 
excitement and exploring the unknown 
that you and Olaus had? 
Mardie: It can happen any time they go 
into the wilderness and leave all the 
mechanized equipment behind for a long 
enough period just to be. quietly, in the 
environment, really to experience it. I 
know that affects them. But it's very hard 
to think about these things without a feel
ing of fear of too much, of too many 
people. 

Fran: So many people live vicariously, 
through television, through books that 
tell about things; and so many of them 
feel, I think, that it's just too much 
trouble to go out there, away from their 
comfort. 
Mardie: Yes, that's probably true. But I 
think if they have any urge to have the 
other, undiluted experience, then they 
will find some way to do it. Abraham 
Lincoln said that in the last analysis, 
most people get what they really want. 
People say to me "Oh, I would love to 
see Alaska someday. I would love to go 
to Alaska." I have often been tempted to 
say, ''Well, why don't you go?·' Because 
if they really want to do it, they'll find 
some way. I think of the young people l 
know who go to hike in the Brooks 
Range-none of them are wealthy. They 
save enough money from their jobs to 
pay for a chartered flight to get them up 
there, and then they're on their own. All 
those I know who have gone up there 
have come back with a new stature. 
When my son Martin was a professor at 

Antioch College he arranged an Arctic 
expedition for twelve of his students. 
They all stopped here on the way up and 
then they came on their way back, too, 
but they didn't all come back: four stayed 
in Al!iska. A couple more have gone up 
since. That's how it affected them. 

Fran: When you say these experiences 
affecr you. I know that some people ha1·e 
had mystical experiences in the wilder
ness thm changed their lives. Have you 
ever heard anyone talk abow that? 
Mardie: Indian life was full of them. l 
just finished reading Hama Yo. a book 
about the Sioux Indians. Hanta yo means 
''clear the way.'' It is full of mystical ex
periences. Certain members of tbe tribe 
are actual.ly expected to have what we 
would call psychic experiences. lt was 
part of their life. 1 think the Eskimos had 
some of that also. The word "inspira
tion'' is so overworked, but we mean 
something like that by it. I think people 
do have such experiences in the wilder
ness, when they are peaceful and have 
time to think. I believe I have. I re
member a couple of places in Alaska that 
are so very, very quiet. Somehow the 
quietness sank right into me. That 
wouldn't be called a mystical experi
ence, but it was something that affected 
me very deeply. 

Fran: Transforming? 
Mardie: I think it gave me strength. 

Fran: /11 the new epilogue to Two in the 
Far North you wrore about several dif-
ferem reasons for preserving Alaska: 
one of them was what wild places do for 
man's spirit. 
Mardie: Yes, that's just what I mean. It's 
difficult to find a place that you can feel 
humans have hardly touched-a place 
where there is no sign of man. ln those 
few places though, people take on a kind 
of humility. I think you open yourself to 
whatever that place in the wilderness can 
give you. 

Fran:/ feel the same way in the West. An 
easterner, /' l'e been living in the West 
only four years. I find that 11'hat the West 
u•ith its vast open spaces does for me is 
to expand me, and I don't know how to 
explain this to my eastern relati11es. 
Mardie: My stepfather used to analyze 
words for me, and I remember his telling 
me that the word •'sympathize'' means 
"similar feeling.'' And you can't really 
sympathize with someone unless you've 
had a similar feeling yourself. 

Fran: So is there a way to communicate 
with people, to their spirit, when they 
haven't had a similar feeling? 
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VOICES FOR THE EARm: A Treasury of the SieITa Club Bulle tin 
edited by Ann Gilliam 
introduction by Harold Gilliam 

Since ils first issue in 1893. the Sierra Club Bulletin has published some 
of tho finest writers ever to breathe mountain air. Now Ann Gilliam, a 
club activist for twenty-five years, has gathered the best of Bulletin 
writing in Voices for the Earth. 

This treasury contains the full sweep of club history. from John Muir's 
description of the Great Tuolumne Canyon in Yosemite ( 1873) to the Club's 
effort in 1977 to establish a Tall Grass Prairie National Park. Also included 
are Will Colby. Wallace Stegner. William 0. Douglas, Jacques Cousteau, 
David Brower. and many more. Here are the first ascents. from early 
explorations of the High Sierra to the West Ridge of Everest; accounts of 
conservation battles from the Grand Canyon and Long Island Sou11d lo 
Alaska: and an overview of the growth of conservation philosophy to 
encompass the issues of pollution, nuclear power and population. 
The book is replete with the photographs of Ansel Adams, Philip Hyde. 
Cedric Wright. and others that have distinguished Sierra Club 
publications. 

Voices for the Earth distills the history of lhe Sierra Club and the 
evolution of the conservation movement from the early mood of wonder 
nnd discovery to the current struggle for the protection of America's 
threatened natural resources. 592 pages, 75 halftones. bibliography, 
index. 7xl0. 

Cloth- Retail price: S 19.95 
Member price: S15.95 



CRICKET in the GRASS 
by Philip Van Soelen 
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of Kar · -,.,, n1ca 
>Richard Ke nnedy 

Illustraml by 
Uri Shulcvitz 

Cricket in the Grass is an almost totally visual book 
about natural life in a small watershed. The 
drawings vividly illustrate the principles of the 
ecosystem and tell some exciting stories, too. 
There's the cricket, for example, and the toad who 
eats him, and then the snake, who eats the toad, 
and the hawk .... Here are the food chains and life 
cycles that inform the young reader (and the pre
reader. too) about the natural world. Ages 6-12. 
128 pages, 8 x 8. Black-and-white illustrations. 

Cloth - Retail price: $8.95 
Member price: $7.15 

SieITa Club Guide to 
THE WILD INSIDE 
by Linda Allison 
The Wild Inside explores the natural history of 
"the great indoors:· and finds nature as fascinating 
al home as it is out in the country. There are a lot 
of small, undomesticated creatures living in the 
cleanest of houses, and [his book shows you how 
to discover them: the spiders. the mice, the animals 
that grow on plants and the plants that grow on 
food. This book is filled with indoor projects that 
will help youngsters discover gravity and centri
fugal force. observe changes of weather in a small 
space. and understand the rotation of the earth 
as evidenced in a draining tub. Ages 8 up. 
144 pages. 8x81·,i. Black-and-white illustrations. 

Cloth - Retail price: $9.95 Member price: $7.95 
Paper-Retail price: $5.95 Member price: $4.75 

THE PUMPKIN PEOPLE 
by David and Maggie Cavagnaro 
The Pumpkin People is an adventure story about 
parents and children who witness the cycle of 
birth, growth, death and rebirth in their backyard 
pun'lpkin patch. First they plant the seeds and 
watch the growth of the vines and fat ripe fruit. 
Then they make the jack-o-lanterns (the Pumpkin 
People!) and - in strikingly beautiful photographs 
- they launch the Pumpkin People on a nearby 
lagoon. When the fruit begins to wither. the 
children notice the appearance of new shoots. 
This story is a good way to introduce children to 
the cycle of all life. Ages 6-9. 32 pages. 8x7. 
18 color photographs. 

Cloth - Retail price: $8.95 
Member price: $7.95 

THE LOST KINGDOM OF KARNICA 
by Richard Kennedy 
illustrations by Uri Shulevitz 
When the King of Karnica, dreaming o[ w'itold 
wealth, decides to dig up the enormom,. glowing 
red stone found in the countryside. the 
Wise Man warns him that this miraculous stone 
might be the heart of his kingdom. But will the 
King listen? 

The playfulness and brilliance of Uri Shulevilz's 
drawings is matched by lhe adventure and imagi
nation uf Richard Kennedy's story. Ages 6-9. 
32 pages, 8x10. 18 full-color iUustrati011s. 

Cloth - Retail price: $8.95 
Member price: $7.15 



STARTINDGE~~~~IN 
THEWIL 

A Sierra Club 
Nllturalist's Cuicle BIKE TOURING 

EplrE:-,, II 1111 :-.f.l 
B\ ~T TheSierraOubGuide to 

Outin\.JS on Wheels 

STARTING SMALL IN THE 
WILDERNESS: The Sierra Club Outdoors 
Guide for Families 
by Marlyn Doan 
Starting Small in the Wilderness is a parenfsgwde 
to backcountry adventure with children. It includes 
a wide range of family camping activities for all 
seasons: day hiking. tent and car camping, back
packing. canoeing, snowshoeing, and cross-country 
skiing. The author gives detailed instructions 
for making clothing, raingear, packs and sleeping 
bags - all of which can be made inexpensively 
with modest sev.ring skills. Here. too, are guide
lines for aduJts· special responsibilities when 
taking children into wild country: camp ruJes, first 
aid. toileting . and games and amusements during 
inclement weather. 288 pages. 4½x8. Line illus 
trations. diagrams. patterns, bibliography, index. 

Paper - Retail price: $6.95 Member price: $5.55 

BIKE TOURING: The SieITa Club Guide to 
Outings on Wheels 
by Raymond Bridge 
Bike Touring is an invaluable guide to travel by 
bicycle. Bike touring combines the self-sufficiency 
of backpacking with the mobility and freedom of 
bicycle travel - the ideal way to go a good distance 
and still enjoy the scenery. 

This is a comprehensive guide and sourcebook to 
bike touring. covering what to look for in a touring 
bicycle, how lo equip and maintain the bike. and 
bow to choose clothing, camping gear, and other 
accessories. It describes how to pack the bike and 
bow to plan short or long trips in North Amerlca 
or abroad. and it offers tips on camping with a bike 
and common hazards of the road. 464 pages. 
4hx8. 60 illustrations. appendices. bibliography. 
index. checklist. 

Paper - Retail price: $6.95 Member price: $5.55 

THE SIERRA CLUB NATURALIST'S 
GUIDE to the Sierra Nevada 
by Stephen Whitney 
This Guide to the Sierra Nevada is an authoritative 
and comprehensive field guide to the natural 
history of one of America's wildest and most 
visited scenic regions. 

Steve Whitney's descriptions of the Sierra's geo
logical character. its weather. climate. and 
topography will be invaluable to the backpacker 
and the mountaineer. The identification of plant 
communities and the explanation of their distri
bution and the fauna they sustain provide a 
complete ecological portrait of these wilderness 
al'eas. 

A. Starker Leopold writes about this guide : ·'The 
Sierra Nevada is a most remarkable manuscript. 
The information crammed into its pages is 
exhaustive beyond belief ... it is extremely well
wrilten, factual. and up-to-date'.' 544 pages, 
41~x8. 230 line illustrations. 8 color plates. maps. 
diagrams, tables. bibliography. index. 

Cloth - Retail price: $14.95 
Member price: $1'1.95 

Paper - Retail price: $ 8.95 
Member price: $ 7.15 



THE 
URBANH 
Self Reliant Living in e-Cify 
by the Farallones Institute 
introduction by Sim Van dcr Ryn 
Self-reliant as a farm. the Integral Urban House js 
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TRACK OF THE GRIZZLY 
by Frank C. Craighead, Jr. 

a mid-sized house on a little land in Berkeley, CaLifornia, 
where the owners raise their own food. recycle their 
garbage and stay warm with solar energy. 

Trcick of the Grizzly is the culmination of a 13-year 
field study of the largest carnivore in America, 
the huge. elusive, and saclly endangered grizzly. 
Recognized as the world's leading authority on 
grizzly bears, Frank Craighead Hve<l in Yellow
stone National Park and with his colleagues 
tracked the bears deep into the wilderness and 
even lo their winter dens. The result of their study 
is a fascinating story of the biology and behavior 
of this magnificent animal. 

The Farallones Institute, au association of 
scientists. designers and technicians developfag 
"appropriate technology,·· estabushed the Integral 
Urban House in Berkeley in 1973. It is a working 
model of their designs. proof that self-reliant life is 
possible in a small space, in the city. where most 
people will continue to live. 512 pages, 83/sx10¼. 
Charts, diagrams. tables, maps, line drawings. 
working plans, and 16 black-and-white photographs. 

272 pages, 6~1 x91
1. 16 pages of black-and-while 

photos. 10 halftone illustrations. 5 maps. 

Cloth - Retail price: $10.95 Member price: $ 8.75 
Paper-Retail price: $12.95 Member price: $10.35 

Sierra Club Books 
Box 3886, Rincon Annex 
San Francisco, CA 94119 

Please aJiow from three to four 
weeks for delivery. 

Postage and handling per order to 
each shipping address: 

85CJ: - first item. 
500 - for each additional item on 
2 to 9 items. 
No charge on any order totalling 
10 or more items lo one shipping 
address. Foreign addresses (outside 
of U.S. and Canada; excluding FPO 
and APO) - add $3.50 to the above 
postage and handling charge for 
each order. 

Name __________ _ 

Address. ________ _ _ 

City _______ ___ _ _ 

State/ Zip _ _____ __ _ 

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION 

255-3 Wilderness Wall Calendar L980, $4.75 

256-1 Engagement Calender 1980. $4.75 

258·8 Trail Calendar 1980. $4.75 

257-X Wildlife Calendar 1980, $4.75 

259-6 Calendar for Young People 1980. $4.75 

254-5 Voices for lhe Earth. $15.95 

223-5 Track of the Grizzly. $8.75 

213-8 Integral Urban House. $10.35 

989-2 Losl Kingdom of Karnica (cloth). S7.15 

991-4 Cricket in the Grass (cloth), $7.15 

990-6 Pumpkin People (clolh). $7.15 

996-5 Wild lnside (cloth), $7.95 

988-4 Wild Inside (paper). $4.75 

250-2 Bike Touring (paper). $5.55 

253-7 Starting Small in the Wilderness (paper). $5.55 

215-4 S.C. Naturalist's Guide lo Sierra Nevada (paper). $7.15 

216-2 S.C. Naluralisl's Guide to Sierra Nevada (cloth). $11.95 

Total Quantity Ordered TotaJ Amount of Order 

+ Sales Tax {if any) 

+ Postage & Handling 

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

AMOUNT 

$ 

s 
s 
s 
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Environmentalists Met With Urban Activists in Detroit 

City Care 

Kosh/and Park was originally two vaCllnt lots and a bumed-cw tenement in San Francisco's nearly parkless Fillmore District. The park is 
adjacem to rwo low-income federal housing projects in a predominantly black neighborhood. Because Trust for Public Land is a private, 
flexible entity, it was able u;, accomplish a multi-property acq11isition while keeping prices down. 

~-------------------------------------------------' 

AMY.MEYER 

C [TY CARE: Toward a Coalition 
for the Urban Environment took 
place April 8 through 11 in the 

Radisson-Cadillac Hotel in downtown 
Detroit. The Sierra Club, the National 
Urban League and the Urban Environ
ment Conference/Foundation were co
hosts to some 750 urban and environ
mental leaders who are trying to retain or 
to regain a partnership with nature in 
American cities. Participants listened to 
speeches and panel discussions, took 
field trips and jawboned with each other. 
Four federal agencies-Interior, HUD, 

Agriculture and EPA-plus a host of pri
vate organizations, individuals and 
foundations helped to pay the bills. 

The primary goal of the conference 
was to give these leaders and organiza
tions the experience of working together; 
then they would realize that everyone 
was tackling many of the same problems. 

There were some unstated goals as 
well. One was to get Sierra Club 
leadership across the country, particu
larly in urban areas, to realire how much 
the health of cities affects proposals for 
such Club goals as energy conservation 
and land preservation. Another was to 
strengthen the Club's political efforts by 

establishing new allies for the conserva
tion movement. But questions of grand 
policies were not as important as finding 
answers to a number of specific ques
tions: Can the cities once again be desir
able places for families to live so that 
the surrounding countryside can be 
preserved for parks, forests and farms? 
Can the inner cities be renewed without 
the wholesale displacement of people 
that occurs with most redevelopment and 
without driving property values so high 
that residents can no longer afford the 
improved neighborhood? For every job 
lost by construction workers who build 
new freeways for the cars of suburban 
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Con,e closer 
t0 eartl) 

. . . er,joy ar, 
Eartt,wor~s Tipi 

T he Earthworks Tipi 
embodies the s pirit , 
adventure a nd beauty 
of outdoor living. 

Each Tipi is sewn one at a 
t ime with great attention to 
quality of e very detail. 

Write for o free brochure. 

Eartt,wor~s P. (). Box 818 
Brecke l)rid~e, Colorado 8o4:i4 

Leave Your 
Hands Free! 
Lug books, odds-n-ends in 
an EMS Book Bag. It's cut 
to hold two fat loose leaf 
binders. couple of heavy 
readers, in main com· 
partment; lunch, etc. 
in pocket, both with 
zippers. Capacity: 730 
cu. in. Shoulder sttaps, 
hang-up loop. Heavy-duty 
8 oz. waterproof nylon duel<: 
Colors: blue, rust, green. 
Only $J0.95. Comes with 
free EMS catalog crammed 
with outdoor clothing and 
gear for the hiker, camper 
and mountaineer. 

• Send your FREE outdoor catalog. 
D Please send _EMS Book Bags, 

@ $10.95 ea. color --· Paid by: 
D Check D AMEX • MC D VISA 
Card # ___________ _ 

Sl9nalure _ ______ Exp, Oate __ 

:::: .. ________ _ 
City _________ _ 

State _______ Zip _ _ 

Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc. 
16207 Vose Farm Road 

Peterborough, New Hampshire 03458 
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Creating urban g(irdens from vacmu /o,s i., often the first e111·iro11111e111al action 1111derraken by neighbor
hood acti••isrs . This is one of fourteen gardens planted 011 a/)(111d1med /1111d obtained by the Trnsrfor Publi<· 
Lm1d from the cir_,. of Newark, Nell' Jeru,·. for back 1//X<'S Oll'ed. 

commuters and city recreationists, isn't 
there an equivalent job in developing 
public transit that uses less energy per 
passenger mile and is less polluting? 

The conference began on Sunday with 
a choice of a number of field trips. Much 
of the local hospitality was arranged. 
then and subsequently. by the Detroit 
Group of the Mackinac Chapter of the 
Club. I took the trip to Belle Isle. a 
l000-acre island park in the middle of the 
Detroit Ri ver. In an icy rainstorm we vis
ited the magnificent 60-year-old stone 
Casino, now a senior-citizen center; we 
strolled through the conservato ry and a 
handsome modern nature center and 
drove through landscaped areas compar
able to Central Park or Golden Gate Park. 

In contrast, urban decay was evident 
in the unrepaired and vandalized senior
center bathrooms. Also, members of the 
Friends of Belle Isle were dismayed by 
the modern lunch counter in the Casino 
building, a desecration of its architec
ture, and they complained bitterly about 
new construction in the park. When I 
asked if they speak out when unsuitable 
developments are proposed, they said 
that they do- but with little effect. 

I developed a sudden respect for what 
we have accomplished in California 
through open processes for public deci
sions. Yes, we have endless evenings of 
community meetings, but we also have 
planning that is responsive to the com
munity. At this conference, I could see, 
people from different parts of the country 
would compare the tools available for 
citizen action. 

Who came to the conference? Who 
were the people? They came by invita-

tions widely dispersed to individuals and 
organizations recommended by the 
sponsors· staffs and volunteers. Those 
who contributed time as panelists or 
moderators could receive some subsidy. 
Since the cost of travel from the West was 
highest. that group was smallest. The 
largest bloc came, naturally. from the 
Midwest. 

The "people to people" part of the 
conference was organized into work
shops. field trips and "core groups.'' 
After Monday morning ·s speeches. I 
went off to Core Group Session I. There 
were more than 20 such groups-each 
with about 20 participants from widely 
divergent economic. geographic. social 
and racial backgrounds. Our group sat in 
a circle at one end of a large meeting 
room. and another group met at the 
other end. 

Our leader asked us to introduce our
selves and to give our understanding of 
what this group was meeting for. No one, 
frankJy, seemed to know very much 
about it. But we stumbled along and 
eventually figured out that the intention 
of the core groups was to discover com
mon agendas and concerns. And we did: 
There are jobs to be found in cleaning up 
the cities: we all breathe the same air and 
drink the same water. 

After the hour was over, I ran into Ju
dith Kunofsky. a Club staff member, at 
lunch. Her core group seemed to have 
been very different; they got down to de
tails immediately. One Urban League 
executive director said he had come to 
the conference because he was being 
asked to support a clean-water program 
in his community, and he wanted to learn 



Paradise Lost? 

We don't think so. But the growing number of 
hikers, backpackers and campers is placing undue 
stresses on many of our more popular woodlands 
and trails. It's a problem that concerns everyone 
who uses and enjoys the great outdoors. 

That's why we've recently published a booklet 
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entitled, "Stepping into Wilderness". It's ,~7 
packed with information and practical sug- •. ...., -"' 
gestions on how to "soften" our passage 
through the wilderness. If you'd like a copy, 
complete the coupon below and return 
it with $1. '"'·'· '"" 
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Take Rollei on your next adventure. 
Catch the action- on a river, down a slope, up a 
mountain-with a compact Rollei 35S or 35LED. 

Take them places you'd never 
take an SLR. Yet bring back 
full-frame, SLR-quality slides 
and prints. 

Or, for an even hghter and lower priced camera. 
try the Rollei 35LED. It's simple to operate and weighs 

only about half as much as the 35S, 
yet consistently delivers good pic
tures. A Zeiss-designed lens· and 
Rollei precision add the quality. 

Take a Rollei 35S or 35LED on 
your next adventure for memories 
that rival the experience. Rollei 
can take it. See either of these 
great cameras at any fine photo 
store. Or, for a free brochure, write: 

For example, if ruggedness, 
precision craftsmanship and com
pact size are important to you, 
the Rollei 35S is only 4 inches 
long, and weighs only 13 ounces. 
Its five-element, multi-coated, 
40mm Sonnar f/2.8 lens is Zeiss
designed* for brilliant color and 
flare-free photos. And the 35S's 
shutter speeds- to 1 /500-second 
-help· you freeze action in 
its tracks. <ilollei 

Rollei of America, P.O. Box 1010, 
Littleton, CO 80160. In Canada 
write : Rollei Canada Limited, 
Oownsview, Ontario. 
· Made by Aollet uncle< liCer>se from Cati 281$5. Obericoct,en, 
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WE'RE LOOKING 
FOR SOME VERY 
SPECIAL FRIENDS ••• 

We believe there are a lot of special people out 
there. People who are concerned about en
vironmental quality because they know how much 
it affects the quality of their lives. 

We're looking for people who want to be informed 
and knowledgeable about conservation issues; 
people who care too much about our country's 
problems to leave them for " somebody else" to 
solve. We're looking for people who want to become 
a part of this nation's largest and most effective 
conservation lobby. 

In our 87 years we have established an impressive 
record of victories. From our expert conservation 
staff to our national grassroots structure, the Sierra 
Club is a nationwide network of " special people:' 

If you are already a member, please take this oppor
tunity to introduce us to some of your " special" 
friends. Just send us their names on the reverse 
side of this form, and we will forward membership 
information to them. Thank you for helping your 
Sierra Club. 

Membership forms are also available elsewhere 
in this issue. 



I SUGGEST SENDING MEMBERSHIP 
INFORMATION TO THESE FRIENDS: 

Name Name 

Address Address 

City City 

State Zip State Zip 

Name Name 

Address Address 

City City 

Stat Zip State Zip 

Name ____ ___ _ Name 
Address ____ __ _ Address 
City _____ ___ _ City 
State. ____ _ Zip State _ _ __ Zip __ _ 

Name _______ _ Name 
Address _ _____ _ Address 
City ________ _ City 
Stat . ..__ _ _ _ _ Zip State ____ Zip. __ _ 

Your name: 
Check here • if you want us to tell them you suggested it! 

Please return this form to: 
Sierra Club, P.O. Box 7959, 
Rmncon Annex, San Francisco, CA 94120 



about the issues. A professor of land-use 
planning was there to exchange experi
ences with others about federal regu
lators: Do they really, he wondered, 
know as little about what they're regulat
ing as his experience would indicate? A 
representative of the Philadelphia Bicy
cle Coalition wanted to learn how to im
prove cities without displacing current 
residents. An urban activist who works 
primarily on economic-growth issues 
wanted to learn what environmentalists 
had to ofter. 

It was 9 p.m. before the day's sched
uled sessions finally ended. and we had a 
chance to look for the people from other 
parts of the country we'd heard about or 
glimpsed during the day- people we had 
come to meet and work with. I had a beer 
and a chance to talk with park people 
from Indiana and Southern California 
who were planning an informal caucus 
on parks for the next evening-after 9, 
of course. 

The next morning it was my turn to be 
on a panel presided over by an Urban 
League leader from Michigan. There 
was a good slide presentation of a sum
mer youth park-work program sponsored 
by the New York Parks Council and 
another by Charles Newman on the Over
ton Park highway battle. In both in
stances local people had used particular 
skills and expertise, in "workreation" 
and law, in the effort to preserve a livable 
environment. In my talk I described the 
establishment of the Golden Gate Na
tional Recreation Area as an example of 
how people can apply political expertise 
to preserve an outstanding part of the 
American land. 

At the luncheon that day, the political 
will. of the meeting unexpectedly 
emerged. The Three Mile Island debacle 
had been unfolding as the conference 
progressed. A group of conferees tried to 
reach the microphone and introduce a 
resolution to curtail development of nu
clear energy and to promote alternative 
energy resources. A hotel employee de
cided they were "outsiders," threatened 
to call '·security,'' and pulled the plug on 
the microphone. The energy activists 
took this in stride: they distributed copies 
of their resolution by hand. The lesson 
was obvious: if you invite hundreds of ac
tivists to a conference, they must be 
given the opportunity to expres~ them
selves. 

After lunch r went on a field trip, one 
of a number to observe ongoing projects 
in and around Detroit; I attended theses-

sion called ·'Greening of Vacant. Com
munity Land: Recreation. Urban Garden
ing and Trees," a tour and panel discus
sion. Two of the "tour facilitators'' came 
from the Youth Committee for Progress, 
a local nonprofit environmental and 
urban-gardening program. A ten-minute 
bus ride took us to a central-city neigh
borhood where houses that would cost, 
judging from external appearance, 
$200,000 and up in San Francisco (ad
mittedly an expensive real-estate mar
ket) were available for $17,500, we were 
told. with $1500 down. Every half-block 
or so there was an abandoned home. For 
example, on one street of gracious 
houses and lawns near the Edison His
toric District there were three boarded-up 
and abandoned homes, the result of mis
guided housing policies of many years 
ago. This pattern was repeated block 
after block. 

We continued past areas of new 
homes, areas of proposed development. 
also other older-home areas, to the Con
sidine Recreation Center. There an en
thusiastic discussion took place among 
the workshop panelists from New York 
City. Dayton. Seattle and Newark and 
representatives of this predominantly 
black neighborhood. We talked about 
methods of and approaches to urban gar
dening: getting the lead out of the soil, 
providing for allotment gardens and for 
purchase of small city lots for farms Lhat 
would not be displaced by a landlord. A 
spirit of self-help prevailed. 

We couldn't see the Edison Historic 
District- there wasn't enough time
but the beautiful homes we glimpsed 
were saved from urban renewal by block 
clubs in this neighborhood. 

When we returned to the hotel, the 
core groups were again in session. 1 vis
ited one chaired by Phoenix Urban 
League director Junius Bowman. A 
dozen people were seated or sprawled 
comfortably in a hotel suite. The chemis
try was positive; the conversation was 
lively and intelligent. The nuclear resolu
tion was discussed. revised and signed 
by some. 

The "Urban Environmentalists' " 
dinner Tuesday night featured the two 
most memorable speeches of the confer
ence. Jeanne Malchon of the Pinellas 
County (Florida) board of commission
ers spoke first. She said that her envi
ronmental interest had developed out of 
concern for the deplorable conditions 
in her own city. "We middle-aged, 
middle-class women are still out there; 
use us ... Beneath this well-brassiered 
bosom beats the heart of the true radi-

cal.'' Four years ago she moved from ac
tivist to decision-maker, first by ap
pointment. then by election. She said 
that she felt most activism was too little. 
too late and too narrow. The crucial ef
forts must occur before the decision
making body becomes too polarized for 
compromise. After citing examples from 
her experience. she spoke of placing a 
dollar value on human life. A common 
expression is that "extra deaths" will 
occur after a pollution catastrophe: 
"Why extra deaths?" she asked. 
'•Doesn't everyone get only one?" 

Ramon Rueda spoke next. A Puerto 
Rican born in East Harlem. he moved to 
the Bronx at age seven after his home 
was torn down in order to make way for 
public housing. His special inspiration 
was Martin Luther King's "J have a 
dream." After King's death, he refused 
military induction, went underground to 
avoid draft-evasion charges and began to 
work in the South Bronx, "helping in
stead of destroying." Twelve people 
"liberated" an apartment building at 
I 186 Washington Street and began to re
build it. The building later became fa
mous when President Carter visited it in 
October 1977, as a demonstration of 
people helping themselves. The federal 
government came up with a $1.5-billion 
plan after this visit, but the program was 
designed along the lines of antiquated 
large-scale approaches to urban renewal, 
with no local partnership and no commu
nity involvement. "The President is be
hind the partner approach," Rueda said, 
but those who carry out policies "lack 
the guts to deal with people in the 
streets." He called for a coalition to im
prove the quality of life in cities and for 
support of the neighborhood self-help 
development, livable cities and urban 
parks programs of the Carter Admin istra
tion. He presented the nuclear resolution 
to the crowd: it received warm support. 

The speeches of these two dedicated 
people more than anything else put the 
conference in perspective for me. The 
conference had two themes: One was the 
urban policies of the Carter Administra
tion, and the other was the sustained do
it-yourself, person-to-person, labor
intensive efforts of activists at the grass
roots level. In the Sierra Club, one of the 
best examples is the Inner City Outings 
program through which inner-city 
youngsters and adults have a chance to 
learn to be on their own, backpacking 
and camping in the wild. For such pro
grams, government, corporation and 
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Greening the South Bronx 
JOHN HOLlZCLAW 

From City Care in Detroit I ventured back to the burned-out, 
impoverished South Bronx to watch neighborhood people 
transform the carcasses and rubble of old tenements into liv
ing neighborhoods. 

At the conference, Ramon Rueda. head of People's De
velopment Corporation (PDC, 500 E. 167th St. , New York 
10456), had spoken powerfully for conservation, solar 
power, neighborhood control and elimination of nuclear 
power. I went to visit PDC. where it is happening. 

PDC's headquarters (and woodshop) is a beehive of ac
tivity when I arrive. Job assignments are being meted out to 
workers. Ramon prepares to leave for a meeting with city 
officials. Others are writing a financial proposal. The 
payroll is being prepared. A planning conference is in ses
sion. The office hums. All are Puerto Ricans and blacks 
from the neighborhood. It is hard to believe that these were 
··unskilled" and unmotivated until recently- in an area 
written off as hopeless. 

Victor, assigned to show me around. manages the crew 
rehabilitating a gutted old apartment house on Washington 
Avenue. The workers' spirits and enthusiasm are high; they 
are building spacious modern apartments that they can pur
chase with "sweat equity" (equity earned by labor) or rent 
at reasonable prices. Many materials recycled from nearby 
buildings are used: cabinets and other parts are built in 
PDC's woodshop. 

Down the street stands a handsome six-story apartment 
house PDC recently completed. It is well-insulated; on its 
roof, solar panels heat water for direct use and for central 
heating. Don't tell these people that solar power isn 't ready! 

Fresh out of high school and unskilled, Victor helped 
build an earlier apartment house; now he manages construc
tion of this one-only the second apartment house he's 
worked on- and attends college. His sights are set on law 
school. This is not the too-common ghetto story of helplc>s::.
ness, of residents victimized and worn down by a brutal 
world over which they have no control. This is a story of 
residents in a nine-block area rebelling, organizing, and 
building a future for which they take responsibility. 

PDC has helped to organize tenants in other buildings to 
weatherize and improve those structures, and thus stabilize 
their tenancy. They've built parks on abandoned lots; they 
run a recycling program and are starting a solar greenhouse 
to grow organic vegetables, fish, earthworms. rabbits and 
poultry. They are seeking additional federal and city funds 
to expand even further; they want their neighborhood enter
prises to include a laundromat, a pharmacy, a food service, a 
restaurant, a bakery, a security service, a credit union and 
child-care and youth-training programs. 
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Thoroughly inspired, I then visit the office of another 
dynamic friend from City Care- Inna Pleck, head of the 
Bronx Frontier Development Corporation (1080 Leggett 
Ave., New York 10474). This is another neighborhood suc
cess story. 

In their newly rehabilitated offices above a raiJroad yard, 
recently "unskilled" black, Puerto Rican and white work
ers are busy preparing the Bronx Frontier's annual report 
and planning this year's work and activities. 

From here, Irma takes me to · "The Ranch' ' along_ the East 
River with its excellent view of Manhattan, where they 
compost leaves and the wastes from vegetable markets and 
sewage plants. A windmill is being constructed to power 
the huge composting operation. to sell electricity to Con 
Edison and as a model for teaching the fundamentals of 
wind power. 

lrrna drives me by an abandoned lot. Though wedged be
tween apartment houses, it is blossoming as a neighborhood 
garden . With Bronx Frontier's botanical advice, the neigh
bors cuJtivate and harvest crops for their own consumption. 
Beats those high grocery bills. 

A half-block down the street, Irma stops in front of a 
rubble-strewn lot, the ruins of a previous building. From a 
stoop next door two women yell, "Why don't you he] p us 
make a garden here?" Irma yells back, "We 'II have the 
bulldozers here in three weeks! ' · And they will. With neigh
borhood help, they 'II clear the lot, crush the rock and brick 
and mix it with their composted fertilizer. Neighbors will 
plant another urban garden. 

Bronx Frontier has converted an old bookmobile into a 
traveling kitchen. They teach cooking and nutrition to more 
than 500 people each week. They are developing job
training programs for young minority adults and helping law 
"offenders" return to society as productive workers. 

By organizing and taking control of their local environ
ment, neighborhoods are creating skilled, proud and re
sponsible residents, improved environments, cleaner air, 
reduced crime, green spaces, food and power. And they are 
helping to reduce sprawl and to conserve land, energy and 
resources. Certainly an urban environmentalist's dream. 

What can we do to help? We can get invoJved in our own 
neighborhoods. Direct interested people to those, like 
Ramon Rueda and lrma Fleck, who have succeeded, and to 
environmental organizations such as the Sierra Club. the 
Trust for Public Land (82 2nd St. , San Francisco, California 
94105) orthe Institute for Local Self-Reliance (1717 18th St. 
NW, Washington, DC 20009). o 

John Ho/tzclall' chairs the San Francisco Bay Chapter Co11serrn-
1io11 Commillee. 



foundation fundi ng are seen as seed
money, not as permanent subsidies. 

After dinner some 30 people attended 
the informal caucus on parks. We even
tually divided into two groups. Those 
most interested in city and regional park 
systems worked on a resolution and a 
mailing list that would be distributed to 
all participants. Those involved in the 
special problems of national parks in 
urban areas discussed the need for 
prompt appropriation of money to pur
chase lands designated for inclusion in a 
park in order to avoid price escalation; 
also, the fight to implement the National 
Parks Access Act and the need for a 
larger National Park Service budget to 
meet the requirements of the ever
increasing numbers of people who use 
the parks. For me, it was the liveliest 
meeting of the conference. 

Other caucuses dealt with air pollution 
and transportation, shopping malls, 
housing and nuclear power. 

Early in the conference, Judith Kunof
sky felt that stereotyping abounded in the 
workshops and core groups she attended 
or heard about. Some environmentalists 
seemed to presume that urban activists 
would need to have explained to them the 
relationships between controlling sprawl 
and protecting agricultural lands on the 
one hand, and preserving cities on the 
other. Some urban activists seemed to 
presume that the environmental
ists attending were latecomers to the 
urban scene, with only a token or shallow 
commitment to cities. Everyone was 
pleasantly surprised. Stereotypes fell. 
On Wednesday afternoon, in the work
shop in "Innovative Land-Use Controls 
to Prevent Sprawl and Exclusionary Zon
ing," one panel member finally raised a 
question that had not, to her knowledge, 
reached the surface of the conference 
until then: Did people think that envi
ronmentalists were trying to keep blacks 
and the urban poor out of suburbia? That 
we were responsible for the housing 
problems of the poor? A heated discus
sion ensued. and true feelings emerged 
only slowly. One housing activist ac
cused environmentalists of "downzon
ing" (reducing the number of allowable 
structures, thus raising housing costs) to 
keep out the poor. "Wait a minute! " 
another participant interrupted. "I'm an 
environmentalist, and 1 resent that. I cer
tainly don't have those motives-and 
not all of us support downzoning_all the 
time.'' 

• 'I guess you 're right,'' the housing ac
tivist replied. "1 shou]dn 't generalize 
about environmentalists." It was a mo-

ment of confrontation and resolution. 
Only by face-to-face meetings at confer
ences and elsewhere can misconcep
tions, differing priorities and stereotypes 
be sorted out. 

The core groups met one last time on 
Wednesday morning. Judy's group got 
down to work on recommendations to be 
presented later that morning. The group 
solicited and listened to anyone's ideas, 
including traditional environmental con
cerns: clean air and water, enforcement 
of toxic-substances laws, funding for 
urban parks. Some less-traditional con
cepts were also put forward: a full
employment policy emphasizing envi
ronmentally sound jobs, an end to 
blackmailing employees by asking them 
to " choose" between jobs and health. 
The core group supported firm ur
ban-growth boundaries. learning from 
each other's organizing techniques, and 
greater funding for public-transit sys
tems. Everyone tried to be sensitive to 
the priorities of others, but the true test 
will be the political coalitions formed (or 
not formed) on these issues. 

Each core group and infom1al caucus 
was to be given 90 seconds to summarize 
their ideas at the last meeting on 
Wednesday morning. The rest of the core 
groups' findings would be printed and 
distibuted. Later, I went to a caucus of 
people from the western states. A mail
ing list was developed, and plans were 
made to hold local and regional meetings 
in the future. 

Then everyone gathered in the Grand 
Ballroom once again , this time to hear 
the capsule speeches and the final ad
dress, by Barbara Blum. With the 
applause for her statement, the confer
ence adjourned. 

The real test of any conference is what 
happens afterwards to the people who 
came. Since many people did meet 
leaders of organizations from other parts 
of the country and individuals from their 
own areas they had never worked with 
before, City Care could be called a great 
success. In the month since the confer
ence ended. I have received mailings 
from Sacramento, Cleveland, upstate 
New York and New York City; I have 
also sent out some letters. "Network
ing," one of the hoped-for results, seems 
to be under way. A good conference is a 
catalyst for future relationships. 

A good conference also advances and 
spreads ideals, ideas and programs. At 
these meetings, the Carter Administra
tion had the chance to explain their over-
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view and where the money will go. We 
heard about-and praised-the Carter 
parks program. We heard about wide
spread, small-scale infusions of money 
that have restored and protected the envi
ronment, or that will create jobs and give 
new tools to communities. The Carter 
representatives were concerned and en
thusiastic. We had the paints, the brushes 
and the canvas-they were all of good 
quality-yet there was no vision, no 
image, no picture. The most vital 
component-a workable, farsighted en
ergy policy-was missing. Nuclear and 
oil power still get the big bucks, as does 
the automobile. Al.ternative energy de
velopment, mass-transit and energy con
servation get a little lip service and a pit
tance. A rational energy policy could do 
more for our cities than any other pro
gram that could be promulgated by the 
Administration. 

lile underlying meaning of the con
ference was well-expressed in a Detroit 
Free Press editorial of April IO: 

''Without question, we need to 
protect the Alaskan lands, to 
preserve significant wilderness 
areas, to extend our national parks, 
refuges and wild and scenic river 
systems. But most of us ... can
not go looking for the good Life on 
the mountain peaks and white
water rivers. We have got to find it 
on Woodward Avenue, or in West 
Dearborn or places just like 
them-or we will never find it at 
all. The 'environment' is not on the 
mountaintops, it's wherever we 
live, and it will be what we make 
of it." 

Participation by environmentalists in 
urban gardening, reforestation, urban 
renewal. pollution control, alternative 
energy-resource development, energy 
conservation, health care. recreation and 
park programs is a vital component of 
keeping and restoring the quality of 
urban life. I feel that Sierra Club partici
pants brought this understanding with 
them to Detroit and went home having 
shared their perspective with others 
while enlarging the dimensions of their 
own perceptions. ln the long run, their 
involvement in this conference will have 
a significant effect on the Club's local 
and national programs. • 

Amy Mever is a San Francist·o Reaealion and 
Pa;ks Commissioner (md secrewry of !he 
Golden Gale National Recremion Area Advi
.wry Commission. 



A Talk with Mardie Murie 
Cmuinuedfrom page 20 

Mardie: Yes. that's a hard one, isn't it? 
Maybe it ·s something in the genes to 
begin with-a natural curiosity about 
wild places. There is a value in having an 
experience alone in the wilderness , even 
if for only a few hours. 1 think people can 
get a lot from experiencing a landscape 
alone. Even if it's only for a short time, 
and you're alone in camp, wondering 
why your friend doesn't come back, or if 
you 're left alone on a ridge while your 
husband goes off somewhere for a while. 
I don't know how you can implant a love 
of natural things in people by just saying 
words to them. r think you have to take 
them out to a place. 1 had a great experi
ence working with a summer biology 
field course at the Teton Science School. 
I have seen what the experience out here 
does for the students; something they're 
never going to forget. They all want to 
come back and don't want to leave. 
Those young people are going to be the 
leaders of our country someday, and I 
hope they will be the leaders of the envi
ronmental movement in their generation. 

Fran: That's why environmental educa
tion is so important. getting to the kids 
while they· re you11g , influencing the next 
generation and the generation ajier that. 
Mardie: Yes, and it 's not just the lessons 
they learn in the classroom, but also what 
happens to them out in these beautiful 
hills and on backpacking trips that is so 
very important. 

Fran: You and your husband have writ
ten abour places of enchantmem like the 
Tetons and about how lucky you were to 
find these places. Do you think with aff 
the developmem going 011 that it's getting 
increasingly harder to find such places? 
Or would you have found them no matter 
where you were? 
Mardie: I think we probably would have 
gone on searching whether we found 
them or not. I think it's still possible to 
find them. But then again, whether we 
are going to have enough places of en
chantment left depends on how man 
treats his environment. lt makes me 
shudder to read in travel magazines about 
all the new luxury hotels rising on tt]e 
white sand beaches in the Pacific and 
places like that. l think we are overreach
ing ourselves. It is a horrible idea that 
man has to take his city luxury with him 
everywhere he goes. I suppose I have an 
almost religious feeling about the impor
tance of wilderness areas where struc-

tu res are not alJowed. They are the refuge 
and the leaven that will save our society. 
Man needs to compare himself to places 
and lives that are not his and not his to 
control. We all need to learn a little 
humility. I really don't feel very sympa
thetic with the old Judeo-Christian ethic 
that man is the master of the universe and 
should have dominion over it, because l 
think we have abused that dominion. 

Mardie M11ril' 011 ski, 

Fran:/ really liked your novel about Es
kimo life, Island Between. The people 
seemed so humble. so reverent about the 
way they lii·ed their lives. 
Mardie: They had to accommodate 
themselves to that harsh environment. 
They had to come to terms with it, and 
that is how they did it- by feeling 
friendly with it, no matter how harsh it 
was. They seemed to develop an ability 
not to feel cold the way some of the rest 
of us do, not to acknowledge hardships. 
Well, a little bit the way Olaus did. He 
never would intimate that the mosquitoes 
bothered him and he never complained 
about being too cold or too hot. He was 
doing something interesting to him in a 
place that interested him. 

Fran: Is the premise of native cultures 
different from ours? They don't live in the 
J11deo-Christian tradition. 
Mardie: Yes, they have a very strong 
feeling about all of the animals and birds 
among which they lived. They had a feel
ing that each of those creatures had a 

spmt. comparable to their own spmt. 
And that 's why they had all these sac
rifices and ceremonies about placating 
the spirits of the animals. When they 
took a seal, for instance. they would pour 
water over its head, so the seal spirit 
would send them more seals in the future. 
And that's a different attitude than the 
white hunters had towards wildlife. It 
may have come from necessity, or it may 
have come from way back when they felt 
they had to make a gesture of propitiation 
to be sure they would have a future sup
ply of food. 

Fran: /11 our society. women have been 
characteri::.ed as the keepers of nature. 
We' re supposedly more emotio11ttl.for111-
i11g the center of the home. Is that true of 
the native cultures you know in Alaska? 
Mardie: Well, the woman's place was to 
make everything comfortable for the 
hunters; the hunters were the important 
people, of course. because they brought 
the food. The women saw that the men's 
clothing was all properly sewed, wa
terproof and warm, so that no mischance 
could come to the men because of faulty 
preparation on the part of the women . 
And the women always had to see that 
the men were fed as soon as they came in, 
and I suppose all that was the women's 
part in keeping their way of life going. 

Fran: / co11ld11' t do that and only that, 
not having been brought up in such a cul
ture. 
Mardie: I think once in a while there was 
a little rebellion among those Indian 
women. They probably wanted a little 
more recognition, or maybe some of 
them wanted to participate in some of 
those exciting hunts. But I don 't know if 
any of them ever did. except through the 
ceremonies. 

Fran: What about women enviro11111e11-
talists? Are we just helping men in their 
ceremonies? 
Mardie: Not any more. l think we 're 
talking with the men now and that they 
have accepted us more as equal partners 
in conservation groups. I personally 
haven't felt any discrimination. I think 
that the day is past when a woman's word 
would be taken for less in the field of 
conservation. 

Fran: / wish we had more women as 
spokespeople. though. Do you know that 
some people in the women's movement 
discourage women from volunteering? 
They say that women do a lot of work . bur 
when a paid staff position is open, a man 
will get it. 
Mardie: Yes, that 's probably true in 
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some cases. I feel, though, that period is 
about over, but I can't judge that kind of 
thing because I'm not out in the market
place working. I try to think back over all 
the years I've been mixed up in conserva
tion and I can 't recall a case where a 
woman's voice wasn't listened to. Per
haps because the concern for the envi
ronment involves a gentler type of inter
est than does ordinary business, people 
may be inclined to pay more attention to 
women ·s thoughts than they ordinarily 
would be. 

Fran: It's a gentle thing, this love of the 
land. 
Mardie: That 's what the Indians would 
have taught us, if we had listened to them 
instead of pushing them around. One of 
the Indian chiefs said. "We cannot sell 
you our land; we do not own it. The land 
belongs to the Great Spirit.'' If we are to 
survive at all , someday we will have a 
whole different concept of land own
ership, of private property. 

Fran: / live in a high-rise apartment 
building. I live alone. I have a toaster, a 
telel'ision set and a blender. The woman 
next door lives alone. She has a toaster, 
a tele1•ision set and a blender. And the 
people next door to her have the same 
things. Each of 11s with all the same be
longings, living so close to each other. It 
appalls me. 
Mardie: Yes, it's a waste of resources. 
Yet I can't say that the Alaska pipeline is 
entirely wrong, that we shouldn't take 
any resources out of Alaska: 1 have a car 
that burns gasoline. I have an oil furnace 
in my house, an electric stove and a water 
heater-all those things. 

Fran: ft' s a matter of proportion. 
Mardie: Yes, a matter of proportion. 
And it's very hard to teach each indi
vidual to be more careful with resources. 
It's a terrific job that has to be done. 

Fran: /' 111 convinced that we lose that 
proper perspective tO\vtird resources and 
nature because somehow we lose that 
sense of love, curiosity and gentleness. 
Mardie: And right now we need to reach 
these core feelings, the reasons for 
things . Conservation comes down to 
how much people care about their world. 
I've often said that I 'm an optimist, but 
perhaps that's because I'm a coward and 
I can't bring myself to face the facts. Ev
erything is going so fast, there are too 
many of us and we 're using everything 
up. Where can it end? Perhaps, though, 
we'll be able to repeat history. So many 
times I think that we're right on the brink 
of some disaster and then some smart 
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person has a bright idea. That's the 
American spirit. The young people I 
know give me great hope. They do care 
about what's left of the wild world and 
they are willing to put their efforts into it. 
Jf you look around you, Frances, think of 
all the young people you know who are 
working in the environmental movement 
today. 

Fran: Yes, that's trne in most of the con
servation organizations. Those years 
when your husband was director of The 
Wilderness Society, was that an exciting 
time? 
Mardie: Yes, that was the best time. I 
don't mean to say anything against the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, but any 
government bureau has more restrictions 
and a little less freedom than a private 
organization. When Olaus became direc
tor of The Wilderness Society, it seemed 
that our lives just blossomed. He felt free 
to do what he wanted to do. He felt his 
studies of animals had reached a point 
where he was more concerned with try
ing to preserve their habitat than with 
doing more studies of them, so this new 
job came just at the right time and in the 
right way. 

Fran: So tha/'s how he got into citizen 
action. 
Mardie: Yes, and it's so important. f had 
a letter from George Schaller recently. 
He said that having worked in foreign 
countries so long he now feels that citizen 
action groups are most important in sav
ing endangered species. He said that 
governments are too slow to act and 
afraid to act. That interested me. I feel 
that citizen action groups are actually a 
very strong influence on the government, 
because of that extra freedom they have. 
I don't know why government has to be 
so cumbersome. 

Fran: When our government was set up 
200 years ago, no one expected it to have 
to. serve rwo hundred million people. 
Mardie: Everything would be so much 
simpler if we were fewer. 

Fran: What do you think your husband 
would be interested in now? 
Mardie: He'd be interested in the Alaska 
lands question, and he'd be interested in 
trying to save what little is left of Jackson 
Hole. 

Fran: What do you think is the right 
course of action for Jackson Hole? 
Mardie: I think we need a bill from Con
gress that will at least make it possible to 
procure easements or development rights 
on the private lands that are left. Some of 
the meadow lands south of Jackson are a 

beautiful and integral part of the whole 
valley. I lay in bed this morning thinking 
how the Bible says you cannot serve both 
God and mammon. and too many of us 
today are serving mammon. Too many of 
the people who have come to Jackson 
fairly recently see a chance to make 
money from the land. 

Fran: That's such a paradox, isn't it? 
They come here to !o1•e the land, but first 
there has to be a motel with a swimming 
pool! 
Mardie: And a golf course-all the 
things they had back in the city. It's a ter
rible paradox. That's what they don't 
realize about Jackson Hole: they can't 
accept it as a place whose value is in its 
difference. They want to bring all these 
other comforts and luxuries with them. 
The rich people come and are able to pay 
the exorbitant prices for land. Prices are 
high because people see the opportunity 
to make some money, and prices go up 
because of just plain greed. It's a puzzl
ing thing. This is still a special place and 
it should have special treatment: purely 
materialistic motives should not be al
lowed to change it. It sounds selfish to 
say that we have enough people here now 
and we don't need any more, for I have 
lived here for SO years. I 've had all this. 
I'd be willing to move someplace else 
and stay there the rest of my life if l 
thought that by doing so I would save this 
wonderful place. There is a limit to how 
many people this valley can hold. It 's 
just a physical fact. Ninety-five percent 
of the land is under federal ownership. 
Some people say I00,000 people could 
Live south of the park boundary if it were 
carefully planned. And there's a.11 this na
tional forest land and national park land. 
But you know very well if there were that 
many people, the national park would no 
longer be a national park and neither 
would the national forest continue to be a 
real forest. There would be too much im
pact from human occupation. That's just 
a fact, and T don't see what we can do 
about it, except limit growth. 

Dave Brower wrote something some 
years ago, something like: "For every 
day that we spend in the high mountains, 
we should pay a little price to the future.'' 
We owe something to the future. Some of 
us have been so fortunate-I 've had 
enough experiences for twelve lifetimes. 
So I feel that the least I can do is to try to 
save what little we have left for the fu
ture. r know a lot of young people will 
appreciate this country, if given a 
chance. But they can't if the country isn't 
there. It all comes back to what things we 
think are important in life. o 
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ing will be fairly moderate. Brief layovers in 
Buenos Aires and Santiago de Chile arc included. 
Limit is 20 persons. Leader approval required Ap
proximate cost: $1850. 

(537) Galapagos Islands, Ecuador
March. Leader. Ray Des Camp. 510 Tyndall St., 
Los Altos, CA 94022. 

(592) Galapagos Islands, Ecuador
June-July. Leader, Martin Friedman. 353 
Montford Ave. , Mill Valley, CA 94941. 

Explore Darwin ·s vast microcosm of evolution 
for two fulJ weeks. From small sailboats and afoot, 
in moist March greenness or the cooler, drier sum
mer, we will observe, study and photograph 
wildlife unafraid of man-giant tortoises. birds 
endemic to each island, marine and land iguanas, 
sea lion colonies, and much of the unique beauty of 
these "Enchanted Isles." Swim in crystalline la
goons and coves and visit rain forests, volcanoes 
and lhe Darwin Research Station on excursions and 
overnight hikes. Approximate cost: $1995. 

(540) French Polynesia/Cook Islands, 
South Pacific-March 9-30. Leader, Mary
Ed Bol , 6619 E. Ocotillo Rd ., Scottsdale, AZ 
85253. 

From L.A., we go, at the end oft be rainy season, 

to the unspoiled and delightful Cook Islands includ
ing Aitutaki with its Maori ways and unique la
goon. Following Captain Cook's route to French 
Polynesia, we will stay with Tahitian families. 
We 'II visit the little-known outer islands with their 
combination of Tahitian and French cultures. Be
sides tropical plants and birds, these "Bali Hai" 
isles offer swimming. hiking. reef-walking, Tahi
tian feasting, visiting ancient Maraes and enjoying 
the South Pacific's unhurried magic. Approximate 
cost: $900. 

(555) Ski Touring in Norway-March 
7-21. Leader, Belly Osborn, 515 Shasta Way. Mill 
Valley. CA 9494 l. 

We will be guided on daily excursions and 
perhaps an overnight by members of the Norwe
gian Hiking Club (DNT). who will teach Norwe
gian touring techniques. We will base camp at DNT 
lodges in three scenic touring areas: at Finsehytta 
(on Oslo-Bergen railroad) overlooking rolling Har
dangervidda plat.eau; Rondvassbu , hidden among 
snow hills of Rondana National Park; Gjen
desbeim, nestled among famous Jotunheimen 
mountains, An optional ski tour is being con
sidered. Leader approval required. Approximate 
cost: $835. 

{560) Spring Trek and Basecamp, Balephi 
Khola, Nepal- April 4-27. Leader. John G. 
Caner, Box 991. Mendon, UT 84325. 

Northeast of Kathmandu the rugged Balephi 
River valley reaches to the Tibetan border in the 
Jugal Himal with Dorje Lakpa, its prominent peak, 
visible from Kathmandu. We will trek for five days 
into our basecamp at 10,000 feet near Chingtong 
Gompa and explore the higher reaches of this re
gion and its glaciers. Our return may be via Panch 
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Pokhari. a high lake, if conditions in the 13.000-
foot passe~ allow. Rhododendrons should be in 
bloom at this time, birds plentiful and active, and 
the forest~ at their best. Limit fifteen persons. 
Leader approval needed. Approximate cost: $1020. 

(575) Walking Tour of Crete-May 31-
June 14. Leaders. Kathy and Robin Brooks. 910 
Kennedy Dr .. Capitola, CA 95010. 

In Crete 1hc words for stranger and for friend are 
identical. Add rugged, barren mountains with 
800()..foot peaks, ~parkling Mediterranean beaches. 
and 4000 years of history going back to Minoan 
Crete. to the hospitality of the people and you have 
the ingredients for a unique experience. We will 
hike the Gorge of Samaria. the White Mountains 
and Mt. lda and sec the famed ruins of Knossos. 
May be combined with trip #580 (John Ricker·s 
trip 10 Mainland Greece). Approximate cost: $720. 

(580) Trekking in Greece-June 16-
30. Leader. John Ricker. 2950 North 7th St.. 
Phoenix. AZ 85014. 

Friendly, hospitable people will make it easy to 
stay away from tourist resons and large cities. We 
will use public transportation and stay in small 
hotel~ and family homes when possible . Most of 
the trip will be in the mountains of northern Greece. 
but will include a trip to one of the less well-known 
islands. This trip can easily be combined with trip 
#575. Walking Tour of Crete. Approximate co~t: 
$935. 

(585) Walking in England's Wesl 
Country-June 18-July 6. Leader, Mike 
Maule. 3608 Darby Rd .. Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. 

By land and sea we will explore myst.ical Devon 
and Cornwall. land of legend and literature. In
cluded will be visits 10 stone-age ruins, haunting 
moors, ancient industrial developments. quaint vil
lages and dramatic coasts. This area also abounds 
in a wide variety of bird life and Hora. Nights will 
be spent in fam1houscs. small hotels and carnvan 
si tes. Hiking is planned as modernte. keeping in 
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mind that weather could be inclement. Minimum 
age: 13. Approximate cost: $1085. 

(590) Papua New Guinea, River Rafting 
and Trekking in the South Pacific-June
July. Leader. Blaine LcCheminant. 1857 Via Bar
rett. San Lorenzo. CA 94580. 

Of all like-sized areas on the globe, Papua New 
Guinea is said to have the highest proportion of 

mountainous country. the wildest rivers and the 
most luxuriant vegetation. Our journey traverses 
the most exciting river in the South Pacific. the 
Watut. and includes hiking the country ·s highest 
peak, Mt. Wilhelm at 15.000 feet. Also climb to the 
caldera of an active volcano and trek the historic 
Kokoda Trail. Approximate cost: $2225. 

(595) Caucasus Mountains, U.S.S.R.
August 11-September 4. Leader, Carl Denison. 
88 N. Lake Shore Dr .. Brooklield. CT 06804. 

Three days of sightseeing in Moscow are fol
lowed by twelve days of hiking or mountain climb
ing in the Caucasus Mountains. After preliminary 
training and toughening hikes. the principal climb 
will be up Mt. Elbru~. at 18.500 feet. the highest 
mountain in Europe. This docs not require techni
cal mountain-climbing skills. bui may be difficult 
because of the elevation and possible strong. cold 
winds. A separate section for technical mountain 
climbing may be possible if there is sufficient inter
est. Approximute cost: $1215. 

(600) Climbing in Bolivia- July 7-28. 
Leaders. Les Wilson and Beverly Belanger. 570 
Woodmont Ave . . Berkeley. CA 94708. 

The snow-capped peaks of the Cordillera Real 
are within a day ·s travel of the old Spanish city of 
La Paz. The emphasis will be on non-technical 
climbing and enjoyment of the mountains. How
ever the peaks of the Cordillera rise to over 21.000 
feet, and experience in glacier travel and ice climb
ing with axe, ropes and screws is necessary. Leader 
approval required. Approximate cost: $1250. 

(605) Western Pyrenees. Spain- June 22-
July J4. Leader. John Doering. 6435 Freedom 
Blvd., Aptos, CA 95003. 

Two weeks hiking in the spectacular valleys of 
western and mid-Pyrenees including five days on 
the French side. followed by a week in the Sierra de 
Grados n~ar Madrid. Glaciers, lakes. optional 
peaks (3200 meters). chamois. Moderate. six to 
fourteen kilometers per day. Approximate cost: 
$985. 

(6 10) Kenya Highlands Walking and Game 
Safari-July 8-August 3. (Optional four-day 
climb on Mt. Kenya.) Coordinator, Betty Osborn. 
515 Shasta Way, Mill Valley. CA 94941. 

Ao unusual walking, camping, photography ad
venture in northern Kenya, combined with some 
game driving in Samburu. Masai Mara parks. With 
our naturalist-guide, wc usually walk each day to a 
new campsite while exploring the countryside, ob
serving, photographing wild game and bird vari
eties. Gear. food carried by support truck. We carry 
light day-packs, set up our own small tenii;. We 
walk through grass lie.Ids of Loita Kills. along 
banks of Mara River. uplands of Mathews Range. 
shores of Lake Nakuru, moorlands of Mt. Kenya. 
Hiking moderate; leader approval required. Ap
proximate cost: $2050. 

(620) France: The Alps to the Mediter
ranean- July 1-16. Leader, Lynne Simpson. 
1300 Carter Rd .. Sacramento, CA 95825. 

Rural alpine France with its hospitable people 
will be the focus of this two-week trip as we follow 
the Alps down from Geneva 10 Nice. French views 
of conservation will be emphasized as we visit sev
eral national parks. Hikes, including one over
night. will be modcrntc. and a daypack will be 
adequate for personal gear. Trip members can par
ticipate in driving our mini-buses. Our nights will 
be spent in hostels and small hotels where French 
cuisine will be a treat and add a delightful ending to 

our days. Approximate cost: $940. 



(625) Backpacking in Sweden, Sarck Park 
-July-August (12 days). Leader. Blaine 
LeChcminant, 1857 Via Barrett. San Lorenzo. CA 
94580. 

The largest wild area in Europe. Sarek National 
Park, is one of 1he most representative high moun
tain regions in Sweden. We will follow the Eur
opean hiking pattern of hu1s and hostels and 
also follow the more rustic fomiat of tents and self
sufficiency used throughout North America. Al
though major moves will follow the valley con
tours. opportu.aities exis1 for more aggressive hik
ing. Approximate cos1: $760. 

(630) East African Wildlife Safari: Walk
ing, Camping, Gameviewing in Kenya and 
Tanzania-August 2-30. (Optional six-day 
Walking Trip. Zambia) Coordinator. Beny Osborn. 
515 Shasta Way. Mill Valley. CA 94941. 

Opportunity still exists to photograph 1he grea1 
herds of game and exotic birdlife found in these 
countries. In Kenya we explore gamclands with 
camels in the Northern Frontier. by boat on ihe 
Tana River. In Tanzania we travel by landrover to 
wild areas in Arusha and Ngurdoto Parks. We can 
photograph game in many famous preserves. Visit 
prehistoric Olduvai Gorge. Masai villages. ancient 
ruins. Our guide is a naturalist. Approximate cost: 
$2695. 

(635) Hiking in Czechoslovakia- Au
gust. Leader. Dolph B. Amster, P. 0 . Box 1106. 
Ridgecrest. CA 93555. 

This modest three-week trip will take us to the 
High Tatras and the Slovak Ore Mountains. Also. 
we will explore partS of the Kremnica and Giant 
Mountains as well as the beautiful Obri Dul Valley, 
a nature preserve. We will assemble in Vienna and 
return from Prague, using the hostel and hut sys
tems. supplemented on occasion with village ac
commodations. There will be some time for touring 
Prague. Approximate cost: $1100. 

(640) Hut Hopping in the Austrian and 
Italian Alps-August 7-20. Leaders. An
neliese and Ken Lass. 712 Taylor Ave. , Alameda, 
CA 94501. 

Two contrasting ranges will be covered here. 
each spectacular in ilS own way. We will be hiking 
from hut to hut where we will spend comfortable 
nights and enjoy the gusto and camaraderie of 
hikers and climbers, with the food and wine of 
Europe. This trip is rated moderate and is for hikers 
in good physical condition. Leader approval re
quired. This trip can ea~ily be combined with trip 
#642 (Hiking through the Berner Oberland). Ap
proximate cost: $600. 

(642) Hiking through the Berner Ober
land, Switzerland- August 22-28. Leaders. 
Anneliese and Ken Lass, 712 Taylor Ave .. 
Alameda. CA 94501. 

A seven-day hiking trip through the Berner Ober
land. the aristocrat of alpine scenery. We will wan
der through flowering meadows. forests neat and 
trim, and villages as if out of a storybook. Moun
tain vistas unparalleled. Hiking will be moderate to 
strenuous . accommodations will be at a lpine huts 
and small mountain inns. Leader approval re
quired. This trip can easily be combined with trip 
#640 (Hut Hopping in the Austrian and Italian 
Alps). Approximate cost: $505. 

(645) West German Federal Republic-On 
lhe Weg through the Schwarzwald
August l0-31. Coniact. Carl Wood. Leader. 
Lynne McClellan-Loots. 88 Ridge Rd .. Fairfax. 
CA 94930. 

This hiking trip will explore Gennany's ancient 
Black Forest (Der Schwarzwald). famous in legend 
and song for iL~ enchanting scenery and Swabian 
traditions. From the forest 's northern edge at 
Baden-Baden. we follow the Westweg (West Trail) 
150 miles south through idyllic valleys. medieval 
villages and steep forested ridges down 10 the 
majestic Rhine at Basel. On stopovers in Freup
denstadt. Titisee and Freiburg we will observe the 

fanning, conservation and reforestation methods 
Lhat have preserved this natural area over the cen
turies . Approximate co1,t: $1075. 

(650) Southwest Greenland, Erik's 
Fjord- August. Leader, Jim Watters. 600 
Caldwell Rd., Oakland. CA 94611. 

Greenland's coast is green in summer- a tapes
try of rock. tundra. flowers. lakes and bay,. Our 
trip is a backpacker's tour that hikes the lonely val
leys. takes boats and helicopters over the wa
terways and treks on a major glacier. The country is 
ancient. untrod and beautiful. We tent out much of 
the time. but complement the hiking with 
Greenlandic hospitality in t0wns and settlements. 
The experience will be unique. although with it are 
the uncertainties of weather and schedules. Ap
proximate cost: $750. 

(657) Kenya Cross-Country Horseback 
Safari-August. Leader, H. Stewart Kimball . 
19 Owl Hill Road, Orinda. CA 94563. 

This unforgettable adventure on horseback of
fers the opportunity of riding in the great Rift Val
ley and through very remote coumry across 
Kenya ·s game-filled plains. You wi ll enjoy the 
beauty and peacefulness of camping in the bush 
with only animal sounds 10 hear. Experience in rid
ing is helpful but not necessary. Some game view
ing by landrover in Masai Mara and Samburu game 
reserves may be included. Our guide is also a natu
ralist. Approximate cost: 10 persons, $2425: 15 
persons. $2000. 

(660) Kargil/Zaskar/Manali Trek, North
ern India- August 30-Septembcr 24. 
Leader, Wayne Woodruff. Box 614, Livermore, 
CA 94550. 

Beginning in Srinegar, Kashmir. we trek LO 

Ladakh for the start of a two-week trek across tbe 
high passes of the Himalaya. Remote villages. 
monasteries prac1icing Lamaistic Buddhism, in
teresting people with colorful and varied lifestyles, 
and fine views of mountain gianL~ will be seen. The 
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trek is for the hardy and requires leader approval. 
Several days of luxuriating on houseboats in 
Srinegar and sight-seeing in New Delhi arc incor
porated in the itinerary. Limit is fifteen persons. 

(665) Kangarooing in Australia-Septem
ber. Le.Ider. Ann Dwyer, Box 468, Gcyscrvillc. 
CA 95441. 

A~ a kangaroo moves by leaps and bounds. so 
~hall we (mostly by airplane), as we explore the 
vast country of Australia. Our first leap is to 
threatened Fraser Island, all sand , but complete 
with rain forests and lakes. then on 10 a few days at 
the Great Barrier Reef. a long jump 10 the interior 
and Alice Springs and Ayers Rock, then a bound to 
Sydney and Canberra. with more leaps and bounds 
yet 10 be told . Approximate cost: $1550. 

(670) Japan in the Autumn-September 
13-October 13. Leaders. Mildred and Tony 
Look. 41 1 Los Ninos Way. Los Altos. CA 94022. 

Autumn colors will be touching Japan 's moun
tains as we travel to northern Honshu and Hokkaido 
by train. boat and bus. The pace provides layovers 
and opportunities to explore. Itinerary is geared 10 

seeing the countryside where the smaller towns , 
fishing villages. Japanese inns and onsens are lo
cated. Hikers can enjoy day trips on mountain trails 
while others visit gardens. temples or markets. A 
KyoLO visit is optional for those who wish to extend 
their stay in Japan unti I October 17 . 

Important Notice! 
Reservations for Sierra Club oulings are 

subject lo the reservation/cancellation pol
icy and other conditions printed in the 
1979 Sierra Club Outing Catalog. Please 
see page 56 of that issue for this informa
tion and a trip application. The deposit for 
all trips I isted in this issue is $100 per per
son. except trips #3()().#436, which re
quire $70 per person deposit. Please 
include the deposit(s) with your applica
tion(s). Trip prices (where listed) are ap
proximate and do not include air fare. 
Final trip costs for 1980 trips will be pub
lished in the January 1980 Outing Catalog. 
See the November/December issue of 
SIERRA for a preview of Winter and 
Spring trips . 

For supplemental information on outings. 
clip this 

coupon and mail to: 
SIERRA CLUB OUTING 

DEPARTMENT 
530 Bush Street 

San Francisco, CA 94108 
Sierra Club Member 

D Yes D No 
Send Supplements: 
# _ #_#_#_#_ 

(by trip number) 
Nam, _______________ _ 

Addres.,_ __________ _ 

City ___ __ Stare Zip __ _ 

Enclosed is $._for supplements re
quested over S at 50< each. 
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(675) Japan Alps Backpacking-Septem
ber 13-Octobcr 13. Leader. Dennis Look. 52t-½ 
15th St.. Sacramento. CA 95814. 

Japan Alps National Park. with peaks topping 
3000 meters. invites backpackers to traverse the 
crimson-colored ridges and mountain trails which 
lead 10 some of the highest country in Japan. Our 
members will provide their own equipment for the 
alpine hikes. where we will be joined by members 
of Japanese mountain clubs. Leader selection gives 
preference to fifteen members with backpacking 
experience. Visirs 10 small country towns and some 
cultural properties of traditional Japan follow the 
backpack trips. 

(565) Sikkim Trekking Adventure, India 
-October. Coordinator, Doug McClellan, 88 
Ridge Rd., Fairfax, CA 94930. 

A two-week trek in the high mountains of Sikkim 
will traverse fine jungle country and also take us to 
several 12,000-foot pa~ses where the Kanchen
j unga massif is dramatically visible. Buddhist 
mona~terics will be visited in out-of-the-way loca
tions. Several days will be spent in Darjeeling. A 
quick trip to the Sandakphu ridge will be included 
to witness a view of the entire Himalayan range. 
Leader approval required. Limit fifteen persons. 

(680) Nepal, Jumla to Pokhara-October. 
Leader, Ginger Harmon. 2850 Washington St.. San 
Francisco. CA 94115. 

This lengthy but moderate trek offers a splendid 
variety of Nepal's countryside. people and archi
tecture. At the midway point, Dhorpatan, you pass 
through a large Tibetan center. and in the park-like 
country before Pok hara. you ·11 meet members of 
the Gurung and Magar tribes. The highest pass used 
is Jangla Bhanjyang at 14.600 feet. The use of air
craft to begin the trek furnishes magnificent views 
of the western giants. Manaslu , Machhapuchhare. 
Annapurna Himal, and Dhaulagiri. Leader ap
proval required. 

(685) Ganesh Himal/Gurka Himal, Ne
pal-November. Leader. Bob Stout. 10 Barker 
Ave .. Fairfax, CA 94930. 

This moderate new trek northwestofKathmandu 
combines the best of the favorite Trisule-Gatlang 
valleys trek with a new route takjng you further 
westward to the feet of Himal Chu Ii and Manaslu . 
Because of the barrier or the Himalayan ridges. hill 
tribes have maintained their unique dress and c us
toms. The maximum elevation reached is 15.000 
feet. This is designed as an economy trek where you 
furnish your personal gear and help with the work 
of the camp. Leader approval required. Approxi
mate cost: $1075. 

(690) Sahara Camel Caravan to the Hog
gar Mountains, Southern Algeria-No
vember (3 weeks). Leader. Al Schmitz, 2901 
Holyrood Dr., Oakland, CA 94611. 

The camel caravan will last fourteen days out of 
Tamanrasset into the mountainous moonscapes of 
the Ahaggar. You wi II have your own riding camel. 
A staff of native Tuaregs will be along to guide and 
supervise. Camps will be in the sands of dry washes 
under starry skies. Much simple rock scrambling is 
possible. Our commissary will be simple and suffi
cient, but water is always precious. Limit fifteen 
persons. 

(695) Sherpa Christmas-December-Jan
uary. Leader, PeierOwens, 117 E. Santa Inez.. San 
Mateo. CA 94401. 

Spend your holiday trekking in Nepal on this trip 
designed to coincide with school Christmas holi
days. This trip features a moderate twe lve-day t.rek 

in the Helambu area. the closest Sherpa settlement 
to Kathmandu. Maximum elevaLion reached will be 
I 1.000 feet . Optional extensions are available for 
those with more time. Leader approval required. 
Approximate cost: $50<). 

Boat Trips 
(300) Tatshenshini River Raft Trip, 
Alaska-August 24-September 7. Coor
dinator. Lynn Dyche. 2747 Kring Dr .. San Jose, 
CA 95125. 

The Tatshenshini River trip in southeast Alaska 
is an unparalleled wilderness adventure. Carving 
its way through the rugged St. Elias Range. the 
river moves with startling energy through a visual 
landscape of awesome contrast and dimension. We 
will Hoat past iridescent-blue glaciers and an un
broken c hain of 8000-foot peaks; negotiate a thrill
ing section of river chocked with enormous 
icebergs, and see an abundance of wildlife in their 
natural habitat. There will also be time for day hik
ing on the glacial moraine. By late August the mos
quitoes are gone. and the climate is at its best. The 
trip begins and ends in Juneau and includes ferry 
and air transportation within trip dates. Approxi
mate cost: $1045. 

(430) Whale-Watching Leisure Boat Trip, 
West Coast of Baja, Mexico-February 
17-24. Leader, Steve Anderson, 1082 Lucot Way, 
Campbell, CA 95008. 

The birthplace of the California gray whales 
- Magdalena Bay- is also where Canada's game 
birds make their winter homes. Our home on the 
sea will be the D 0 11 Jose, a new and comfortable 
ship. From it. and in small , quiet skiffs. we will be 
able to observe these great beasts court. mate. calve 
and nurse. Passengers, if they wish , will also have a 
unique opportunity to assist scientists with whale 
counts a nd observations. This is a round trip from 
San Diego to Magdalena Bay. via La Paz.. Approx
imate cost: $790. 

(431) River of Ruins (Rio Usumacinta) by 
Raft-February 20-29. Leader, John Garcia. 
124 Romero Circle. Alamo. CA 94507. 

The River of Ruins will be our road through the 
tropical jungle that was the home of Mayan civiliza
tion, a botanical paradise filled with iguanas, but
terfties, eagles, parrots, toucans and monkeys. All 
about us will be ruins, some partially restored, 
others virtually untouched for ten centuries. At 
night we will hear nothing but the symphony of 
jungle sounds. Optional: a stay in Mexico City to 
visit the museum of Mayan treasures. Approximate 
cost: $895. 

(432) Sea of Cortez Lcisure Boat Trip, 
Mexico- March 29-A,pril S. Leader, Lynn 
Dyche, 2747 Kring Dr., San Jose. CA 95125. 
(436) Sea of Cortez Leisure Boat Trip, 
Mexico-November 22-29. Leader, % Ruth 
Dyche, 2747 Kring Dr., San Jose, CA 95125. 

These adventures in sea life meet the require
ments of both the physically accive and the more 
sedentary. We will explore, savor and photograph 
this remote natural world of vast sand and shell 
beaches. e>:panses of sea. bird-laden mangroves, 
rich tidepools, sea caves and rock sculptures, los
ing all sense of time. We will visit exotic islands 
and observe the abundant sea life. Truly, a unique 
experience. This trip begins and ends in San Diego. 
Approximate cost: $800. 



"Once More Unto the Breach, 
Dear Friends, Once More" 

FOR THE SECOND successive year, 
the House of Representatives has 
overwhelmingly passed legisla

tion to protect Alaska 's National Interest 
Lands, once again scoring an impressive 
victory for the nation's conservation 
movement. By a vote of 268 to 157. the 
House chose to vote on the environmen
tally preferable bill offered by Represen
tatives Morris Udall (D-Arizona) and 
John 8. Anderson (R-lllinois) rather rhan 
a rival bill slanted toward more exploita
tion of the land. The Udall-Anderson bill 
then passed the full House by a margin of 
360 to 65. Major gains in the bill include 
the following provisions: 

• All of the existing Arctic National 
Wildlife Range and much of the acreage 
added to it are designated as wilderness, 
which will protect the calving grounds of 
the Porcupine caribou herd. 

• The two Southeast Alaska national 
monuments established by President 
Jimmy Carter- Admiralty Island, the 
million-acre home of the great brown 
bear and the American bald eagle; and 
Misty Fjords, 2.3 million acres of scenic 
magnificence-are designated as wil
derness. 

• The Gates of the Arctic is established 
as an 8.22-million-acre national park, 
with most of the park designated as wil
derness. 

• The Yukon Flats, staging area for the 
fall flight of more than 2 million ducks, is 
designated a 10.6-million-acre wildlife 
refuge. 

• All parks and refuges are closed to new 
hardrock mining. 

This year's success is the more re
markable because of the resources and 
strength of the forces opposing the 
Udall-Anderson bill and the length of 

EDGAR WAYBURN 

time and intensity of effort devoted to de
feating this legislation. The winnjng 
margin of the vote demonstrates that the 
American people are aware of the stake 

they have in the Alaskan wilderness. and 
that they are determined to keep it pro
tected. 

The legislation now goes to the Sen-

Udall-Anderson Bill 

Acreage Added to the National Conservation Systems 

National Park System (lncludes 1978 national monuments) 
Parks 
Preserves 

Total 

National Wildlife Refuge System 
(34.3 million acres arc reserved federal land being redesignated 
as refuges---Becharof National Monument, 1.2 million: Na
tional Petroleum Reserve-Alaska, 22.5 million; and Yukon 
Flats National Monument, 10.6 million.) 

National Forest System 
(Southea~t Alaska) 
Tongass additions 
Chugach additions 

Total 

Total Additions 

Acreage Designated as Wilderne~ 

National Park System Wilderness 
(Includes areas in 1978 national monuments and in 
pre-1978 National Park System units) 

National WildJife Refuge System Wilderness 
(Includes areas already managed by the Fish and 
Wildlife Service and areas designated as 
national wildlife refuge units by this 
legislation) 

National Forest System Wilderness 

Total Wilderness 

millions of acres 
26.97 
17.06 

44.03 

79.53 

1.45 
1.29 

2.74 

126.30 

34.04 

27.46 

5 .88 

67.38 
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We Know 
Alaska! 

Alaska Travel Specialists are 
Alaskans wintering in California. 
The Alaska Adventures we've 
arranged for this summer are 
unique, uncrowded, unhurried. 

Adventures for Everyone 
From comfortable lodges and 

yacht c ruises to guided 
backpacking, rafting, photography 

and fishing safaris. 

THE Alaska Adventure Catalog 
describes this year's trips in words 
and photographs. To obtain your 

copy or for more information, 
contact: 

(415) 326-0586 
2364 Bryan! S t. 

Palo Aho. 
CA94301 

It's not too late 
for 1979! 

NO PLACE 
FOR 
BARE HEADS 
THE MSR HELMET HAS 
WITHSTOOD THE TEST 
OF TIME &USE 
• Made of durable polycar-
bonate LEXANe plastic 

• Styrene foam ab
sorbs and cushions 

impact 
• Helmet rim adds 
s ide-to-side rigidity 

, " • and keeps head 
farther from rock 

• No inside projecting 
knobs or buttons 

MSR CLIMBING 
HELMET-YOUR 
BEST CHOICE 

Mountain Sof•ty 
"-s•arch, Inc. 
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M,>ose <'llltlllr,I' rm the Yukon Ril'er 

ate, where it will be considered by Sena
tor Henry M. Jackson's Energy and Nat
ural Resources Committee. The Sierra 
Club supports the Durkin-Roth-Nelson 
bill (S. 222), which is in most respects 
equivalent to the Udall-Anderson bill. 
Last year, Alaska's Senator Ted Stevens, 
although not a member of the Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee, was able 
to stall the committee in numerous 
markup sessions and to influence it to re
port out an inadequate, development
slanted bill. This year Senator Jackson 
has stated that he intends to bring the bill 
before his committee at an early date and 
that he will oppose any additional hear
ings or any dilatory tactics by other sena
tors. He intends to move the bill out of 
committee before C::ongress 's August 
recess. 

At this writing, the Senate's action is 
still unclear. Alaska senators Ted Stevens 
and Mike Gravel can still put a hold on 
whatever bill the committee passes
they can keep it from consideration by 
the full Senate. 

However. the situation this year is far 
different from last year. As a result of the 
far-sighted and decisive actions of 
President Carter and Secretary of the 
Interior Cecil Andrus, 56 million acres of 
national monuments exist in Alaska, and 
another 67 million acres, now withdrawn 

under emergency status for 3 years. are 
being processed under the 1976 Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act for 
management by the Fish and Wildlife 
Service or the National Park Service for a 
20-year period. Should this action be
come final, the land could be as well
protected as it would be by legislation. 

Nevertheless, some kind of legislation 
must be anticipated. It is necessary to set
tle the land claims of the state of Alaska, 
to clarify the status of both subsistence 
and sport hunting in certain areas of the 
state, and to complete the selection of 
lands by the Alaska natives under the 
Alaska Native Claims Act of 1971. 

The efforts of dedicated conser
vationists both in and outside the Sierra 
Club have been herculean and success
ful. As we mount the next stage of the 
battle, recall the words of Shakespeare's 
Henry V before the battJe of Agincourt: 
Once more unto the breach. dearji·iends, 
once more; ... 
/11 peace there's nothing so becomes a 
man 
As modest stillness and humility; 
8111 when the blast of war blows in our 
ears, 
Then imitate the action of the tiger. 

Edgar Waybum cliair.1· tlte Club's Alaska Task 
Force and is a past President of the Sierra 
Club, 

! 
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Will Commercial 
Whalin~End 

This Year? 
MAXINE McCLOSKEY 

Srx YEARS have passed since the International Whaling Commission 
(!WC) last voted on a moratorium on commercial whaling (majority in 
favor, but not the required three fourths). Now the Unitetf States has 

placed it on the agenda for the July !WC meeting in London. The federal gov
ernment responded favorably to an environmental coalition effort that included 
sending a letter to President Carter asking for the moratorium vote. Twenty-five 
conservation organizations, including the Sierra Club, signed the letter. 

Prospects for the moratorium improved when the Australian government 
recently embraced the cause of whale protection. Until last December, Australia 
had been a whaling nation. But after a great public outcry against whaling, lhe 
government commissioned in March, 1978, an official Inquiry into Whales and 
Whaling. A distinguished retired jurist , T he Hon . Sir Sydney Frost, was ap-
pointed chainnan. The report of the in- tions- Ecuador, Mo:iaco. the Scy-
quiry was issued last December; in the chelles and Sweden. Panama has with-
words of Prime Minister Fraser, ··11 is a drawn. Thus the membership oft he JWC 
well-reasoned and comprehensive doc- may increase from 17 to 23. 
ument." The U.S. and Australian governments 

The exhaustive report concludes with are convinced commercial whaling must 
ten recommendations, including: an end end. The rwc has amply demon-
to whaling by Australians: a prohibition strated that its five-year attempt to im-
against all whaling within Australia's prove management has failed. Whalers 
200-mile fishing zone; a ban on the im- are still not even required, as a condition 
portation of whale products, beginning for continued whaling. to gather useful 
January 1981; continuation of active data. As a result we know little more 
membership in the IWC: a world-wide about cetacean populations and their 
ban on whaling: and promotion of re- dynamics than in the past. In addition, 
search on whales. nonregulated whaling is increasing as 

The Australian inquiry is the most sig- more pirate operations start up. The pi-
nificant event in the whale conservation rates even take protected species, and the 
movement since the 1972 United Nations IWC is unable to prevent its member na-
Conference on the Human Environment tions from buying those illegal producL~. 
adopted the ten-year moratorium as ''a We can get along without all the prod-
matter of urgency." ucts made from whales. There are substi-

Hopes are high that this will be the tutes readily available for every one. But 
year of the moratorium. But the vote there are no substitutes for the living 
requires a three-fourths majority. A whales. o 
number of nations are expected to be
come new members of the IWC by July 
9, when the meeting opens. They include 

Maxine M cC/oskey is exec111il'e direcror of 
rhe Whale Ce111er. in Oakland, Calijim1ia. /11 
/977 and 1978 sht• senwl as {l(/i-isor 10 rhe 

three whaling nations- Chile. Peru and United States Commi.nioner ro the lnrema-
South Korea-and four nonwhaling na- tiona/ Whaling Co111111is.~io11. · 
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At 90, Ryozo Azuma, Honora1y Life lVIen1ber of the Sierra Club, 
Recalls a Special Meeting "W'itl1 Jolm l\!Iuir 

Ryozo Azuma, 
the John Muir of Japan 

MAYMIE and WLLLIAM KIMES 

I N THE SPRING of guished man when his 
1973, while we were group an·ived in Yosemite, 
doing research for a only an hour's distance 

bibliography of John from our home. In a letter 
Muir's writings, our atten- mailed just before Azu-
tion was drawn to a letter ma's departure from To-
by a Mr. lshigaki to the kyo. he wrote, "My heart 
Muir family, requesting is already in the wilds of 
perm1ss1on to translate Alaska and Yosemite, 
Muir·s writings into Japa- dreaming the happy meet-
nese. A postscript stated: ing with you who mutually 
''Travels in Alaska was pay a hearty admiration to 
translated and published in that great natura list, John 
Japan in 1942." This was Muir." And indeed it was 
astonishing news, our first a happy meeting. With 
inkling that a Japanese our common interests it 
translation of Muir's writ- seemed as if we had known 
ing existed! Excited, we each other for years. 
determined to locate the Ryozo Azuma was a 
book, which would cer- smaJI, wiry man with an 

t 
tainly be a unique entry for ., alert and energetic manner g 
the bibliography. ln our :;, that belied his 84 years. He .:: 
search we found that ! recounted some of his 
Ryozo Azuma of Tokyo I mountaineering feats, tell-
was the author of a current j Ryo, o A~uma ing us he had climbed more 
biography of John Muir .__ ______________________ __, than 140 peaks in the west-

published in Japanese. Surmjsing that if a fellow Muir enthusiast in Japan. though ern par t of our continent. He had made 
anyone would know of the translation, we had no idea then how strongly Muir rune trips.to Alaska and, most amazing of 
surely he would, we sent our first inquiry had figured in Ryozo Azuma 's life. Our all , in his youth he had known John Muir! 
to him . We were delighted by his reply: correspondence was to initiate a long and The evening was all too short, and we 
''It is my pleasure to tell you that I loaned rewarding friendship. didn't get the complete story of his ad-
my Travels in Alaska to a professor at Our first letter from Azuma also re- venturesome life until two years later, 
Tokyo University who in turn loaned it to vealed that he would be visiting the na- when he and his wife, Tsuya, returned to 
a student, Mr. Taro Tobuse who, inspired tional parks of Alaska and the West the United States to visit their daughter, 
immensely by the Alaskan expedition Coast, sponsored by the National Park and agreed to be our guests for several 
made by John Muir, ventured to translate Association of Japan, and that he would days. 
it into Japanese. It was published by a be accompanied by his wife in celebra- One late summer afternoon, as the sun 
small publisher in 1942. It would be dif- tion of their 55th wedding anniversary. descended behind the pine-crested ridge 
ficult to find it even in old book stores at Although we had planned an Alaska trip overlooking our home in the Mariposa 
the present, although I myself still keep it ourselves, we quickly postponed our de- foothills, Ryozo enthusiastically related 
in my library." So we had stumbled upon parture in order to meet this distin- the most important incident of his long 
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and fruitful life-his meeting John Muir 
in May 1914. With much feeling, he said, 
"that thankful opportunity, visiting with 
him in Martinez, was so poignant and 
significant that the deep spiritual influ
ence I had from John Muir has dramat
ically and decisively directed the way for 
my whole life." At the age of 20, Ryozo 
had come to Tacoma to attend Puget 
Sound College, a mission school, having 
been encouraged to do so by an Ameri
can professor in Kyoto. Ryozo soon 
joined some young men of the YMCA 
who planned to hike all the way around 
Mount Rainier and to finish their expedi
tion with a climb to its summit. As was 
customary in an ascent, they spent their 
first night part way up the mountain in a 
cave named Can1p Muir. Being a curious 
fellow, Ryozo inquired of their Swiss 
guide, "Who is Muir, that a camp should 
be named for him?'' The guide had con
ducted Muir's party to the summit in 
1888, and his interest in Muir's 
achievements was contagious, leading 
Ryozo subsequently to "read all books 
of Muir with burning enthusiasm one 
after another." While he attended college 
during the following five years, he be
came an avid mountain climber- this 
stimulated his fascination not only with 
Muir's writing, but with Muir himself. 

Ryozo related. " It was in the spring of 
1914; I ventured to send a letter prudently 
to Muir, asking him if 1 cou Id be allowed 
to visit his homestead at Martinez. 
Promptly on receipt of a cordial reply 
from my admiring great man of many 
years, I took a train in high spirit from 
Seattle to San Francisco. I was extremely 
surprised to find a young man from the 
Sierra Club waiting when the train 
reached Frisco. I was tremendously 
moved to know that the kind-hearted 
Muir had arranged to take me to Martinez 
easily. After taking wagon ride for about 
six hours from Oakland with newly 
found friend, we reached Muir mansion 
surrounded by rich orchard at twilight. 
Muir himself soon came out to the porch 
with familiar heavily whiskered face in 
smile. I just stood in a daze before my 
long-revered figure for little while in ex
cess of joyful emotion. Muir stretched 
his big hand for greeting me, but I simply 
knelt humbly under him in moving tear, 
as if having audience by king or pope. 
Muir was an old man of 75 then; I was 
only a young fellow of 24. Muir was 
world-renowned personage, and I was 
just scanty poor college boy-a ·great 
many miles difference between the two 
as heaven and earth. 

"However, Muir seemed taken with 

Ryo::.o A::.umtt H'll.\' Jumori'd 1dth fl lunchl!on ,u 
Joh11 Muir's /1r1111e, 11011·<1 Nmio1111/ His1oricSi1e, 
11'/IC're i11 19N 11<' had 111,·1 ,,.i1h ,1,., Sia m C /11/,'.1 

founder . 

certain interest in meeting me, probably 
because I was first and only Japanese 
nature-Jover ever paid a private call. Al
though I stayed only Lwo days in Muir 
mansion, I was exceedingly happy and 
deeply moved in various ways. I was 
much excited when he generously per
mitted me to take a look at his study up
stairs where he was busily working on his 
last manuscript, Travels in Alaska. I was 
amazed in seeing a remarkable landscape 
painting of Yosemite Valley, also a por
trait of Mr. Emerson in frame, and a 
big-size Bible on his large writing desk. 
All those dear memories are still fresh in 
my mind. I never forget, though more 
than 60 years has elapsed." 

When we asked Ryozo what happened 
the next day, he said that a Mr. Hooper 
came to dinner, the captain of a revenue 
cutter who was a long-time friend of 
Muir 's from the cruise of the Corwin. 
The Captain expressed concern that he 
must depart for the Arctic the next day 
but still had no cabin boy, and Muir 
promptly remarked, "Take Ryozo! He 
should see Alaska.'' This suggestion, so 
startling at first, culminated in Ryozo's 
accompanying Captain Hooper to the 
Arctic. Azuma recalled that the voyage 
was very difficult, especially crossing 
the Bering Sea, full of floating ice; how
ever, they finally reached Point Barrow 
in late July of 1915. Unfortunately they 
delayed their departure too long; sud
denly the vessel was iced in. Captain 
Hooper kindly arranged for Ryozo to 
stay at a Presbyterian Mission. where he 
made the acquaintance of friendly Es
kimos. Their language he picked up eas
ily, he confided, since it consisted mainly 
of names of objects. After he had spent a 
pleasant winter in the village, the Es
kimos invited him to join their hunting 

party of about 60 men. women and chil
dren. He accepted, and they skirted the 
coast from Point Barrow well into 
Canada. Azuma recalled that it had been 
an exciting and inspiring adventure, but a 
very long and hazardous one that lasted 
two years and seven months. At the 
mouth of the MacKenzie River he left the 
main party with two young Eskimos. and 
headed into the interior for the Yukon. 
finally reaching Tacoma in 1919. The 
Seal/le Posl -huelligencer published a 
series of articles on his adventures, ap
propriately naming him Mr. Eskimo. 

Fortune continued to favor Azuma
he found employment with the Japanese 
government in the promotion of trade be
tween Japan and the western countries,. 
and this official position enabled him not 
only to visit every state in the U.S., but to 
make frequent trips to Canada, South 
America and some European countries. 

Finally. in 1934, he was called home to 
Japan, where he eventually became an 
adviser to the military on food supply. 
Sometime before the end of the war, his 
superior objected to the posters picturing 
mountains of Canada and the U.S. that 
always decorated Azuma 's office, de
claring them traitorous. With angry im
patience, and in spite of the remonstr
ances of his friends, Azuma resigned his 
job. He then made a decision that was to 
be a milestone in his life: to devote his 
time to writing " in the hope to give the 
people of Japan a true knowledge about 
America and their cultural 1 ife-to show 
the good and noble side of the American 
people!·• This necessitated his living on 
savings and on what he could earn from 
lecturing. Our ambassador of goodwill 
worked prodigiously, authoring more 
than two dozen volumes, including 
America' s Holidays- Their Origin and 
History, The Story of the Slates of 
America and The Uniled States 
Presidems and Their Wives. He has also 
written extensively about the national 
parks and wilderness of Canada and the 
United States, and their explorers. 
Azuma has the distinction of being the 
first person to write about John Muir in 
Japanese, in a series of articles that ap
peared in the publication of the National 
Park Association of Japan. They created 
so much interest the association commis
sioned Azuma to write a biography. The 
result was The Life of John Muir, Father 
of Nature Conserva1io11, published in 
1973. By this time, Japanese conser
vationists as well as leaders of our na
tional parks were identifying him as the 
John Muir of Japan, not only for his wri t
ing, which is invaluable, or for his record 
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of difficult ascents. which is impressive. 
but also for the significant direction he 
has given over the years as adviser to the 
National Park Association of Japan. 

During the last of the Azumas ' visits 
with us; we accompanied them on their 
sayonara pilgrimage to Yosemite. Park 
Superintendent Leslie P. Arnberger hon
ored them at a tea to which he invited all 
his employees, an audience Azuma cap
tivated by relating his experiences with 
both pathos and humor. The c limax of his 
return to his "second homeland," as he 
often called it, was his final visit to 
Muir's "mansion" at the National His
toric Site in Martinez. For the occasion. 
Superi.ntendent Doris Omundson staged 
a special luncheon with an array of im
portant guests, including three of John 
Muir's grandchildren. Again, Azuma 
cham,ed the guests, relating in touching 
detail his meeting with Muir and the far
reaching horizons it opened for him. 

Immediately upon Azuma ·s return to 
Japan, he was asked to attend the Annual 
General Assembly of Nature Conserva
tion, where he was awarded an "Official 
Commendation in Acknowledgement of 
Meritorious Service'' by the Agency of 
Environment, which read: "'You have 
contributed a distinguished service for 
many years ... infusing the concept of 
... Nature Conservation by constantly 
introducing the National Park System of 
its original Senior Country, the United 
States. " 

It was Marshall Kuhn 's introduction to 
Azuma at the luncheon in Martinez that 
prompted Kuhn (the late founder of the 
Sierra Club's History Committee) to 
suggest that the Club honor Muir's re-. 
markable disciple. In 1977, the Club ·s 
board of directors presented a life mem
bership to Ryozo Azuma in recognition 
of his contributions to conservation, es
pecially his book The Life of John Muir, 
stating: "In coming years Japanese and 
American conservationists will be 
cooperating on many projects. Your 
book helps to make possible common 
ground for this work." We can aJI be 
grateful that Azuma not only met John 
Muir, but caught his vision and trans
mitted his legacy to Japan. In honoring 
Ryozo Azuma, the Sierra Club indeed 
brings international honor to its 
members! D 

Maymie and William Kimes are authors of 
John Muir, A Reading Bibliography (William 
P. Wrede11, 1977). They hal'I! spem more than 
30 years followi11g Muir's trm,els in Europe. 
South America. Wisconsin, Alaska and the 
Sierrct Nevada . 



WE'RE LOOKING 
FOK SOME VERY 
SPECIAL FRIENDS ••• 

We believe there are a lot of special people out 
there. People who are concerned about en
vironmental quality because they know how much 
it affects the quality of their lives. 

We're looking for people who want to be informed 
and knowledgeable about conservation issues; 
people who care too much about our country's 
problems to leave them for "somebody else" to 
solve. We're looking for people who want to become 
a part of this nation's largest and most effective 
conservation lobby. 

In our 87 years we have established an impressive 
record of victories. From our expert conservation 
staff to our national grassroots structure, the Sierra 
Club is a nationwide network of " special people:' 

If you've been looking for an opportunity to join a 
special group of people, please use the member
ship form on the reverse side. After all, the Sierra 
Club can't fight its conservation battles alone! 

If you are already a member, please use the other 
half of this insert to send us the names of some of 
your friends who might be interested in membership. 
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Wby Go Into the Desert? 
EDWARD ABBEY 

Why go into the desert? That 
sun. roaring at you all day Jong. 
The fetid tepid vapid little wa
terholes sl.owly evaporating-

water. (Caused by juniper 
roots- the water seemed safe 
enough to drink.) On our second 
day there I wa.lked down the 

full of cannibal beetles, spotted 
toads. hairwom1s, liver flukes
and down at the bottom, invar
iably. the pale drowned cadaver 
of a ten-inch centipede. Those 
pink rattlesnakes down in The 
Canyon, those diamondback 
monsters thick as a catskinoer's 
wrist chat lurk in shady places 
along the trail. those unpleasant 
solpugids a.nd unnecessary 
Jerusalem crickets that scurry on 
dircy feet across your face at 
night. Why? The rain that comes 
down like lead shot and wrecks 
the trail before you, those sudden 
rockfalls of obscure origin that 
crash like thunder ten feet behind 
you in the heart of a dead-still 
afternoon. Why? The ubiquitous 
vultures, so patient- but only so 
patient. The ragweed, the 
tumbleweed, the Jimsonweed, 
the snakeweed. The scorpion in 

Joshua 1rees near Arizona·s Grand Wash Cliffs. 

stream, alone, to look at the can
yon beyond. [ entered tbe canyon 
and followed it for half the day, 
three or four miles maybe. until it 
became a gorge so deep, narrow 
and dark, full of water and the in
evitable quagmires of quicksand, 
that I turned around and looked 
for a way out. A way different 
than the way I'd come, which 
was crooked and uncomfortable 
and buried. I wanted to see what 
was up on top of this world. I 
found a sort of chimney flue on 
the east wall, which looked feas
ible, and sweated and cursed my 
way up through that for an unrea
sonable distance until I reached a 
point where one could walk up
right, like a human being. 
Another 300 feet of scrambling 
brought me to the rim. No one, 1 
felt certain, had ever left Nasja 
Canyon by that route before. 

your shoe at dawn. The dreary wind that seldom stops, the 
manic-depressive mesquite trees waving their arms at you on 
moonlight nights. Sand in the soup du jour. Halazone tablets in 
your canteen. The barren hills that always go up, which is bad, 
or down. which is worse. 

Why go to Starvation Creek, Poverty Knoll, Buzzard Gulch, 
Wolf Hole, Bitter Springs, Last Chance Canyon, Dungeon 
Canyon, Whipsaw Flat, Dead Horse Point. Scorpion Flat, Dead 
Man Draw, Stinking Spring, Camino del Diablo. Hell Hole 
Canyon, Jornado del Muerto ... Death Valley? I think of a 
home-made sign I once saw at a fork in a rocky road somewhere 
in the boondocks of western Texas: · 'Hartung 's Road-Take 
the Other." 

A good sign. One would have liked to meet Mr. Hartung. But 
I didn't. l respected his need for privacy. l share that need-as 
who doesn ·1 these days? 

Well then. why indeed go walking into the desert when you 
could be strolling along tbe golden beaches of Californfa or 
camping by a stream of pure Rocky Mountain spring water in 
colorful Colorado or loafing through a laurel slick in the high 
blue misty hills of North Carolina? 

Sometime ago a friend and I took a walk around the base of a 
mountain up in Coconino County, Arizona. About halfway 
around this mountain, on the third or fourth day, we paused for a 
while-two days-by the side of a stream which the Navajos 
caU Nasja, perhaps because of the strange amber color of the 

But someone had. 1 found near the summit an arrow sign, 
three feet long, formed of stones and pointing off into the north, 
toward those same old purple vistas, so grand. immense and 
mysterious, of more canyons, mesas and plateaus, more moun
tains. more cloud-dappled sun-spangled leagues of desert sand 
and rock, under the same old. same true, wide and aching sky. 

The arrow pointed ''into'' the north. But what was it pointing 
at? I looked at the sign closely and saw that those dark, desert
varnished stones had been in place for a long. long time; they 
rested in compacted dust. r followed the direction suggested and 
came promptly, within a hundred yards, to the rim of another 
canyon and a drop-off straight down of a good 500 feet. Not that 
way, surely. Across this canyon was nothing of any unusual 
interest that I could see-only more of the familiar sunblasted 
sandstone, a few scrubby clumps of blackbrusb and prickly 
pear, a few acres of nothing where only a lizard could graze 
surrounded by a few square miles of more nothingness of inter
est chiefly to horned toads. I returned to the arrow aod checked 
again, this time with field glasses, looking away toward the 
north for 10, 20, 40 miles into the distance. I studied the scene 
with care, looking for an ancient Indian min, a significant cairn. 
perhaps an abandoned mine, a hidden treasure, the mother of all 
mother lodes . . . 

But there was nothing out there. Nothing at all. Nothing but 
the desert. Nothing but the world. 

That ·s why. o 

Edward Abbey's books include Desert Solitaire (Ba/la111i11e. 1977), Slickrock: The Endangered Canyons of the Southwest(Sierra Club, 1974) 
a11d, mosr recemly, Abbey ·s Road ( D1111011, 1979). This excerpt is the forell'ord to The Deserts of the Southwest. by Pegg~• Larson. Sierra Club 
Books, 1977. 
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"\Vhat Are They? "\Vhere Do The_v Come From? 
lV.bat Will :tt,e Ever Do -with Them? 

Nuclear Wastes 
ELLEN WINCHESTER 

F OR MANY determined proponents of nuclear power, 
finding a solution to the nuclear-waste problem has be
come the bottom line. Even after Harrisburg, they have 

faith that reactors can be made safe, if only the nuclear industry 
will shape up and follow the advice of experts. But without a 
solution for the waste-disposal dilemma, legions of smoothly 
running reactors will only compound the problem. Radioactive 
wastes from commercial a nd military production are already 
more abundant than all the water in the world 's oceans could 
dilute without risking dangerous reconcentrations of radioactiv
ity in marine organisms and sediments. 

The traglC limit over which human hubris may have tripped 
is that nuclear waste stays poisonous practically forever; no
body has yet invented a container for it that won't leak, sooner 
or later. Environmental concern about radioactive waste has 
focused on four areas: the difficulty of containment, the differ
ent kinds of radiation, different forms of existing waste and the 
locations of radioactive waste. 

For more than 35 years nuclear promoters have been saying 
that safely isolating nuclear wastes would be easy. Until very 
recently they were saying it would be so easy that it wasn't 
necessary to bother with yet. But even before the valve failed in 
the Three Mile Island plant's cooling system, nuclear engineers 
were becoming less confident about their ability to contain 
ionizing radiation under any and aJl conditions. 

In mid-March the federal government's lnteragency Review 
Group (IRG) on nuclear-waste management reported to the 
President that the scientific feasibil ity of government's and in
dustry's favorite waste-disposal concept, dry storage in 
geoiogic repositories constructed deep in salt beds or hard rock, 
• ' remains to be established.•' This admission, though pitched in 
a low key, strikingly contrasts with an earlier draft 's optimism 
about the feasibi lity of geologic storage for thousands of years. 
The final report, produced by representatives of fourteen fed
eral agencies, further advised the President, who is expected to 
make the key decision on geologic storage before this article is 
published, that "the preferred approach to long-term nuclear
waste disposal may prove difficult to implement in practice and 
may involve residual risks for future generations which may be 
significant." The report stressed that the safety of disposing of 
high-level wastes in mined repositories could only be assessed 
by specific investigation at particular sites. 
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So far; only a few potential waste-repository sites have been 
subjected to rigorous geologic investigation: bedded salt depo
sits near Lyons, Kansas; granite formations in Sweden; and salt 
beds near Carlsbad, New Mexico (the Waste Isolation Pilot 
Plant, WIPP). The Kansas salt beds were found to be riddled 
with holes from commercial exploratory operations. In Febrn
ary. geologists advising the Swedish Nuclear Power In
spectorate gave a failing grade to a proposed storage site in 
granite. Geologists have raised basic questions about the safety 
of storing radioactive waste in any salt formations. The WIPP 
site, the most thoroughly studied by the United States Depart
ment of Energy (DOE), is currently the focus of heavy criticism 
from environmental scientists as well as from government nu
clear scientists outside the DOE. (See accompanying article, 
'"Why Salt Is the Wrong Medium for a Waste Repository. " ) 

So far, all the design concepts for geologic repositories plan 
for what at best amounts to slow leaks and not for zero dis
charge of radioactive wastes. But this is not enough. A scien
tific consensus appears to be forming that any amount of 
radiation can cause cancer in man. 

An unverifiable amount of cell damage is caused by already 
existing "background radiation" from cosmic rays, from ema
nations of the natural uranium and thorium in the earth ·s crust. 
and from residual radiation from certain natural elements in 
granite and other rock. Estimates of this natural radiation range 
from 100 to 250 millirem per person a year for whole-body 
doses. Since the average medical and dental exposure is 70 
millirem annually, human exposure can quickly multiply above 
the natural background level with no increase from nuclear 
power or weaponry. Even a transcontinental airplane flight 
adds four millirem to the body's burden of exposure. 

As more research is published on how much radiation is 
"safe" for human beings, scientists learn more about how un
safe even tiny increases above the background level can be. 
With no control possible, the damage done by the latter cannot 
be measured. Even lung cancer induced by tobacco smoking 
may be traced to the effect of particles of polonium, a radioac
tive element collected from the air by tobacco leaves and depos
ited in the lungs of smokers. 

Different kinds of ionizing radiation- labelled alpha, beta, 
gamma and neutron-pose different hazards to living cells. 
Alpha-emitters such as polonium and fissile plutonium 239 can 



It seems evident that 
the release of carcinogens into air, water 

or the food chain should be reduced rather than 
permitted to escalate over time. 

be Lransported in any kind of sealed container, even pockets or 
briefcases. without harming anyone because alpha particles 
can travel only short distances and cannot pass through the pro
tective outer layer of human skin. But if an alpha particle is 
inhaled into the lungs, or otherwise given a chance to reach 
internal organs. it adheres where it is deposited and damages 
cells by accumulated radiation over the years. As little as 
JO-100 micrograms of plutonium 239 in the lung is probably 
enough to produce a 50% chance of inducing lung cancer. 
Reactor-grade plutonium is so highly refined that one tenth as 
much will do the same. 

Alpha-emitting elements have very long half-lives; they in
clude most of the actinides: actinium, thorium, protactinium, 
uranium, neptunium, plutonium, americium, curium and 
heavier elements, many isotopes of which are fissile. (Trans
uranic elements, a classification often used in the media, are 
actinides heavier than uranium.) 

Beta particles, more than 7000 times lighter than alpha par
ticles, can travel farther and penetrate skin more easily. 
Nevertheless, like alphas, they are most dangerous absorbed 
inside the body. Most products of nuclear fission, like those that 
threatened the countryside around the Three Mile Island reactor 
in March. emit beta radiation. Two that have received much 
attention are iodine 131, which concentrates in the thyroid 
gland, and strontium 90, particularly dangerous for infants and 
children because it is most readily absorbed by bone. Another 
beta-emitter, tritium, is a radioactive form of hydrogen that, as 
a constituent of water, spreads easily in the body and is there
fore more easily diluted and less toxic. Radioactive krypton, 
routinely released from reactors, diffuses through the atmo
sphere and adds to the average total external dose of low-level 
radiation received by the public. 

Most fission products also emit gamma rays. Like the neu
trons produced by nuclear fission and fusion , gammas pene
trate through skin, sinew and bone-as well as through heavy 
lead, steel and concrete shielding. X-rays are a lower-energy 
form of electromagnetic radiation, similar to gamma rays, that 
can penetrate the body and can also cause biological damage. 
Doctors and dentists are now encouraged to keep X-rays to a 
minimum. 

New information is released almost daily concerning the 
heightened cancer incidence among workers exposed to low
level radiation in uranium mining and milling, military repro
cessing (which recovers uranium fuel used in nuclear-powered 
s hips and plutonium for bomb fabrication), nuclear shipyards, 
soldiers involved in nuclear-bomb testing and civilians caught 
in its downwind fallout . Recently Ralph Nader's Health Re
search Group asked President Carter to act on a National 
Academy of Sciences recommendation that allowable occupa
tional exposure to low-level radiation be reduced ten fold, 
from 5 rem to 0.5 rem per year, the equivalent of20 to 50 times 
the level of exposure of a chest X,ray. 

The Nader group cited a British study that showed increased 
chromosomal damage in workers exposed to only 2 to 3 rem a 
year. Dr. Alice Stewart of the University of Binningham. who 
has been working with a study of35 ,000 living Hanford work-

ers, says that prolonged low-dose exposure leads to propor
tionately more damage than a single, larger dose. At lower 
doses, the body is able to repair slightly damaged cells well 
enough for them to reproduce, passing on the damage to suc
ceeding generations, or to make other damaged cells that 
weaken the body's resistance to disease and injury. Children 
born in southern Utah during the years when atomic bombs 
were exploded above ground have been reported by a Univer
sity of Utah medical team to suffer 2. 5 times the number of 
leukemia deaths as children born before and after the testing. 

For 22 years the accepted wisdom has been that annual expo
sure of 170 millirem above background radiation levels was a 
permissible level for the general population. However, in J977 
the Environmental Protection Agency suggested 25 millirem as 
the annual limit. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
has adopted that figure as the permissible dose to the public 
created by the nuclear fuel cycle. 

Meanwhile cancer mortality is on the rise in the United 
States among all age groups. Chemical air and water pollution, 
food additives and increased ionizing radiation from bomb
test fallout, medical procedures and nuclear reactor operation 
all appear to be culprits, each synergistically augmenting the 
carcinogenic effect of the others. Given this knowledge, it 
seems evident that the release of carcinogens into air, water or 
the food chain should be reduced rather than pennitted to esca
late over time-as ionizing radiation from increasing quantit ies 
of badly stored wastes is all too likely to do. (The radioactivity 
of commercial waste began to exceed that of military waste 
last year). 

Mill Tailings 

THE problem of containing radiation from nuclear wastes 
begins at the uranium mine and at its adjacent mill , where 

uranium-bearing rock is crushed and processed and tailings are 
chemically separated from uranfom. Currently 16 uranium 
mills in the United States process 10 million to 15 million tons 
of ore annually. Good ore contains 0.2% uranium by volume. 
The rest is tail ings; about 140 million tons have accumulated so 
far in the United States, almost uranium-free-but not 
radiation-free. Uranium, decaying through the ages . has pro
duced thorium and thorium's "daughter" radioactive ele
ments, including radium and radon, which are sources of 
gamma radiation . 

Because of thorium 230's long half-life (180,000 years), its 
daughter products will remain active pollutants for hundreds of 
thousands of years. Not until fi fteen years ago, when alert 
public-health personnel discovered a higher incidence of 
cancer in people who Hved in houses built with or on mill tail
ings, was their use in the construction industry and for road
building in the West curtailed. But the problem with mill tail
ings persists; tailing dumps cover many acres of ground. Wind 
whips the tailing dust high into the atmosphere, wbere it is car
ried for long distances. 

Covering existing tailings with asphalt or burying them and 
safely sequestering new tailings is an expensive project the De
partment of Energy's Nuclear-Waste Management Program is 
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The fact that radioactive particles can travel through 
the air has been widely known since Hiroshima. What is less 

widely known is that nuclear reactors routinely vent 
into the air small amounts of gaseous radioactivity. 

currently working on. The progress of its efforts to protect the 
atmosphere from radon, and groundwater from leached 
radium, will need continued public attention. 

As part of its study of nuclear waste, the IRG postulated 
several energy futures for the nation-different estimates of 
energy use that would result in varying amounts of nuclear 
waste. Under lRG 's "Case I" postulate of 148 gigawatts (GW) 
of installed nuclear electric generating capacity in the year 
2000 (the higher Case 2 scenario projects 380 gigawatts
today the U.S. has about 50 GW of nuclear capacity), 1.9 bil
lion tons of tailings will have been produced by then. Legisla
tion is before Congress that would authorize EPA to issue stan
dards and criteria for mill-tailings disposal, and would establish 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) licensing author
ity over active sites and DOE's authority over inactive sites. 
Assigning authority, however. cannot guarantee a solution of 
the gargantuan problem posed by the tailings. 

Low-Level Wastes (LLW) 

NEXT to mill tailings. low-level wastes, which contain small 
amounts of radioactivity and require no shielding, produce 

the largest physical mass of "nuclear junk" to be disposed of. 
They start accumulating at the mine shaft. Used equipment and 
such miscellaneous debris as gas filters, lab coats, paper towels 
and some liquid wastes solidified in concrete continue to ac
cumulate through the entire fuel cycle. Some of it-trucks, 
parts of decommissioned reactors- is very bulky. 

During most oft he history of military and commercial use of 
the atom, low-level wastes have been buried in shallow 
trenches. A few years ago at the burial site at Maxey Flats, 
Kentucky, plutonium was found to have migrated as far as two 
miles from the site. Of six burial sites for commercial wastes, 
two (West Valley, New York, and Maxey Flats) are now closed. 
A third site, at Sheffield, lllinois, is already filled to its licensed 
capacity. The NRC had to order the Sheffield operator to con
tinue patrolling fences and maintaining trenches after the site 
had been, in effect, abandoned. 

Currently, commercial LLW is buried at Barnwell, South 
Carolina (where the state government limits quantities), at Be
atty. Nevada, and at Hanford, Washington. The DOE has four
teen other burial grounds. No coordinated national program for 
LLW management exists yet. Niagara Mohawk Utility has 
applied for a permit to build a commercial LLW incinerator at a 
reactor near Oswego, New York, but the local Sierra Club is 
worried that scrubbers won't keep radioactive cobalt and 
cesium out of the air. 

The DOE has selected a contractor to build an incinerator at 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Intended for oper
ation by late 1986, the incinerator will take eight years to pro
cess the existing backlog of LLW. The rock-like radioactive 
slag residue will go to ... wherever the government may de
cide to build a permanent waste repository. 

Almost all low-level wastes are either solids or made solid 
with concrete, but some low-level Liquid wastes at a DOE 
facility at the test site near Mercury, Nevada, are pumped !000 
feet down into an underground cavity created by a nuclear 
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explosion. Unknown quantities of low-level liquids were sol
idified in cement and dumped at sea in the early days of nuclear 
development. It is worth asking whether the Nevada test-site 
disposal of liquid wastes could pass the skeptical scrutiny 
geologists, geochemists and hydrologists are currently giving 
to concepts for using geologic formations to isolate spent fuel 
and high-level wastes encased in steel and titanium. 

Intermediate Waste Liquids 

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL waste liquids produced at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory are injected into a deep underground 

shale bed after first being mixed with grout. The grout solid
ifies and is intended to fix the wastes in place. Whether it does 
or not, over the very long periods that some of the waste re
mains radioactive, will remain in question for many thousands 
of years. 

Transuranic (TRU) Wastes 

S lNCE both TRU waste (which contains more than ten 
nanocuries of transuranic activity per gram) and high-level 

waste contain long-lived actinides, they pose similar long-tem1 
containment problems and should be disposed of with equal 
care. Yet all existing commercial TRU waste is buried, along 
with much larger volumes of associated materials, in shallow 
trenches at commercial burial sites (except at Barnwell, where 
the government of South Carolina ruled against it). Only Han
ford continues to receive co'llmerciaJ TR U waste for burial. 

The transuranic content of the DOE ·s TRU waste is mainly 
plutonium. Until recently most of it was buried. but several 
years ago, at Hanford, enough plutonium was found to have 
migrated from one burial trench to make a chain reaction possi
ble. As a result, since 1970 DOE has stored TRU waste in a 
retrievable form. The major purpose of the proposed WlPP 
disposal site is to store DOE TRU waste produced at Rocky 
Flats in the fabrication of bombs and currently stored at the 
rdaho National Engineering Laboratory. The state of Idaho has 
repeatedly pressured DOE to remove this waste. 

Airborne Emissions 

THE fact that radioactive particles can travel through the air 
has been widely known since Hiroshima. It became more 

immediately apparent at Three Mile 'csland. What is less widely 
known is that nuclear reactors routinely vent into the air small 
amounts of gaseous radioactivity, including the nuclides 
krypton 85, xenon 133, iodine 131 and carbon 14. To reduce 
air pollution as much as possible, airborne emissions from 
reactors, spent-fuel storage, fuel reprocessing, weapon-related 
activities and waste treatment processes such as incineration 
and vitrification are filtered through sand, fiberglass and other 
appropriate materials that themselves then become radioactive 
wastes. 

A supposedly typical DOE chart of a filtration system in a 
spent-fuel reprocessing facility claims 99. 97% efficiency be
fore the gases go up a 200-foot stack. Emissions of radio-iodine 
are controlled by special absorbers. The DOE Nuclear Waste 
Management Program aims to develop " new capability in 



Approximately 73 million gallons of liquid 
high-level wastes, among the most toxic and hazardous 

substances lowwn, are now on hand 
awaiting a permanent method of disposal. 

areas where more restrictive standards seem likely to apply in 
the future." It seems a virtuous intention. 

High-Level Wastes (HLW) 

H rGH-LEVEL wastes are either spent-fuel assemblies or the 
fission products and actinides that remain in spent fuel 

after plutonium and uranium have been recovered in reprocess
ing. Approximately 73 million gallons of liquid high-level 
wastes, among the most toxic and hazardous substances 
known, are now on hand awaiting a pennanent method of dis
posal. They arc in various forms: extremely corrosive acid liq
uids: salt cakes: sludge in underground tanks: and granular. 
calcined solids stored in underground bins. They consist of fis
sion products, including strontium 90 and cesium 137 (30-year 
half-lives), actinides and certai n other radioisotopes. The rela
tively short lifetimes of the fission products produce rapid 
disintegration: most of the wastes' heat and radiation are dissi
pated within 600 years of their existence. But the slower
disintegrating actinides may persist for millions of years. 

Originally, HLWs are liquids produced during the reprocess
ing of defense-program reactor fuel or the commercial repro
cessing of spent fuel. Since the United States' only commercial 
reprocessing plant, owned by Nuclear Fuel Services and lo
cated in West Valley. New York, has been closed, high-level 

wastes are now produced only at DOE military facilities in 
Savannah River, South Carolina; Richmond, Washington; and 
Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

New double-shell steel tanks are being constructed to replace 
leaking tanks at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation and to 
provide additional interim storage. High-heat-generating 
cesium 137 and strontium 90 are being isolated from other 
wastes and encapsulated separately to make handling the re
maining wastes easier: 

Problems other than leakage have arisen with high-level 
waste storage. Waste at West Valley neutralized with an al
kaline solution has turned out to be very difficult if not impos
sible to remove from a carbon steel tank. After a dispute arose 
between the state of New York and the federal government over 
who was financially responsible for 600,000 gallons of waste 
and for the cost of dismantling the Nuclear Fuel Services plant 
at West Valley, both parties arrived at a tentative agreement that 
has been rejected by environmental groups. Under the agree
ment, DOE would accept major financial responsibility for 
West Valley and would use its spent-fuel pool to store up to 
l000 tons of spent fuel , and its w.aste-burial grounds would be 
reopened . Environmental groups, including the Sierra Club's 
Nuclear Waste Task Force, can be expected to mount an effec
tive campaign against any new scheme to encourage the ac-
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cumulation of nuclear waste by storing it at West Valley while 
means for its disposal remain unknown. 

Since the United States has deferred indefinitely reprocess
ing of commercial spent fuel, owing to concern over keeping 
plutonium out of the hands of hosti le military powers or ter
rorists. commercial facilities for glassifying-vitri fying
wastes have not been developed here. as they have been at 
France's Cogema plant and soon will be at Britain ·s Windscale 
plant. Both plants, and the nations planning to use their repro
cessing facil ities. are counting on the development of geologic 
storage for these vitrified wastes. 

Reprocessing contracts such as Cogema 's promise to remove 
all but 0.5% of the plutonium from wastes. but experts view the 
promise as optimistic. Moreover. approximately three times as 
much americium is also left in the wastes; it decays into 
plutonium, so the plutonium content actually increases over the 
fi rst 20,000 years. All of the other actinides and fission prod
ucts are left in the reprocessed waste product. If recovered 
plutonium is used as fuel and is again cycled through more 
reprocessing, it will be added to successive waste streams to 
accumulate wherever the waste is stored, a fact generally over
looked by the proponents of ' 'burning up" the actinides. 

Spent Fuel 

NUCLEAR reactor fuel rods, each about twelve feet Jong, 
consist of a packing of uranium-oxide fuel pellets and a 

zircaloy casing, called ''cladding." Approximately 40,000 of 
them are arranged in assemblies for encasement in the core of a 
large reactor. After about three years of fission, radioactive by
products slow down the fuel pellets' ability to sustain a nuclear 
reaction; the whole assembly is then considered "spent' ' and 
removed to a water tank for cooling and storage. Each year a 
1000-MW light-water reactor discharges about 25.4 metric 
tons of spent fuel into storage pools adjacent to the reactors. 
Only one storage pool in the United States, operated by General 
Electric at Morris, lllinois (originally intended to store spent 
fuel for reprocessing), has accepted spent fuel from distant 
reactors, some 300 tons of it. 

· The storage pools at first were intended to store spent-fuel 
rods for five years, but since no alternative system of storage 
has been devised, some spent fuel from our oldest commercial 
reactors has been cooling in them for 20 years . The spent-fuel 
rods must be carefully separated from each other to prevent the 
start of a chain reaction in the pool. The rods grow brittle with 
age; their cladding weakens; their cooling water is vulnerable to 
cutoff: they contain higher levels of radioactive strontium and 
cesium than the reactor itself; and no one in his ~ight mind con
siders permanent storage in a pool a good idea. whether at the 
generating plant or in a very large. centralized, "away from 
reactor" pool. Unfortunately no one has yet developed and 
demonstrated a better plan. 

Meanwhile, nuclear engineers have designed methods for 
increasing the load in existing storage pools by reracking; and 
some NRC spokesmen believe that the United States could 
continue existing and planned reactor operation with no storage 
other than the pools until the end of the century. According to 
the IRG, the U.S. has about 5000 metric tons of spent fuel now, 
with at least 71,000 tons anticipated by the end o f the century. 

From the point of view of the nuclear industry, all spent fuel 
is an energy resource that should be kept available for repro
cessing into plutonium and uranium to be refabricated into 
nuclear fuel. Nuclear critics worry about keeping spent fue l 
cool and containing its radiation while adequate permanent 
isolation technologies are developed. 
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Why Salt Is the Wrong l\It 

T HE United States Department of Energy has proposed 
placing radio~cti~e waste~ 1000 feet below ground in 
a salt formation m the Fmger Lakes region of New 

York State. The underground area of the waste repository 
would be 2000 acres and would hold 66,000 to 106,000 tons 
of radioactive waste. Spent fuel from operating U.S. and 
some foreign nuclear reactors would be trucked to and 
through New York state to be buried in upstate New York. 
The amount of radioactivity is truly prodigious (assuming a 
five-year decay period , 11 billion to 18 billion curies of 
cesium and strontium). corresponding to the potential of tril
lions of bo ne. muscle and thyroid cancers and genetic effects 
for future generation~ . These wastes will stay toxic and pose 
a threat to New York ~1a1e for millions of years. 

Salt should not be considered the preferred medium. Salt is 
extremely water-soluble, is highly corrosive and cannot hold 
the radionuclides effectively. When salt is heated, water is 
attracted to heat sources, such as canisters of radioactive 
waste. Water moving through the salt becomes brine. As this 
brine reaches the radioactive waste materials , the glass or 
ceramic waste forms will eventually break down, and the 
radioactive materials will leach out. It has only recently been 
recognized that this leaching can occur within months rather 
than thousands of years, as had been previously assumed. 

Salt often occurs near valuable mineral deposits; e.g., 
potash near the WIPP facility in southwestern New Mexico, 
natural gas in the Louis iana Salt Domes and the Finger Lakes 
regio n of upstate New York. Extensive drilling has taken 
place in these formations in the past : there are numerous un
capped and recorded wells in upstate New York. All drill 
holes are avenues for both surface and underground water to 
enter the salt formation. Even if all the drill holes could be 
located. which is problematical, the technology for plugging 
the holes to prevent water intrusion over the time periods 
required , millions of years, is not available. 

Drilling is likely to occur in the future in any region with 
valuable resources. Location of a repository in such a geoJoo
ical medium would be contrary to the proposed EPA criteria 
on radioactive waste which state that "institutional controls 
should not be relied on for greater than JOO years." Without 
institutional controls, such as fences and guards, drilling 
could occur near any salt formation in the future just as it has 
in the past. 

If water were to enter a salt repository (through shafts. 
bore holes or other means), the integrity oft he salt formation 
would be undermined. Salt is highly soluble compared to 
other materials such as granite. Further, scientists have a lim
ited ability to predict future changes in climate, groundwater 
flow regimes and possible accidental flooding. For example, 
according to the EPA, in a proposed salt repository in Lyons, 
Kan~as, '·considerable volumes of water migrated in an un
predicted manner ... as a consequence of dissolution of salt 
by groundwater seeping into the repository. Seepage was 
along an abandoned drill hole that, like most. had not been 
cased and plugged. This puts a premium on picking a site 
where precise locations of all abandoned drill holes or old 
underground workings are known." 

Uncil it is known how to plug such drill holes, the act of 
exploratory drilling itself, in order to determine the extent of 
the salt formation, may be sufficie nt 10 render a repository 



Ln11 for i1. Wiste Repository 
useless for high-level waste burial. 

Salt crystals themselves also contain significant amounts 
of water in brine pockets and along intergranular boundancs. 
According to the EPA. the volume of water contained may 
equal more than I~ of the salt. 

The temperature within the repository may reach 300°C. 
Water, in the form of liquid and vapor, is drawn tOll'ards t~e 
heat source in a salt repository, as opposed to other geolog1_c 
media where water moves away from the heat source. Tht~ 
hot brine solution is acidic and very corrosive. According to 
the EPA, the canisters would be breached in a decade or less. 
Under these conditions, only the geologic medium itself can 
be relied on 10 contain waste longer than a decade. Surpris
ingly, no corrosion tests have yet been undertaken of con
tainers exposed for decades to sail solution!:>. at temperaturei. 
up to 300°('. . 

Two high-level waste forms. spent fuel or the high-level 
waste from reprocessing, would be placed within a geologic 
repo itory. If spent fuel is reprocessed, the favored waste 
form would be glass. In the presence of steam, salt and acid, 
the glass would "deteriorate rather completely ... in a ma~
ter of days.•· according 10 the National Academy o_f ~c•
ences. Little research has been devoted to spent fuel w1thm a 
salt formation, under the temperature and pressure condi
tions that would exist in a salt repository. The exact chemical 
com po it ion of spent fuel and the type of container have not 
yet been defined. Studies of leachability and interaction be
tween spent fuel and salt have not been carried _out. . 

Once the containment is breached and the radioactive ma
terials leach into the salt formation, the salt itself will not 
"fix ·· the radionuclides. This is a major disadvantage of salt. 
This is to be contrasted with shale and other formations 
where wa te material would attach itself to the geologic 
medium. 

Increased temperatures and the presence of brine would 
undermine the structural integrity of the salt repository. Ac
cording to the U.S. Geological Survey, ·'Increased tempera
tures in salt would further decrease mechanical strength of 
the salt-brine mixture and would increase the creep rate of 
dry salt.·' 

The movement of hot salt means that it would make it al
most impossible to keep the repository open for extended 
periods of time. According to the EPA, it is unlikely th~t 
spent fuel rods could be safely recovered from a salt reposi
tory •·more than a few tens ofyean, after emplacement and 
backfilling, for by then the salt would have completely sealed 
the openings." 

As the salt is heated and becomes more plastic. canisters 
would begin to sink as they corroded and leached. They 
would also move laterally. toward the center of the reposi
tory. where the temperatures are higher. As the canisters 
moved toward each other, the center would become still hot
ter and the salt more plastic. As the salt became more plastic, 
the structural integrity of the repository would be further re
duced. Most salt formations overlie permeable limestone 
formations: the canisters would rnoye toward the limestone 
where they could enter the groundwater. 

For mort• i11forma11<111, cm11ac1 tlw Sierra Club Ratliuauire lfo.111• 
Campaig11, Box 64. S1111um G. 811.ffalo, New l'<>r.l. /42/J. 

Decontamination and Decommissioning 

A LI operating nuclear reactors and all nuclear-fuel process
ing facilities, including buildings, will sooner or later 

become nuclear wastes. uclear reactor~ themselves ha\C an 
expected operating life of 30 10 35 years. The DOE has iden
tified 560 nuclear facilities currently obsolete or expected to 
become obsolete in a few years. Nobody really knows how they 
will be decommissioned- if they can be-or how much it 
would co t. E timates of decommissioning co ts arc not in
cluded in the rates of utilitie!> using nuclear power. Closing 
obsolete facil itic!. and guarding them forever-"'mothball
ing·· - has been suggested. So has encasing them in concrete. 

either idea sounds like a winner. 
Dismantling the reactors is probably the only option that will 

be acceptable to environmenialists, but it does not answer the 
question of where and how the chopped-up reactor will be 
contained. The NRC 's Peter 8. Erickson is quoted in Business 
Week as saying that any mothballing plan must take into consid
eration an entire range of clements, including short-lived 
isotopes such as cobalt 60, dangerously radioactive for 100 
years, and such long-lived substances as niobium 94 and 
nickel 59, with half-lives of 20,000 and 80.000 years. respec
tively. that require isolation for at least a half-million years. 

Nuclear reactors looming 1hrough the mist on hillsides or the 
coastal horizon look as sturdy (and as eerie) as Stonehenge; 72 
commercial reactors were operating in the United States at the 
time of the Harrisburg accident, with over 500 operating or in 
the planning stages worldwide. Like the other nuclear wastes, 
they won't go away by themselves. _ 

The two plans for intermediate and permanent storage of 
high-level wastes or spent fuel have recei\'ed considerable 
attention: the Swedish plan for storage in granite and the WlPP 
site in salt. They aim, at best, for 100 years of absolute con
tainment by multiple barriers of casks. clay and rock or salt. 
During that time some fission products would decay t~ v~ry low 
levels. but Jong-lived materials. the heavy-metal actinides ca
pable of fission themselves. will probably slowly leach tl_1rough 
corroded casings and dissolved glasses. through fissures m rock 
and underground aquifers into rivers and waterways. Eventu
ally they will reach the oceans. 

DOE is considering another plan to emplace nuclear wastes 
in clays on the sea floor far from any con1inental boundary. In 
case of a failure of containment, radioactive pollutants could 
reach the oceans even sooner. 

The gamble with any plan yc1 proposed for storage of nuclear 
wastes is (I) that none of our descendants will breach the 
repositories through war or drilling for minerals; (2) 1h_a1 water 
and heat will not concentrate fissile materials to form inadver
tent nuclear reactors capable of producing larger quantities of 
unconfined radioactivity; (3) that ice sheets, the geologic fold
ing of the earth, or other unforeseen processes will not uncover 
the wastes; and ( 4) that none of the anticipated processes will 
happen faster than expected, causing the wastes to "bubble up 
through the earth two decades from now because in 1979 ~e 
made a wrong technical decision," as Senator Glenn worried 
aloud at a hearing on the IRG recommendations. It is a most 
unusual gamble; no one now alive is expected to lose, if a_ll goes 
according to plan- unless a sense of guilt over endangering the 
future for our present comfort and convenience is a kind o~loss. 

A thousand years ago, the finest architectural and engineer
ing talents in the western world were mobilized to build cathe
drals. It is ironic and disheartening that comparable talents and 
even more sophisticated skills must today be devoted to devis
ing foolproof garbage dumps. o 
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______ · ornia Condor 
JEFFREY S. HUDSON 

THE CALIFORNIA CONDOR- the largest and rarest of North American birds-is now at the center of one of the 
hottest wi Id I ife controversies in years. Everyone agrees about one thing-the condor is in deep trouble. There are 
probably fewer than 30 birds left, soaring over the dry, mountainous country north of Los Angeles. The problem 

is deciding what should be done to help the condor. The U.S. Fish and WildLife Service is pushing a program that involves 
the trapping and captive breeding of condors. 

It is this government plan that has sparked intense controversy. Though supported by some conservation organizations 
and by prominent biologists, it has also encountered considerable opposition from many conservationists and biologists, 
who argue that the condor might still survive in the wild with some careful assistance. And they worry that the government 

program might backfire, injuring wild 
condors and producing young birds that 
would have difficulty adapting to the 
wild. Some oppose the program simply 
because they feel that the condor-as an 
embodiment of wildness-should not be 
caged or confined. 

It is a difficult and emotional issue, 
and one that cuts across the conservation 
community. The questions about the 
program are deep, and the answers aren't 
easy. Will the program produce self
sustaining condors, or will it hasten the 
disappearance of the species in the wiJd? 
Humans have unquestionably placed the 
condor in its present predicament- by 
capturing condors for breeding in captiv
ity are we behaving responsibly, saving a 
species that might otherwise become ex
tinct? Or are we merely compounding 
past errors, in effect admjuing that we 
cannot leave room for both ourselves and 
the condor, and can only hope 10 save the 
birds by placing them under our direct 
control? 

To understand the present controversy, 
His important to understand both the bird 
and its past. The California condor is a 
scavenger and does not kill. Despite its 
9-foot wingspan, it weighs only a little 
more than 20 pounds. lt lives for20 to40 
years and does not mature until 8 years of 
age. The female normally Jays only one 
egg every other year, but once mature the 
condor has virtually no natural enemies. 
However, it must compete with golden 
eagles and other scavengers for food. 

It is hard to picture a condor until 
you've seen one. The nine-foot wingspan 
is difficult to comprehend. The only 

things to compare it with- NBA cen
ters. sofas, subcompact cars-aren't 
things normally associated with winged 
flight. These wings give the condor the 
ability to cover 50 miles a day, riding the 
air currents like a glider, in search of 
food . 

Such a bird has impressed both ancient 
and modern people. The condor has been 
portrayed in Chumash cave paintings 
and Miwok dances, as well as by poets 
such as Robinson Jeffers. The condor is 
reclusive and avoids human contact, add
ing to its mystique. 

Until the 1880s the condor ranged as 
far north as the Columbia River, and 
south into Baja California. But with the 
arrival of large numbers of settlers, aJI 
that changed. Many condors were shot, 
out of fear, curiosity or even boredom. 
Scores of others were taken for exhibit in 
zoos or museums. Dozens of nests were 
raided by egg collectors, anxious for a 
specimen of the rare bird. 

The shooting of condors continued to 
be a major source of their mortality until 
recent years; the latest known shooting 
occurred in 1976. But it may still be a 
problem. The chances of finding a shot 
condor are vanjshingly small, and with a 
population of only 30 birds, every death 
is significant. DDT also played a part, 
thinning the eggshells by a third during 
the l960s. Some have also credited com
pound l080- an agricultural poison 
used to kiU ground squirrels- with poi
soning condors as weJI. 

Human impact on condor rangelands 
has been equally devastating. The 
bulldozer bas pushed into many formerly 

inaccessible areas; ORVs and tract 
homes often follow. Oil drilling has dis
turbed portions of the critical Sespe 
Condor Sanctuary, and a proposed dam 
within the sanctuary was only narrowly 
defeated by voters. 

Even attempts to help the condor have 
often proved mixed blessings. The Sespe 
Sanctuary's first patrolman (who was not 
appointed until ten years after the 
sanctuary was created) moonlighted as a 
salesman for trrul bikes and oft.en sent his 
customers into the sanctuary for test 
drives. 

Serious study of the condor got under 
way in the 1940s, carried out by Dr. Carl 
Koford. To date, his work remains the 
only in-depth study of nesting condors. 
A second report was prepared in the 
J960s by fan and Eben McMillan; they 
found that the species was declining at an 
alarming rate and recommended a 
number of measures to encourage its sur
vival. One of the points they stressed was 
that condor nests should not be entered or 
disturbed. 

But a few years later the Fish and 
Wildlife Service did enter nests, taking 
eggshell fragments and photographs. Ian 
McMilJan charges that the condors aban
doned the Sespe Sanctuary as a result, 
and it is true that few condors have nested 
there since the intrusion. The Fish and 
Wildlife staff denies any connection be
tween the two events, and blames the 
continuing population decline for the 
lack of nesting. 

By the mid-1970s it was clear that the 
current program to save the condor was 
not workjng. By all estimates the popula-
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tion had dropped to 30 or fewer, and a 
Condor Recovery Team consisting of 
scientists appointed by the Fish and 
Wildlife Service prepared its "contin
gency plan" for saving the condor. The 
proposal's main points arc these: 
• AU condors would be trapped and 
marked. The birds would be equipped 
with radio transmitter equipment in their 
tail feathers, tattooed, legs banded, 
and have markings placed in their wings. 
Tests would be used to determine sex . 
DDT level. parasites. etc. The birds 
would be captured, using either a ''clap 
trap'' or a cannon net and held for several 
days while the tests were run . 
• Nine of the captured birds would be 
held for the captive-breeding program. 
Attempts would be made to get the fe. 
males to '·double clutch "(lay two eggs 
per breeding season). The young birds 
would be raised in captivity and rein
troduced in the wild sometime after 
1990, perhaps in areas once occupied by 
condors but outside the present range . 
• Radio-tagged birds would be moni
tored by aircraft. Remaining wild nests 
might also be observed by closed-circuit 
TV cameras. Wild breeding pairs might 
be captured later if it was felt they were 
needed for the program. Eggs might be 
taken from these nests whether or not the 
adult birds are captured. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife has thus 
far refused to accept comments from the 
general public or to prepare an Environ
mental Impact Statement on its plan. lo
stead the agency is preparing an in-house 
environmental impact assessment. It 
claims that since the program is part of 
the Condor Recovery Plan. it is a "doc
ument of biological expertise and not 
subject to the general comments of the 
public at large." 

However, Sanford Wilbur, who has 
been Studying the condor for the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service for the last ten 
years, has indicated that he would wel
come a public review, if only to clear the 
air. He also puts a little space between 
himself and the Washington. D.C., Fish 
and Wildlife staff. Wilbur recommends 
against double clutching, putting the 
birds on display or observing nests with 
TV cameras. Wilbur also advises against 
trying to capture condors this fall, which 
is the apparent intent of the Washington 
office. But Wilbur strongly supports the 
idea of captive breeding. 

The plan has provoked strong protests 
from some conservation groups and 
biologists. Among the objections: 
• Could the method of capture harm the 
birds? The cannon net is launched at a 

Conservation Controversy 
Captive breeding of condors has been 
an issue of intense controversy within 
the conservation community-and 
within the Sierra Club-for years. 
T he Club's National Wildlife Com
mittee cautiously endorses the con
cept of captive breeding. but not a par
ticular plan. On November 6. 1977, 
the board of directors stated, "The 
Sierra Club opposes captive breeding 
at this time.'· A special task force has 
been appointed since then to study the 
issue: it plans to make a formal recom
mendation to the board in July 1979. 

high rate of speed; it could cause injuries. 
Supporters of the plan argue that with 
experts in control there would be little 
danger, but with a bird as large and as 
rare as the condor, the question remains. 
• Will condors raised in captivity be 
able to adapt to the wild? How will they 
handle storm conditions? Competition 
from the more aggressive golden eagle? 
Will the years in captivity result in the 
loss of important behavior normally 
learned during the eight-year period of 
immaturity? Will the birds pick appro
priate nest sites? 
• Are there dangers involved with dou
ble clutching? Will the increased egg 
production prove too great a strain on the 
females, shortening their lifespan and 
perhaps distorting their behavior? 

The one condor now in captivity 
(TopaTopa, at the Los Angeles Zoo) of
fers the be.st evidence for both sides of 
the dispute. Seeing Topa is the closest 
most of us will ever get to a living con
dor, and it drives home the majesty of the 
bird as no exhibit or description can. The 
power and breadth of the wings; the 
beautiful. dark plumage; the sharp eyes 
and fleshy neck- seeing the bird evokes 
a desire to save it. 

And yet the sight is also very tragic. 
Here is a bird gifted for flight, with an 
ability 10 soar that exceeds all others
held in a cage. unable to cover more than 
a few yards of airspace. TopaTopa has 
also been deeply imprinted by humans. 
He recognizes zookeepers by their uni
forms and hops to the edge of the cage to 
greet them. Attempts to reintroduce Topa 
to the wild proved disastrous and almost 
cost the bird its life. The Fish and 
Wildlife Service says that this kind of 
imprinting can be avoided through care
ful practices, but the example of Topa
Topa remains vivid in the mind. 

Clearly there are many risks involved 



with the captive-breeding program. How 
acceptable these risks are depends on 
how you regard the condor's plight. and 
how much faith you place in the ability of 
the Fish and Wildlife Service to carry it 
off. 

Sanford Wilbur maintains that the 
species is in a tailspin. "All indications 
are that the condor is on the way out,'' he 
says. and he sees captive breeding as the 
only alternative to extinction. He feels 
that the remaining population is becom
ing badly split by age and sex. and that 
action must be taken quickly in order to 
save the species. 

Carl Koford feels that with six or 
seven immature condors in the popula
tion there is still a possibility of survival 
in the wild. But the October 1978 condor 
count found only four immatures-and 
two of uncertain age. Koford is calling 
for an intensive two-year observation of 
the birds to determine the probable re
sults of the captive-breeding program. 
He suggests that with some enhancement 
of present conditions. the condor popula
tion could be increased without risking 
captive breeding. 

The California chapters of the Sierra 
Club. along with Friends of'the Earth, 
are calling on Interior Secretary Cecil 
Andrus to order a public review and full 
Environmental Impact Statement on the 
captive-breeding plan. In view of the 
continuing disagreement over whether 
the plan would work, the California 
chapters· Condor Task Force also is call
ing for an intensive two-year field study 
before any birds are captured. The Club's 
board of directors has appointed a panel 
of five scientists to study the question of 
captive breeding of condors. It plans to 
present its findings to the board in July. 

Meanwhile, the condors continue to 
soar and feed as they have since Ice Age 
times. oblivious to the controversy that 
surrounds them. In recent months there 
have been reports of groups of condors in 
Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo 
counties, which might be indicative of 
renewed activity in the western condor 
range. If this is the case it would be a 
favorable development, since major por
tions of the range are protected by exist
ing or administratively endorsed wilder
ness areas. The sight of a condor in the 
air still gives inspiration and hope that 
somehow the species, despite all its 
troubles, will survive. • 

Jeffrey S. Hudson coclwirs rl,e California Re
gional Conservation com111itte<'s ' Condor 
Task Force and is a 11t•wspaper111a11 and free
lance writer. 
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''Leaves Three, Let It Be" 

Text and Photographs by 
WILUAM HELSEL 

o u A RE walking your dog in the 
woods one day, and he crashes off 
into the bushes, chasing a squirrel. 
You rush after him. not noticing the 
leaves that brush against you as you 
run, or the tree you duck under. 
Later, you notice some beautiful 

red, orange and yellow leaves on a vine. You pick 
them and bring them home. The next day you begin 
to itch, and soon your skin is covered with ugly red 
blisters, your eyelids are swollen almost shut. You 
feel like you're on fire. The medicine the doctor gives 
you doesn't make you feel much better, and it's a 
month before the blisters disappear for good. You've 
got a classic case of poison oak or poison ivy rash. 
But did you get it from the bushes, the vines or the 
tree? It might have been all three. 

In early spring, new leaves emerge-tiny.fuzzy, brilliant red
orange. 

Even if you've been warned about poison oak or 
ivy (they're pretty much the same), it's easy not to 
notice the plant. It appears in an amazing variety of 
shapes, sizes, colors and textures. Poison oak can 
look like a vine, a small bush, low ground cover, or 
even a smalJ tree. [ts leaves can be strikingly beautiful 
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The leaves grow rapidly. t11mi11g a rich copper or reddish 
maroon. 

or drab. The plant may stand alone, but more often it 
grows intem1ingled with (and sometimes hidden by) 
other plants- with blackberry bushes, climbing high 
into trees, or lurking in tall grasses. The only constant 
feature of poison oak or ivy is that the leaves always 
grow in groups of three. ft grows almost anywhere 
from Canada to Mexico, though it is rarely found 
higher than 5000 feet. It likes dry climates and wet 

As they tum green, the leaves take on a beautiful patent
leather shine. 



ones, and the plant is dangerous all year round. 
ln the East and the Midwest, the plant is called poi

son ivy and usually has sharply pointed leaves. In the 
West and South it is called poison oak and has 
rounded leaves, sometimes with lobed edges like 
some varieties of oak leaves. Two other dangerous 
relatives, poison sumac and poison-wood, live in 
swampy and boggy places in the East. 

The poison in aU these plants was first studied by 

Left: Soon, clusters of tiny flower buds open imo delicate, 
subtly scented blossoms with greenish-white petals and yel
low stamens. 

Right: The flowers are jolt owed by pale green berries, which 
later tum white or cream-colored. 

Japanese scientists. They extracted it from a plant 
much like North America's poison oak and ivy-the 
Japanese lacquer tree. They named the irritating sub
stance "urushiol," after the Japanese word for lac
quer, urushi. 

The poison is found in all parts of the plant-roots, 
stem, leaves, flowers and berries. You don't have to 
touch the plant itself to become poisoned. You could 

In early/all. the leal'es tum yellow. orange or red, often with 
a brilliance that rivals the brightest maple. 

pet your dog or cat after it has romped through poison 
oak. You could touch tools, shoes or clothing that 
have touched poison oak-or you could just stand in 
the smoke from burning poison oak. Once you've 
been touched by poison oak. the urushiol is quickly 
taken into your skin. Unless you wash it off right 
away, you 'II probably get the rash, but it will eventu
ally go away on its own. 

While humans can best appreciate poison oak from 
a distance, many birds and animals eat it quite hap
pily. About 50 species of birds eat the berries; deer 
are fond of the tender, young leaves and stems, and so 
are horses, goats, sheep and ducks. The extensive 
system of roots and runners poison oak puts out make 
it effective for controlling erosion on steep hillsides. 
And the dense tangles of its stems and branches 
provide cover and nesting places for small creatures. 

The best way to avoid a painful rash, however, is to 
look carefully at plants where you live-and learn to 
recognize the many forms poison oak takes. If you 
can count to three you can stay safe. o 

William Helsel is a free-lante ph(){ogmpher and ll'riter with a long
time i111eres1 in plams. 
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A. STARKER LEOPOLD 

Footprints 011 the Planet: A Search for an 
Environrnemal Ethic. By Robert Cahn. 
Universe Books, New York. 253 pp. 
Cloth, $I0.95. 

ROBERT CAH N is a talented jour
nalist turned conservationist. 
His effective writing on conser

vation issues came to the attention of the 
Nixon Administration, leading to his ap
pointment in 1970 as one of the three 
original members of the Council on En
vironmental Quality (CEQ). Cahn 's rich 
experience as a council member gives 
him a favorable vantage point from 
which to judge the development of envi
ronmental ethics and restraints in gov
ernment, industry and public affairs. His 
book, Footprints 011 the Planet, sum
marizes these observations and evalua
tions. 

Cahn introduces the subject by con
sidering two of the more dramatic recent 
environmental issues- the Alaska pipe
line and Tellico Dam. He uses these 

examples to illustrate the need for a sense 
of environmental values in judging man
agement actions. The book traces the in
teresting sequence of events in Congress 
and in the White House (which Cahn was 
able to observe first-hand as a member of 
CEQ) and arrives at a candid appraisal of 
President Nixon as a conservationist (not 
very favorable, incidentally). To this re
viewer, the mo t interesting and instruc
tive chapters-5 through I I-concern 
the attitudes of American business 
leaders toward environmental affairs. 
Through specific examples the author 
recounts the actions of banks, mining 
companies, iron works, industrial for
estry giants and a wide variety of man
ufacturing companies regarding envi
ronmental protection in the process of 
making a profit. Some cases illustrate 
admirable restraint and concern; others, 
gross disregard for environmental degra
dation and resource depletion. At best, 
American business is progressing toward 
an environmental ethic by fits and starts. 

Bui at least it is progressing. 
The later chapters of the book extoll 

the virtues and benefits of private con
servation efforts: voluntary simplicity in 
lifestyle, back-to-the-land movements, 
solar power and wind power, and the 
admirable and appealing concept that 
··small is beautiful." He traces the his
tory of conservation thinking from the 
aboriginal American to the present, with 
emphasis on the merits of thoughtful and 
considerate use of resources. The book 
ends with a roll of the tough choices that 
lie ahead for Americans accustomed to 
the profligate life. Cahn ·s message is not 
new, but it is so well told that it may 
reach a wide audience beyond confirmed 
conservationists. • 

A. Starker Leopold is Professor Emeritus of 
Zoology and Forestry at the U11iversityofCal
ifomia, Berkeley. His books i11c/ude The Cal
ifornia Quail (Unil'ersiryof Califomia Press. 
1977) and Wildlife of Alaska (Greenwood, 
1973). 

Second-Guessing Environmentalists 
c,,Thy Didnt He Ask U:'i ?) 
JUDITH KUNOFSKY 

The E11viro11me111af Protection Hustle, 
by Bernard J. Frieden; The MIT Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1979. 
Cloth, $12.50. 

BERNARD FRIEDEN'S new book 
purports to make the case that en
vironmentalists in general and the 

Sierra Club in particular are behind a 
powerful, growing movement to keep 
the middle class from being able to afford 
and enjoy homes in the suburbs. The 
environmental movement's supposed 
"hostility to growth," "manipulation of 
serious environmental issues" (page 
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136) and · 'facade of concern for the pub
lic interest" (page 134) are claimed as 
evidence of an effort to protect and pri
vately enjoy open space by getting the 
government to buy it. Environmentalists 
might be tempted to dismiss this book out 
of hand, but its publication by the pres
tigious Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology Press and the wide publicity the 
book has received make it a more serious 
threat than the usual anti-environmental 
tirade. 

Bernard J. Frieden is Professor of 
Urban Studies and Planning at M.I.T., 
former director of the M.l.T.-Harvard 

Joint Center for Urban Studies and a con
sultant to several administrations on 
urban policy. He wrote this book after 
spending a year in the San Francisco Bay 
Area observing controversies over hous
ing and growth. 

Seven of the book's eleven chapters 
are case studies of battles over housing 
developQ1ent in the Bay Area. many in
volving the Club' San Francisco Bay 
and Loma Prieta chapters. Frieden inter
viewed government officials, planners 
and developers throughout the country 
and concluded that the Bay Area is a pre
view of a powerful new version of "ex-



clusionism '' currently mushrooming 
around the nation. Old-style ex
clusionism sought to prevent low-cost 
housing, Frieden believes. in order to 
keep out the poor and various minorities. 
But the new exclusionism wants to keep 
out everyone and therefore has begun at
tacking even middle- or upper-income 
housing. 

Frieden admits he cannot decide 
whether environmentalists really are op
posed to all housing construction, 
whether · ·no-growthers" are manipulat
ing conservation. issues for their own 
purposes, or whether "environmental 
activists are not fully aware of the con
tradictions in their own positions [on 
housing and land use] and have not yet 
figured out how to handle growth in an 
environmentally sound way." Frieden 's 
uncertainty about environmentalists' 
motives and methods sometimes takes a 
more sinister form. He continually re
jects what environmentalists say about 
their own purposes and insists on sub
stituting venal intentions. For example, 
Frieden asks. ·'For whose benefit do en
vironmentalists want to preserve 
farmland? Is it possible that behind the 
facade of concern for the public interest 
environmentalists have mainly their own 
interests in mind?" This is refutation by 
.innuendo. and it recurs throughout 
Frieden 's work with disappointing regu
larity. Whatever lhe case, the results of 
the mounting number of disputes over 
housing are clear to Frieden: 

'The amount of housing blocked by 
controversies and either built after a long 
delay or not built at all is very large
large enough to make a difference in the 
price and availability of housing in the 
region. Second, the cumulative effect of 
successful efforts to stop housing devel
opments must be to increase prices and to 
restrict the number of places where 
middle-income families can afford to 
buy new homes. Third, the effect of 
stopping or reducing the size of infill de~ 
velopments near the built-up parts of the 
region must be to increase the number of 
homebuyers who will live far from estab
lished job centers and will have to com
mute long distances at high personal and 
environmental costs. Finally, it is very 
likely that the pattern of growth. con
troversies in the San Francisco area has 
discouraged the construction of carefully 
planned large developments and has en
couraged in their place new homebuild-

ing of lower quality" (page 139). 
It is important to note that many de

tails found in Frieden 's case studies are 
mistaken. For exampJe, Marin County 
residents are described as having sup
ported the establishment of the Point 
Reyes National Seashore merely to have 
federal funds used to protect their open 
space. Then, by refusing to allow expan
sion of the roads leading to Point Reyes. 
they ensured that "outsiders·• could not 
''come to visit the land they have 
bought." But this was not the case. In 

For example. Frieden states, "The 
open space that local growth opponents 
want is usually for private preserves. not 
public parks" (page 10), but when envi
ronmentalists "persuad[e] the federal 
government to buy land for a national 
seashore"-i.e., a public park-this is 
simply "a key part of the plan for restrict
ing new urban development'' (page 5). 
"The new regulatory climate" has 
''raised housing costs without doing very 
much to improve the public environ
ment" (page 165), but environmental 

Refutation by innuendo 

occurs throughout Frieden' s book 
with disappointing regulariry. 

1978, Point Reyes had almost 2 million 
visitors, 90% of whom are estimated to 
have come from outside Marin County. 
Either local residents failed in their 
nefarious plot or they concluded cor
rectly that extensive road expansion was 
not needed to ensure public access. 

Frieden does not discuss cases in 
which environmentali. ts joined with 
neighborhood groups to support housing 
proposals and higher densities. He never 
mentions that the Sierra Club cospon
sored and organized, along with de
velopers and housing interests, a 1977 
conference aimed at increasing housing 
opportunities. Nor does Frieden recog
nize the fact that many Bay Area envi
ronmentalists live in cities, not in 
suburbs- or that many are not home
owners. 

M oreover, Dr. Frieden's peculiar han
dling of studies, arguments and widely 
accepted data is disquieting- especially 
because Frieden 's academic credentials 
are impressive. The reader is almost 
seduced into accepting Frieden 's pro
nouncements, as when he rejects studies 
of the adverse economic and fiscal im
pacts of suburban growth as "extreme" 
or "biased." (Studies he supports are 
called "balanced.") But his conclusions 
must be called into question even more 
seriously because of the internal incon
sistency of his arguments. 

groups should support "growth man
agement strategies for urban areas" 
(page 175). 

He believes in a "trick.le-down" 
theory of the price of housing: "Any 
substantial amount of housing construc
tion, even for high-income groups, 
would meet part of the demand for more 
housing in Palo Alto, and would there
fore relieve some pressure to convert 
existing low-income units into housing 
for the better off" (page 11 1). But he re
jects a "trickle-down" theory of the 
price of food: "The [California Coastal] 
plan establishes no connection between 
[the maintenance of] coastal agriculture 
and food price levels ... ·' (page 125). 

Among the reasons Sierra Club chap
ters cite which are, he claims, '·a tangle 
of contradictions that must raise suspi
cions about their motives" are supposed 
opposition ''to new housing near the cen
tral cities on the grounds that it would use 
up scarce open space there'' (page 9), but 
environmentalists should "negotiate for 
reasonable provision of open space 
within new developments" (page 175). 

Since Frieden 's general analysis has 
received the most publicity, it is impor
tant to examine his basic argument, to 
wit: There are large numbers of families, 
Frieden believes, who need and want to 
buy homes. This desire is good and 
should not be changed or modified. 
These families, furthermore, will refuse 
to live in cities. Even if they were willing 
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(and admittedly there will be some in
crease in demand for urban housing over 
coming decades), cities could not ac
commodate the projected growth of 
population. Developers, Frieden goes on 
to argue, will not build in cities because 
the market isn't there. Any attempt, 
therefore, to limit housing in suburbs 
drives up the price of both new suburban 
housing and existing housing in both 
suburbs and cities. Tbe environmentalist 
position against sprawl is based on three 
factors: protection of agricultural land, 
the need for open space, and energy con
servation. The objections to sprawl, 
Frieden beHeves, are phony and self
serving. 

And the agricultural land argument is 
nonsense, Frieden insists, because tbere 
is plenty of land, and technology will en
able industry to produce more food than 
is needed. Open space is valuable only as 
scenery; some environmentalists want 
the government to buy it or to zone it as 
open space so they can enjoy it without 
having to pay for it. Other environmen
talists want to halt growth in the suburbs 
simply because they like things the way 
they are. This is selfish, Frieden be
lieves. Furthermore, many of the envi
ronmentalists' analyses of the fiscal im
pacts of growth are faulty, showing 
deficits when there really would be 
surpluses. Frieden rejects the argument 
that compact housing developments con
serve energy. Finally, although environ
mentalists say that they want compact 
growth, they oppose housing wherever it 
is proposed, even infill housing, and 
therefore defeat their own stated goals. 

L et 's analyze these arguments: 
The number of households in the Bay 

Area is rising very rapidly as the post
World War 11 baby boom comes of age 
and substantial migration to the region 
continues. But households with four or 
more people will actually decrease in 
numbers . These new, smaller house
holds will consist primarily of elderly 
and young adults without children. The 
actual need for single-family homes with 
three or four bedrooms will be much less 
than Frieden implies. 

Frieden cites public-opinion polls 
taken between 1964 and 1966 that seem 
to document the overwhelming desire of 
families to live in single-family homes in 



the suburbs. Even if one grants that 
more-recent surveys show similar re
sults. the public also shows great concern 
about sprawl. A December 1977 Field 
Institute study found that 7'1fc of Bay 
Area residents believe the spread of cities 
needs to be controlled; 89% think the 
state should keep as much as possible of 
its productive land in food growing
even if it means building fewer houses in 
s uburbs and rural areas. Moreover, 83% 
agree that if the quality of life in cities 
were improved. more middle-class 
people would choose to live in cities in
stead of moving to the suburbs. 

The public, then, is perhaps very am
bivalent, simultaneously wanting things 
for themselves that they acknowledge are 
unwise for society as a whole. Frieden 
does not challenge what he perceives to 
be the good and legitimate desire to move 
to the suburbs. Once people get to the 
suburbs, however, he regards them as 
selfish for trying to protect what brought 
them there in the first place. 

Frieden ·s contention that cities can 't 
accommodate the projected growth re
flect!: his belief that "saving the cities·' is 
not ''the real issue." But it is! Suburban 
sprawl. loss of agricultural land and pro
fligate resource use are inseparably 
linked with the deterioration of cities, as 
so many of the urban leaders at the recent 
City Care conference in Detroit ac
knowledged. 

A study by the Association of Bay 
Area Governments, in developing rec
ommendations for a comprehensive 
environmental management plan, con
cluded that if current trends of low
density sprawl continue, the Bay Area 
will run out of open land zoned for resi
dental use by 1990. Therefore, an effec
tive strategy to accommodate expected 
population growth must involve less 
focus on large-lot suburban development 
and more on high densities and on infill
ing of vacant parcels within cities. The 
ABAG analysis projected the results of a 
more "compact " form of new deve lop
ment and concluded that it would use ap
proximately 26% less land by 1990 than 
would current patterns-land that would 
then be available for future housing con
struction. This compact-development 
scenario is nothing like "Manhattaniza
tion ' '; the average number of houses per 
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acre in 1990- if compact development 
were pursued-would still be fewer than 
today. The environmental movement. 
including the Sierra Club, strongly sup
ports this proposal: groups described by 
Frieden as · 'moderately prodevelop
ment" oppose it and in so doing encour
age more rapid exhaustion of land avail
able for housing. 

Frieden observes that developers do 
not always want to build where cities en
courage them to. and he accepts their ra
tionales unquestioningly. In discussing 
the city of Petaluma 's growth
managment plan. for example, Frieden 
points out that "developers were not 
prepared to build as many units in west
ern and central Petaluma as the city 
wanted. As the developers judged con
sumer demand," Frieden explains, 
· 'what the regulators wanted was not the 
same as what consumers would buy." 
This is absurd. Given the Bay Area's 
housing market, any new house- even 
at outrageous prices- will sell quickly. 
The desire for higher profits is more 

· likely the true reason for some devel
opers' reluctance to build in certain loca
tions. But a more thorough analysis than 
Frieden attempted of why developers 
choose to build particular types of homes 
in particular locations might go a lot 
farther in helping regions to solve their 
housing problems. 

Frieden acknowledges that housing 
supply and price. in general, are deter
mined primarily by macroeconomic 
forces such as the availability of mort
gage money, but in the effort to prove his 
thesis about environmentalists he ignores 
the legitimate interests served by growth 
management. The Em·ironmental Pro-
1ec1io11 Hustle reveals not even a glimmer 
of understanding of the real costs of 
growth to a community and its resi
dents-both current and potential. 
Frieden complains that the ''main ef
fect" of growth-management plans is 
"to shift public service costs from local 
government to the developer and future 
residents." This, to Frieden. seems un
fair. When discussing open space, how
ever, Frieden reasons in the opposite di
rection. He believes that residents of a 
community-not government-should 
pay for environmental benefits. He fails 
to understand that the tools of growth 
management-zoning, utility hookup 

fees an(! limits as well as more explicit 
plans-are the only mechanisms a com
munity has for influencing when and 
where new housing and jobs are to be lo
cated. To argue against them is to argue 
for no controls, which is what caused the 
flight to the suburb and the decline of the 
cities. Growth needs to be channeled to 
areas where basic services such as water 
lines, roads, sewers and schools are al
ready in place rather than to areas that 
would require expensive installation of 
services. Channeling growth in this way 
is both legal and moral, fiscally sound 
and environmentally responsible. 

Frieden 's lack of understanding of to
day's important environmental issues is 
also evident in his discussion of agricuJ
tural lands. Conversion of prime lands to 
urban use in California is unimportant, 
Frieden says. because even more land is 
turned to agricultural use through irriga
tion. He seems unimpressed with the fact 
that food grown on soil needing irriga
tion is more expensive, as water must be 
shipped over long distances and the en
ergy required to convert deserts to gar
dens is rapidly becoming more expen
sive. This "new" land usually consists 
of poorer soils that also require expen
sive fertilizer and is probably located 
further from city markets. thus magnify
ing transportation costs, which already 
constitute a significant part oft he price of 
food. But Frieden unaccountably be
lieves that protecting agricuJtural lands 
adds to the cost of housing and, 
moreover, the food involved (in which 
category he includes apples and to
matoes) "seems to be mainly treats for 
their lenvironmentalists '] own tables." 
Even if Americans do want to maximize 
food production, Frieden says, we can 
count on ''available technologies'' 
which. if ·'fully adopted" would save 
the day. Though he quotes at one point 
from the Sierra Club ·s agricultural pol
icy, he has failed to grasp its basic prem
ise: that technical fixes are not adequate 
substitutes for the protection of good 
farmland. Since he is not concerned 
about protecting agricultural lands. he 
regards environmental support for it as 
simply a "cover" for protecting open 
space. And open space, for Frieden, 
means "scenic views." He ignores the 
vital role of open space in recharging 
groundwater, protecting watershed. abat-



ing air and water pollution and providing 
recreation. 

Finally, Frieden apparently does not 
realize that some resources-such as 
land-are finite, no matter how strongly 
people feel about them. The public inter
est. accordingly, may not be well served 
by encouraging individuals to work to
wards acquiring such resources for their 
private and exclusive use. Frieden be
lieves that expanding the amount of coas
tal land in public ownership or under 
public protection is not a good idea be
cause it limits the number of families 
who can build homes there. But, as envi
ronmentalists have pointed out for years, 
the limited space available on the coast 
could never accommodate a significant 
fraction of the population. With Califor
nia's population expected to increase 
from 22 million today to perhaps 27-29 
million by the year 2000, the public can 
protect its interest in the coast only by 
expanding public access and use, not by 
maximizing private home construction. 

A.ii in all. does Bernard Frieden say 
anything of value? Well, a few things: 

• There is no organized public advocate 
for housing for the middle class. Parties 
to controversy over particular projects 
are usually developers (suspect because 
of their economic interest) and current 
residents (who can always muster envi
ronmental or fiscal arguments against 
proposed developments). Frieden might 
be interested to know that environmen
talists are deeply involved in Santa Clara 
County's current efforts to find ways to 
accommodate new housing. 

• Environmentalists may have an unde
served reputation as opponents of hous
ing. This impression may put off poten
tial supporters and can be corrected by 
environmentalists becoming more vocal 
about their belief that environmental pro
tection is necessary not only for public 
health, a healthy economy and full em
ployment. but also for adequate housing. 

• It is possible to couch selfish or narrow 
community motives in the language of 
environmental protection. 

• Negotiations between environmen
talists and developers focus on the p_ossi
ble Lradeoffs between population and 
consumption. The goal of such negotia
tion is to reduce the adverse environmen
tal impacts of proposed developments. 

But too often such negotiations result 
only in reducing the housing density of a 
development, thus in some cases exacer
bating the problems of the region as a 
whole. There are a number of other 
"mitigation" measures that could be 
used to conserve energy and water or to 
reduce pollution and automobile use. 
These other mitigation measures would 
serve two purposes: first, they would en
able fewer developments to accommo
date the same number of people. Second, 
they would preserve environmental 
quality. 

The most basic disagreement between 
Frieden and environmentalists may be 
over the question of interpreting human 
needs. Frieden prefers to ''start with 
forecasts of population and economic 
growth and then propose ways of han
dling this growth and the needs it creates 
for housing." Such a policy takes re
gional population growth as an un
changeable given, an unalterable condi
tion. But environmentalists have long be
lieved that population trends and the 
complex mix of activities called "eco
nomic growth'' are very much subject to 
the influence of social , economic and 
political decisions and choices. 

Frieden is correct in saying that when 
environmentalists see a conflict between 
human activities and the constraints of 
the natural resources on which life de
pends, they want to change the human 
activities. This is not, however. a viola
tion of anyone's rights; it is an affirma
tion of the basic human right to a healthy 
en virnnment. 

We would have told Mr. Frieden so, 
but, except for a brief interview with one 
person in 1976, he never asked the Sierra 
Club about its opposition to or support 
for housing proposals. Instead of acting 
like the responsible social scientist he 
claims to be, Frieden used the model of 
the physical scientist. Environmentalists 
were the "subject" of his study-as 
though they were rocks or pelicans or 
atoms, not capable of explaining their 
own motives. priorities and tactics to an 
investigator. Such a dialogue might have 
gone a long way toward correcting the 
many and fatal errors of The Environ
mental Protection Hustle. • 

Judirh Kunofsky is rhe Club's popularion and 
growth-policy specialist. 
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Accompanying this article are some pho
tographs taken at the Club's 1979 annual 
dinner. This year, the di1111er was a nos
talgic tribute to the Sierra Club hig!, trips 
of yesteryear. The diners' costumes var
ied from merely allfhentic to hilarious; 
the food was appropriately rustic and 
spirits were high. A commemorative 
Sierrt1 cup was sold. Awards were given. 
Mush Emmons photographed the fes
tivities for Sierra. -Tl,e Editor 

Awards and Policies 
Each year at its annual banquet the Sierra 
Club honors the special achievements of 
conservationists with a number of 
awards. This year the Club 's highest 
honor, the John Muir Award, was pre-

ROBERT A. IRWIN 

sented to J. Michael McCloskey, the 
Club's Executive Director, "in gratitude 
for his forward-looking leadership of the 
conservation movement . . . and in ap
preciation ~or his wise and careful man
agement of the Sierra Club through a 
period of rapid growth." A new award, 
for contributions to conservation by a 
public servant, also made its first ap
pearance. The Edgar Wayburn Award, 
named for the chairman of the Alaska 
Task Force, former Club president and 
long-time conservation leader, was given 
to Representative PhilJip Burton for ' •his 
vision and dedication, reinforced by 
statesmanship and perseverance [and] 
his great love for the American people 
and for the American land." 

Five new Honorary Vice-Presidents 
were elected: Polly Dyer, Alfred For
sythe, Patrick Goldsworthy, William Siri 
and Raymond Sherwin. 

The following awards were also pres-

ented: The William E. Colby Award to 
George Shipway; the Walter A. Starr 
Award to Norman B. Livermore; Distin
guished Achievement Awards to Evelyn 
Murphy and to Cecil D. Andrus; the 
Oliver Kehrlein Award to Norton Meyer; 
the Francis P. Farquhar Mountaineering 
Award to William E. Siri; and Special 
Achievement Awards to John Baker, 
Kirk and Carol Patterson, Hal Thomas, 
Lee Wilson, Gordon Robinson, Richard 
Flint and Edward Easton m: Certificates 
of Appreciation were awarded to Amy 
Meyer, Harold Lockwood, Jill Swift, 
Margo Feuer, Ted Zobeck, Richard Ty
bout, Genny Schumacher Smith, Gene 
Andreason, Linda Lewis, Marvin Baker. 
Jr. , Bob Warrick and Philip M. Hocker. 

At the May meeting, the board of di
rectors adopted a new policy toward nu
clear power. It says, in part, ' 'the Sierra 
Club supports the systematic reduction 
of society's dependence on nuclear fis
sion as a source of electric power and 
recommends a phased closure and de
commissioning of operating commercial 
nuclear fission electric power reactors." 
The full text of this and other recently 
adopted policies are available from the 
Board/Council Office, Sierra Club, 530 
Bush Street, San Francisco, CA 94108. 

Nine former Club preside/Ifs s10od 1oreceive rhe applause of1lie audiel!ce. From left: Ray111011d Sherwin, Phillip Berry. Kem Gill. Richard Leonard, Lewis Clark, 
Edgar Waybum, William Siri, Bram Calkin and William Futrell. 
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Working for Wildlife 
Can the efforts of just one person make a 
real difference in achieving environmen
tal goals? The individual contributions of 
three Sierra Club members show that 
indeed they can. ln 1975 a Vancouver 
housewife, a Berkeley student and a 
Manhattan "cliff dweller" separately 
decided to take personal action for en
dangered wildlife. Because of Rosemary 
Fox 's resolve, British Columbia's con
servation minister was eased out of office 
and a moratorium on wolf poisoning de
clared. Because of the energy and or
ganizing skills of the student, Mark 
Palmer. the San Francisco Bay Chapter 
conducts one of the largest and best
coordinated wildlife programs in the 
Club: in Palmer's words, "the wildlife 
subcommittee has grown to be a state
wide leader on wildlife issues in Califor
nia." And lastly, because of Paulette 
Nenner's concern and initiative , many 
New York City purveyors of endangered 
species (or of their byproducts, such as 
ocelot coats or tortoise-shell trinkets) 
have been brought to justice and fined. 
Also, under her general editorship, WIN 
(Wildlife lnvo!Femenr News) has been 
upgraded from a local two-page informa
tion sheet to a comprehensive, nation
wide newsletter of as many as 24 
pages-the only Club periodical devoted 
exclusively to wildlife. 

[n Vancouver 
Excessive "harvesting·' of fish and 
game and an unreasonable "control pro
gram'' against predators were the issues 
that first set Rosemary Fox and the Van
couver Group of the Western Canada 
Chapter on a collision course with British 
Columbia's officialdom. For some years 
she and her group (she's now its chair) 
had been aware of the exceptional 
wildlife values of a remote area of north
ern British Columbia (now part of the 
province's Spatsizi Plateau Wilderness 
Park). In 1975 she noticed that unusually 
large numbers of big game had been 
taken in the area by a local guide/ 
outfitter. She reported this to the group 
and to the Sierra Club of Western Canada 
(the chapter's legal name), adding that 
not enough was known about the area's 
wildlife. Thereupon the Club asked the 
province's fish and game branch to ban 
hunting there until reliable data for man
aging big-game harvests could be devel-

A/th()11gh he didn'r win rhe prhej(,r best ws11m1e, rhe Club's exN:111ive direcrur, Mike McCluskey, did 
wi11 the }(Jhn M11irAward. Here he is pie/tired wirh a more ,·onvemiona/ly dressed Cecil Andrus, Secre
tllf}' o/' rhe l111erior. 

W Mirche/1, mayor o/Cresred Buue. Colorado. 
mnfers wirh Repres&ntarive Phillip Bur1011 (D· 
California) and Cecil Andrus. 

oped. Later, from the transcripts of some 
unrelated legal proceedings against the 
same outfitter, Fox noted irregularities 
in the government's certification and 
licensing of the outfitter, pointing to a 
dubious relationship if not outright fa
voritism. In June 1977, after the agency 
had all but ignored repeated requests on 
the matter, the Club issued a strongly 
worded press release airing and doc
umenting its charges. A judicial review 
ensued. Late in the summer of 1978 the 

inquiry's commissioner, Judge J. L. 
McCarthy, issued his report; it upheld 
the Club's charges, found the outfitter's 
license to be invalid and concluded that 
the fish and wildlife branch had commit
ted '·serious errors of judgment and acts 
of negligence, amounting to impro
prieties ." The report further recom
mended tightening the top management 
of the agency and improving the outfitter 
provisions of the provinces 's wildHfe 
laws . 

Those modest recommendations were 
carried out (and then some!) early last 
December, thanks to some alert action by 
Fox and the Vancouver Group-this time 
to head off extension of wolf poisoning 
to the far north- a program intended to 
save caribou for hunters! Limited exper
imental poisoning had been carried out 
there in the winter of 1977-78. The fol
lowing summer public statements by the 
conservation minister stirred fears that 
the wolf-control program would be ex
panded. Those fears were confirmed in 
early October by the leak of a confiden
tial fish and game memo that sketched a 
scenario of incremental wolf poisoning 
over the next several years in all caribou 
areas with low calf-survival rates. The 
memo, however, failed to offer any sci
entific justification for the half-million
dollar program. 

A Club-sponsored public forum on the 
wolf-poisoning plan was set for Novem
ber 30th. Fox and her committee, along 
with people from Vancouver's univer-
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Nick Clinch. ex,•rntive direr1<1r of rhe Sierra 
Club Fcmndation. i11 his w,,fl-11•om climbing gear, 
wo11 the contest for best c1Jst11111e. 

sities, made the arrangements, recruiting 
a panel of two prominent wolf experts 
and two government officials. An over
fl ow crowd of more than 300 attended, 
and another l00 had to be turned away. 
The next day the same panel plus a 
biologist who had surveyed the prov
ince's caribou herds in 1977 joined in a 
symposium at Simon Fraser University. 
The consensus from both discussions 
was that the data on wolf-prey relations 
were too meager to determine how to 
manage wolf-caribou systems. One 
panel member suggested that probably 
the best way to maintain the caribou 
population was not to poison the wolves 
but to stop hunting caribou. 

Less than two weeks after the two 
meetings, the Ministry of Recreation and 
Conservation was abolished, its fish and 
wildlife branch absorbed into a new 
Ministry of Environment , and a new fish 
and wildlife minister was appointed. His 
first act was to declare a moratorium on 
further wolf poisoning pending a full 
review and an assessment of alternate 
methods of predator control. All in all. it 
was a signal victory for the Sierra Club 
ip1d its environmentalist allies- and, of 
course, for the wolves. That victory in 
British Columbia dramatically demon
strates that the efforts of just one person 
can make a difference. Because the Van-

couver Group is smaJI, only 350 mem
bers, its ••wildlife committee" is largely 
a committee of one-Rosemary Fox. 
The chapter newsletter editor credits her 
with "almost single-handedly'· winning 
the group's wildlife battles . 

In the Bay Area 
In marked contrast to the experience 
of the small Vancouver Group, the 
22,000-member San Francisco Bay 
Chapter has often had more volunteers 
for work on wildlife issues than it could 
handle-until recently, that is. In 1975 
Mark Palmer, fresh out of the University 

Edgar Wayb11m preseming the first award that 
bears hi, name- for 011tsta11di11g conservatio11 
efforts by a p11blir ser val/1- to Phillip 811rto11. 

of California at Berkeley, joined the 
chapter's conservation committee to pur
sue his interest in wildlife. The first issue 
he encountered was the overpopulation 
of two species of exotic deer. fallow and 
axis. at Point Reyes National Seashore. 
The National Park Service had been try
ing to reestablish the native tule elk 
there, but the exotic deer had seriously 
overgrazed the range. Palmer was made 
chairman of a subcommittee to work 
with the Park Service to find a solution , 
whic h turned out to be the humane shoot
ing of the excess exotic deer. Palmer's 
subcommittee became permanent. The 
chapter's conservation committee now 
refers all wildlife issues to it. pem1itting 
ongoing, consistent and responsible ac-



.,,~1J., 
A11 111111Mwl ft>l>/Jyi11g IC/elk ll'<IS cmplvycd by Frie,u/,1 of 11,.- Coast Ii> e11co11rage Interior Secretary A1ulr11.1, who had JIIST Jmished his speech, to hall c111 offshor<' 
lease .,ale i11 Calijim,ia. 

tion instead of sporadic, rushed reactions 
to emergencies. 

Under Palmer. the wildlife subcom
mittee has developed an ambitious pro
gram of activities and projects. At least 
half its 60 member meet once a month in 
a combined educational program and 
work session, at which all attending take 
part in discussion and decision making. 
No tight little cl iquc. the subcommittee is 
the nearest thing to pure democracy in ac
tion, according to Jim Pach), its current 
chairman. Most important, he says, is 
the involvement of new people in the 
subcommittee's work. The tasks are vir
tually boundless: attending hearings. 
lobbying at state and local levels. doing 
research , preparing reports, conducting 
investigative field trips, speaking to 
groups, presenting testimony before pub
lic bodies and contacting the press. The 
issues and problems the subcommittee 
deals with arc equally varied. from local 
to international in scope. Here are some 
of them: 
• Protecting the harbor seals' favorite 
rocky refuge at Strawberry Point on San 
Francisco Bay from the threat of devel
opment; 
• Opposing a ranching venture on To
males Bay (near Point Reyes). The owner 
wants to raise Rocky Mountain elk for 

their horns, which are believed by some 
Chinese to have aphrodisiac qualities. 
The process of removing the horns in
volves their painful amputation when the 
elk are in velvet; 
• Seeking state legislation to prevent 
continued diversion of water from Mono 
Lake. whose decreasing level now 
threatens one of the most important wa
terfowl sanctuaries in the eastern Sierra: 
• Continuing pressure to curb the killing 
of California's two native big cats, the 
mountain lion and the bobcat, both en
dangered species; and 
• Halting the killing of whales. The sub
committee's Whale Task Force has been 
developing a new program for the Club. 
Its earlier recommendation to abandon a 
boycott of Japanese products was 
adopted by the board. Part of the new 
program was the Japanese-American 
Environmental Conference held in Tokyo 
in July 1978. The subcommittee worked 
with the Club's International Committee 
to organize it. A similar meeting will be 
held at Stanford University in the sum
mer of 1980. While the 1978 conference 
did not achieve immediate results on the 
whaling problem, according to PachJ, 
who attended it, some bonds were estab
lished between U.S. and Japanese envi
ronmentalists. 

Mark Palmer has built a strong cadre of 
wildlife defenders for his chapter and for 
the Club a5 a whole. Since becoming the 
chairman of the Northern California Re
gional Conservation Commillee he will 
be able to take only a minor part in the 
subcommittee's affairs, but he has seen 
to it that the wildlife subcommittee did 
not become a one-man show. Constant 
recruiting, letting volunteers know they 
are wanted and that what they do is im
portant. rotating duties and lead
ership-all have made this young outfit 
perform like a team of seasoned pros. 

ln New York City 
The canyons of New York City would 
seem an unlikely habitat for wildlife en
thusiasts. Yet one of the Sierra Club's 
oldest and largest wildlife committees, 
the Atlantic Chapter's, is centered there. 
No peregrine falcons nest there, nor do 
grizzlies roam in Central Park. But a 
huge illegal trade in endangered wildlife 
species and products is carried on in New 
York. When Paulette Nenner decided to 
do something for wildlife, that illegal 
trade was the hottest issue-and one that 
required actual work as well as study and 
discussion. In 1975 the chapter's most ac
tive unit was its endangered species task 
force, as it had been since the committee 
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was established some ten years ago. 
Nenner soon became one of the task 
force ·s coordinators. Member:, were a!>• 
signed either to a department store or 10 a 
specific area of small shops, which they 
surveyed monthly for violations of en
dangered species, and if members saw 
evidence of a violation. they would 
notify the state attorney general 's office. 
which then sent an agent 10 investigate. 
In 1976-77 the task force was responsible 
for 85% of the state's prosecutions of en
dangered species violators in New York 
City. 

In 1977 Nenner became head of the 
wildlife committee and devoted much of 
her time to the newsletter. Renamed 
WIN, it had become an expanded and 
more sophisticated version of the earlier 
monthly report of the Atlantic Chapter 
Wildlife Committee. She also was able 
to establish valuable ties with the state 
Division of Fish and Wildlife, which 
worked for the same conservation values 
as members of her commi11ee. When 
hunting groups tried to have the fish and 
wildlife agency removed from the De
partment of Environmental Conservation 
and stripped of most of its power. the 
committee's testimony (prepared by co
chair Karla Slap) helped defeat the 
move. The commillee now is working 
with the division to develop a nongame 
wildlife program for the state, the first 
time the division has worked directly 
with any environmental organization. 

A number of other chapters are as 
active- perhaps even more so-as At
lantic, San Francisco Bay, and Western 
Canada. The Rocky Mountain, New En
gland , Florida, North Star (Minnesota) 
and New Jersey chapters are among 
them. If there is no Sierra Club outlet in 
your area for your wildlife enthusiasm. 
write to Mark Palmer or Jim Pach! at the 
San Franc isco Bay Chapter, 6014 Col
lege Avenue, Oakland, California 
94618, for suggestions o n how to start a 
wildlife committee and program. 

Sierra on Cassette 
A nonprofit organization called Volun
teer Services for the Blind is now record
ing articles from Sierra on cassettes for 
use by blind and handicapped people. 
The Sierra cassettes, along with a 
number of others, are available for a 
nominal fee; direct inquiries 10 Recorded 
Periodicals, Division of Volunteer Serv
ices for the Blind, 9 19 Walnut St., 
Philadelphia, PA 91907. • 
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Guest Opinio11 

Dancmg F lames lersus Blue Teetl1 

Should Campfires 
Come in a Can? 

BRUCE BERGER 

Bruce Berger's book 011 G/e11 Ca11yo11, There Was a River, was pub
lished by Norrhland Press this spring. He is afree-la11ce wri1er. 

· THE FIRST BLUSH over rimrock, before the bats have 
gone to bed, my heart kindles for the first sip of cof
fee. J slip out of my bag, rush into my clothes, then 

snap the dead tips off the nearest rabbit brush. Last night 's 
ashes are still wann. I make a pyramid of twigs over the rabbit 
brush and touch a match to it-flames leap. Pungent smoke 
curls into the sky. By the time the first light touches rock, I am 
taking the first black sip. 

ls it the coffee or the dawn? As the canyon awakens, layer 
by layer, 1 feel the day being born inside me. By the second 
cup, the sun has splayed the shadow of a nearby juniper onto a 
pink dune. l let the fire die down, then build it back up. Mi
raculously my campmates are still asleep, and I don't dare 
even blow my nose for fear of honking them all awake. By the 
time sunlight touches my skin, 1 am stirring the third cup: this 
is my private coffee ceremony, my way of sending the sun a 
responding tlame. 

Ir was a shock, then, to camp for the first time with friends 
who detest campfires. At first they ignored my pall oozing 
luxuriously downcanyon, and choked in silence. Then Remo, 
cautious at first, explained, "lt isn't only the smoke. It's also 
that fires strip whole areas of their natural dead wood. They 
leave black scars on the rock. Most people don't dismantle 
them afterward, so you run into these little construction sites 
everywhere. The peace is shattered by people breaking wood 
down to size. The smell sticks to your clothes. When the wind 
changes, your tear ducts ache. A campfire has all the charm of 
a power plant, shrunk to scale." 

Gloria added, "But what I really can't stand is the way 
everyone stares at the coals after dinner without saying any
thing. The fire is the camper's boob tube." 

1 halfway agreed. I was aware of, even applauded, the ban 
on fires in parks where entire campgrounds are being denuded 
and campers attack live trees for wood to burn, not to mention 
in areas where the danger of forest fires is extreme. When we 
broke camp l dutifully scattered the rocks, dispersed the un
burnt wood to simulate disorder, kicked or buried the ashes, 
turned stones to their clean sides, and left only a little charred 
sand for evidence. But I 've never felt my wilderness experi
ence was destroyed by someone else's discreet firepit. As for 
fire's social value, despite Gloria's disclaimer, it was the 
radiant heart of the campsite. It carved a lighted room out of 

darkness. Around that dance of tlame, conversation was 
lively and profound. 

I noted with perverse satisfaction the hiss of Remo's and 
Gloria's white-gas burner filling the canyon like the sound 
from a far expressway, but I began to hear as well the crash of 
my own boot on a branch, breaking it into small pieces. J 
began to observe the direction of my smoke and to plan my 
campsites downwind , cringing when a shift in the breeze 
swung the smoke toward disapproving nostrils. I watched in
sects run from their hideouts, ants crawl from burning logs. 
Smoke chased me accusingly around the fire, reddening my 
eyes. And I began to resent scrubbing charred pots whose soot 
inevitably migrated from aluminum to skin to clothing. I pon
dered the alternative. 

Should 1 use some gaseous little device? The burner, with 
bottles of white gas or cartridges of butane to fuel it, would 
displace from my pack items I like having along and, unlike 
fallen tjmber, this fuel would have to be paid for. These small 
stoves have a reputation for hating their masters, they scheme 
insurrection in mid-omelet. Their odor is noxious , their danc
ing flames a ring of orderly blue teeth, the seethe of jets their 
answer to crackling wood. As for my coffee ceremony, I 
might as well be back at the kitchen range. l pictured ethical 
campers sitting in a ring around their pooled burners, baring 
their pure souls .... 

In the larger context, burners are made of metal that has 
been prospected , mined, smelted, assembled and shipped. 
The gas has been explored and drilled for, refined and trans
ported. The finished amalgamation is advertised and sold. 
The traditional campfire, using a local, renewable resource, is 
soft technology; gas burners typify the massive, discredited 
hard stuff. 

Fire, on the other hand, for those who grew up with its 
glow, retains sacramental magic. It is a last link with our pio
neer tradition. It was by Prometheus' mythic theft of divine 
fire that humankind rivaled the gods. Heraclitus proclaimed 
all creation a form of fire , and the dancing patterns of con
temporary physics are metaphorically in concert. From or
thodoxy to alchemy, fire is the agent of transfonnation, the 
progress of the soul, and a rack of votive candles in a dark 
alcove gladdens even my own agnostic heart. Surely a 
backpacker seeking wholeness in the wilderness is incom
plete when limjted to earth, water and the ether. 

Regardless, Remo's and Gloria's dissent gnawed at me. 
Fire truly was a soft technology when there were great ex-
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Dead wood is not renewable at the rate it is being 
used, nor does its harvesting leave wilderness looking wild. 

panses of open lands , a sparse population of native peoples 
and a beginning influx of pioneers. Nature's tolerance was not 
exceeded then. But with the continuing eradication of wilder
ness and the exponential increase in camping, the ratio is re
versed; dead wood is not renewable at the rate it is being used, 
nor does its harvesting leave wilderness looking wild. The 
untamed is naturally disarrayed, and we campfire enthusiasts 
are in danger of turning it into a pruned garden. 

The image of brave souls gentling the night with fire still 
haunts many of us, from backpackers to hunters to professors 
of anthropology and American art. Nevertheless, subject to 
individual mandates, local conditions and changing person
nel , open flames are being banned from our national parks or 
restricted to tight compounds. Regulations are fierce enough 
that one feels like a junkie who must be monitored, if not 
redeemed. For the moment, one can repair to national forest, 
Bureau of Land Manageme_nt or private land that has not been 
posted, but the message is clear: campfires are on their way 
out. And I am caught between ethics. 

At Christmas Remo and Gloria, my clean-burning friends, 
sent me an incriminating photo of my campfire filling a can
yon with smoke. I retaliated in verse signed Smokey the Un
bearable, but recognizing the lameness of that, finally took 

the plunge- I invested in a nasty little burner. Testing it at 
home, r found it made heat with minimal stink, and so packed 
it-mainly out of curiosity- into the wilds. 

I was first struck by the unexpected freedom. Relieved of 
the search for firewood, of locating and constructing a pit and 
of the final unblacking oftbe pots, time opened up for serious 
lounging. I was free to camp in the margins, to socialize at 
will and retreat to my lair. The hiss of jets was brief, and gave 
way quickly to the sifting of wind and the night cries. My 
eyes, no longer directed at the firepit, adjusted to silhouettes 
and stars. The burner did take room in my pack that would 
otherwise be occupied by, say, a little more rum, or gloriously 
empty space, and my back was not enchanted with the weight 
of three fuel cartridges. And social life was not enhanced by 
members of the party cooking by themselves. But heat was 
instantaneous and without guilt: I was Prometheus unbound. 

Now, of course, my sacred dawns are less sacramental. 
First light touches rimrock without the pungency of juniper 
smoke, the ceremony of an answering flame. But there is 
another satisfaction: knowing I needn't burn wood that has 
lived a thousand years and has become in death a shelter for 
scorpions, termites, centipedes and their brethren. Those 
creatures have adapted to the wilderness: now it is my turn. o 
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THERMAL INSULATION 

A microfiber insulation that inch for inch of thickness can 
give you almost double the warmth of competitive insulations. 

Thinsulate® Insulation is a new 
concept of thermal insulation that 
provides nearly two times the 
thermal insulation for a given 
thickness than commonly used 
competitive materials including 
down, fiberfill, pile or wool. 
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Thickness 1 cm 

Thinsulate® Insulation works 
because its patented microfiber 
construction provides nearly 20 
times more surface area in a 
given space when compared with 
competitive materials. 

Thlnsulate Insulation 
magnified 500 times. 

Competitive polyester 
hberfill Insulation 
magnified 500 limes. 

This is important because the 
smaller the diameter or size of 
fiber and the more fibers there 
are in a given space, the greater 
the surface area there is to hold 
insulating air. The more dead, or 
"boundary" air held in a given 
space, the higher the thermal 
resistance and the warmer you 
are. 

Performance just doesn't 
happen automatically. It takes the 
right combination of quality 
materials, workmanship and 
design working together to 
produce a garment that will meet 
the test of time. 

Since even the best insulating 
material will fail if incorporated 
into a poorly designed outer shell, 
knowing what's proper design is 
critical to selecting both design 
and style. 

That's why 3M has introduced 
use of Thermography to evaluate 
design alternatives and help 
garment manufacturers and their 
customers get maximum thermal 
comfort. (Thermography is the 
sensing of temperature patterns 
on the surface of the object 
being viewed. Power companies 
use this infrared sensing process 
to reveal heat loss from poorly 
insulated homes.) 

For example, this thermogram 
(above} of a jacket insulated with 
goose down shows heat loss 
areas in the seams where the 
jacket has been quilted. The 
quilting pattern has reduced the 
overall thermal efficiency of this 
jacket. 

Thinsulate compares favorably 
with competitive insulations on a 
weight basis. Exact weight and 
warmth comparisons can only be 
made in reference to finished 
garments. 
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1 Clo unu msulat1on 

Thinsulate® Insulation is 
produced from synthetic fibers 
which absorb less than one 
percent of their own weight in 
water. 

steam water 

Steam (left) distilling 
th rough Th insulate® I nsu lat ion 
shows good breathability; yet 
water (right) lays on the surface 
of Thinsulate® without being 
absorbed. 

For detailed information about 
Thinsulate® Insulation and who 
is using it, write: 

THINSULATE®, Box I, 3M Center 
223, 6SW 

St. Paul, MN 55101 

In Canada, write 3M Canada Ltd. 
P.O. Box 5757, Terminal "A" Thinsulate® can be hand or 

machine washed without 
bunching or "thinning out." 

t London, Ontario, Canada N6A4T1 
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The Tamerlane is the first in a 
refreshingly new line of rugged 

outdoor dothing from 
Wilderness Experience. The 

entire Solo line of jackets and 
vests, including the Tamerlane, 

ae all tailor cut and 
meticulously crafted with old

fashion attention to quality. 
Insulated with Celanese Fortrel® 

Polorguord®, for warmth, dur
ability and ease of core, the 

Solo line of clothing is destined 
to become the leader in both 

style and function. 

To see the Tamerlane and the 
rest of the Solo products 

Cinduding sleeping bags and 
booties), as well as Wilderness 

Experience pocks, visit your 
local Wilderness Experience 

dealer. 

For more information on our 
products, our newest free full 

color catalog, and the location 
of your nearest dealer, call roll 

free (800) 423-5031 . 

FOltrel& ond Polorgvad8 ae Trade Marks 
of Fiber tnduslrles. Inc .. o subsidiary 

of Celanese Corporation. 
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